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COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
respondent Beatrice Foods Co. , a corporation, has violated and is now
violating the provisions of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended (15
U . C. 18) through the acquisition of the stock and assets of various
corporations, as hereinafter more particularly designated and de-
scribed , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it
with reference thereto would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
complaint pursuant to the provisions of Section 11 of the aforesaid
Clayton Act (15 U. C. 21) stating its charges as follows;

I. DEFINITIONS

1. For the purpose of this complaint, the following definitions shall
apply:

(a) Manually powered paint applicators: Paint and varnsh brushes;

paint rollers including pans, covers, handles, and other accessories sold
separately, or as part of a paint roller kit; and miscellaneous paint
applicators other than spray equipment and aerosol cans.
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(b) Manually powered paint application industry: Persons, partner-
ships , j oint ventures , and corporations engaging in the manufacture and
sale of manually powered paint applicators, as defined in (a),
immediately above.

(c) Paint rollers: As used separately, includes, in addition to the
complete paint roller, pans , covers , handles, and other accessories sold
separately, or as part of a paint roller kit.

II. RESPONDENT

2. Respondent, Beatrice Foods Co., sometimes hereinafter referred
to as "Beatrice " is, and has been, at all times relevant herein, a
corporation organized , existing, and doing business under the laws of
the State of Delaware , with its present executive offce and principal
place of business located at 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Il.

3. Beatrice is today a multinational, multiproduct company with its
primary emphasis on foods and related services. Following extensive
research by management and market specialists, Beatrice began
diversifying six years ago into a limited number of non-food fields
appraised as having exceptional potential for growth of sales and
profits. These fields, grouped together as the Chemical & Manufac-
tured Products Division, represented approximately 20 percent of
Beatrice s dollar sales in fiscal year ended Feb. 28, 1970. Many of the
products in the Chemical & Manufactured Products Division are similar
in that these products are sold by Beatrice to common customers or are
distributed to similar outlets, such as variety, hardware , grocery and
mass merchandise stores. One field within this division is paint brushes
and paint rollers. Many retailers and distributors of paint brushes and
paint rollers are purchasers or potential purchasers of a variety of
other products manufactured and distributed by Beatrice.

Beatrice, in the sale of its products, relies heavily on advertising,
especially advertising designed to promote consumer hrand identifica-
tion. For fiscal year ended Feb. 29 , 1968, Beatrice spent approximately
$27 milion for advertising of its products, utilizing all major media and
means of reaching the consumer public. Respondent has continued to
expand its advertising expenditure since that time.

In conjunction with its advertising, Beatrice has been successful in
promoting its household products through new packages, display
materials, coupons, and special promotions. Major promotional pro-
grams have centered on products within the Chemical & Manufactured
Products Division, including Melnor sprinklers, Stiffel lamps, and
Airstream trailers.
4. In the course and conduct of its business, Beatrice is, and has

been, at all times relevant herein, engaged in sellng its products to
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purchasers located in various States of the United States, and caused
such products, when solrl , to be transported from its facilities in various
States ofthe United States to such purchasers located in various States
of the United States. In so doing, Beatrice is engaged in "commerce " as
commerce" is defined in the Clayton Act, as amended, and has been

continuously so engaged at all times relevant herein.
5. Beatrice s development has been characterized through the years

by continuous growth. During the past decade, sales increased by $1.1
bilion, or 256 percent. For fiscal year ended Feb. 28, 1970, net sales
were approximately $1 576 000 000, and total assets approximated $504
milion. Acquisitions accounted for a significant portion of this growth.

III. ACQUIRED COMPANIES

Tip Top Brush Co., Inc. and Affiiated Companies

6. Prior to and until July 31 , 1969, Tip Top Brush Co., Inc. and its
affiliated companies Banner Brush Co., Inc. ; Best-Set Brush Co., Inc.
United Brush Manufacturing Co., Inc. ; First Synthetic Fibre & Brush
Co., Inc. ; West Side Leasing Corp. ; Excello Roller Co. , Inc. ; and Star
Brush Manufacturing Co., Inc., sometimes hereinafter referred to
collectively as "Tip Top," were corporations organized , existing, and
doing business under the laws of the State of New Jersey, with their
offices and principal places of business located at 151 W. Side Ave.
Jersey City, N.J., except with respect to Star Brush Manufacturing Co.
Inc. , which was organized , existing, and doing business under the laws
of the State of New York, with its office and principal place of business
located at 690 Harrson Ave. , Boston, Mass.

7. All of the issued and outstanding capital stock of each of the
corporations listed in Paragraph 6, above, were ownerl by Miklos

Felkay and Madelaine Felkay. These corporations were closely held
and operated so as to mutually benefit each other.

8. Tip Top was engaged in the manufacture , sale , and distribution of
manually powered paint applicators. For fiscal year ended Sept. 30
1968, the year preceding its acquisition by Beatrice , it had net sales of
approximately $5 425 000, and it had total assets approximating

641 000. By fiscal year ended Sept. 30, 1969, these sales had

increased to approximately $7,126 000.
9. In the course and conduct of its business prior to July : , 1969 , as

aforesaid, Tip Top sold its products to purchasers located in various

States of the United States and caused such products, when sold , to be
transported from its facilities in various States of the United States to
such purchasers located in various other States ofthe United States. In
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so doing, Tip Top was engaged in "commerce " as "commerce" is
defined in the Clayton Act, as amended.

10. Pursuant to an agreement adopted June 25, 1969, Beatrice, on
July 31 , 1969, acquired all of the issued and outstanding capital stock of
Tip Top in exchange for up to 85 000 shares of Beatrice s common stock.

Essex Graham Company

11. Prior to and until July 1, 1970, Essex Graham Company,
sometimes hereinafter referred to as "Essex " was a corporation
organized, existing, and doing business under the laws of the State of
Ilinois, with its office and principal place of business located at 1700 
Pershing Rd. , Chicago, Il

12. Essex was engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of
manually powered paint applicators. In 1969, the year preceding its
acquisition by Beatrice, Essex had net sales of approximately

216 000 and its total assets approximated $2 322 000.
13. In the course and conduct of its business prior to July 1 , 1970 , as

aforesaid, Essex sold its products to purchasers located in various
States of the United States and caused such products, when sold , to be
transported from its facilties in Ilinois to such purchasers located in
various other States of the United States. In so doing, Essex was
engaged in "commerce " as "commerce" is defined in the Clayton Act
as amended.

14. Pursuant to an agreement and plan of reorganization adopted
July 1 , 1970, Beatrice, on July 1 , 1970, acquired substantially all of the
assets of Essex in exchange for shares of Beatrice s common stock.

IV. NATURE OF TRADE AND COMMERCE

15. Manually powered paint applicators arc a separate and distinct
product which is distinguished from all other paint applicators and all
other products in a number of ways, including, but not restricted to
method of use, cost of production, marketing, and consumer acceptance.
16. In the United States prior to World War II, paint was

principally applied by brush. During World War II the paint roller was
developed , offering a new method by which to apply paint. Initially
paint rollers were produced principally by firms not engaged in the
manufacture of paint brushes. During the past decade, however

substantial market pressure has resulted in a significant number of
companies originally engaged in the manufacture of either paint
brushes or paint rollers entering into the manufacture and sale of both.
Currently, of the top twelve concerns in the manually powered paint
application industry, ten manufacture and sell both paint brushes and
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paint rollers. Of the remaining companies within this industry, most if
not all, manufacture and/or distribute both paint brushes and paint
rollers.

17. Approximately three years ago miscellaneous flat paint applica-
tors other than brushes and rollers were introduced. In 1969, such
miscellaneous flat paint applicators constituted an insignificant portion
of the total sales of manually powered paint applicators.

18. The manufacture and sale of manually powered paint applica-
tors is a significant industry in the United States. In 1969, value of
shipments was approximately $99.3 million, up from 1967 value of
shipments of $88.6 milion. There has been a significant increase in the
level of concentration in the manually powered paint application
industry. In 1967, the top four and top eight manufacturers had

approximately 34.6 percent and 51.3 percent of domestic plant
shipments, respectively. By 1969, these shares had increased to
approximately 40.4 percent and 58.6 percent, respectively. By attribut-
ing to the acquiring company the 1969 plant shipments of tlJose
companies acquired in 1970, the market shares of the top four and top
eight in 1969 increase to 46.7 percent and 66.1 percent, respectively.

19. The aforesaid increase in concentration has been paralleled by a
number of independent manually powered paint applicator concerns
leaving the industry, either by virtue of merger or by voluntarily
ceasing operations. Additionally, there has not been a signifcant new
entrant into this industry within the past two decades.

20. In 1969, Tip Top was the third largest manufacturer of manually
powered paint applicators, accounting for approximately 6.9 percent of
plant shipments in the United States. In that year, Essex had
approximately 2.3 percent of domestic plant shipments. The combined
production of these acquired concerns would have made Beatrice the
third largest domestic manufacturer of manually powered paint
applicators in 1969.

21. Paint rollers constitute a signifcant segment of manually
powered paint applicator sales, representing approximately $26.
milion in 1967, and increasing to approximately $31.2 milion in 1969.

Concentration in this segment is high. In 1969, the top four and top
eight manufacturers had in excess of 59.2 percent and 76.7 percent of
domestic plant shipments of paint rollers, respectively.
22. In 1969, Tip Top accounted for approximately 3.8 percent of

paint roller plant shipments in the United States. In that year, Essex
represented approximately 7.2 percent of domestic plant shipments. On
the basis of the combined production of these acquired concerns, as

aforesaid , Beatrice would become the third largest domestic manufac-
turer of paint rollers in 1969.
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23. The largest segment of manual1y powered paint applicator sales
is in paint and varnish brushes, representing approximately $62.1

mil1ion in 1967, and increasing to approximately $68. 1 mil1ion in 1969.

Concentration in this segment is significant. In 1969, the top four and
top eight manufacturers accounted for approximately 40. 1 percent and
61.7 percent of domestic plant shipments, respectively. In that year, Tip
Top was the second largest manufacturer of paint and var-Ilish brushes
with 8.3 percent of domestic plant shipments.
24. Manually powered paint applicators of all types are distributed

to hardware, variety, paint and wallpaper, and mass merchandise
stores, among others. Recently, these products have been sold in
grocery stores , with this latter market expected to be of major
significance in the future.

V. EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITIONS

25. The effect, cumulatively and individual1y, of the aforesaid
acquisition hy Beatrice of the stock and assets of Tip Top and Essex
may he substantially to lessen competition or to tend to create a
monopoly in the manufacture and sale of manually powered paint
applicators in the United States as a whole in the following ways
among others;

(a) Potential competition between Beatrice and each of the aforesaid
corporations acquired by it and between Beatrice and all others has
been eliminated;

(b) Actual competition between and among the aforesaid corpora-
tions acquired by Beatrice has heen eliminated;

(c) Producers of manually powered paint applicators may be unable
to compete, or will be at a competitive disadvantage in competing, with
respondent due to anyone, any combination of, or all of the fol1owing
factors;

(1) Respondent's financial and economic strength;
(2) Respondent's advertising, merchandising, and promotional ability

and experience;

(3) Respondent' s ability to command acceptance of its products and
of valuable store shelf space;

(4) Respondent's ability to offer preferential prices on manually
powered paint applicators;

(5) Respondent's ability to offer prefer ntial prices on other products
it sel1s as a condition, implied or explicit, to the purchase of
respondent' s manual1y powered paint applicators;

(6) Respondent's ability to combine product distribution;
(d) The leading position of Beatrice has been enhanced and may be

further enhanced;
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(e) An industry trend toward concentration has been accelerated and
further acquisitions may be induced;

(f) The degree of concentration has been increased and may be
further increased; and

(g) The entry of new competitive entities has been and may continue
to be made more difficult.

26. The effect, cumulatively and individually, of the aforesaid
acquisition by Beatrice of the stock and assets of Tip Top and Essex
may be substantially to lessen competition or to tend to create a
monopoly in the manufacture and sale of paint rollers in the United
States as a whole in the following ways , among others:

(a) Potential competition between Beatrice and each of the aforesaid
corporations acquired by it and between Beatrice and all others has
been eliminated;

(b) Actual competition between and among the aforesaid corpora-
tions acquired by Beatrice has been eliminated;

(c) Producers of paint rollers may be unable to compete, or wil be at
a competitive disadvantage in competing, with respondent due to any
one , any combination of, or all of the following factors;

(1) Respondent's financial and economic strength;
(2) Respondent's advertising, merchandising, and promotional ability

and experience;
(3) Respondent' s ability to command acceptance of its products and

of valuable store shelf space;

(4) Respondent' s ability to offer preferential prices on paint rollers;
(5) Respondent's ability to offer preferential prices on other products

it sells as a condition, implied or explicit, to the purchase of
respondent' s paint rollers;

(6) Respondent's ability to combine product distribution;
(d) The leading position of Beatrice has been enhanced and may be

further enhanced;

(e) An industry trend toward concentration has been accelerated and
further acquisitions may be induced;

(f) The degree of concentration has been increased and may be
further increased; and

(g) The entry of new competitive entities has been and may continue
to be made more diffcult.

27. The effect, cumulatively and individually, of the aforesaid
acquisition by Beatrice of the stock and assets of Tip Top and Essex
may be suhstantially to lessen competition or to tend to create a
monopoly in the manufacture and sale of paint and varnish brushes in
the United States as a whole in the following ways, among others;

(a) Potential competition between Bcatrice and each of the aforesaid
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corporations acquired by it and between Beatrice and all others has
been eliminated;

(b) Potential competition between and among the aforesaid corpora-
tions acquired by Beatrice has been eliminated;

(c) Producers of paint and varnish brushes may be unable to compete
or wil be at a competitive disadvantage in competing, with respondent
due to anyone, any combination of, or all of the following factors;

(1) Respondent's financial and economic strength;
(2) Respondent' s advertising, merchandising, and promotional ability

and experience;

(3) Respondent' s ability to command acceptance of its products and
of valuable store shelf space;

(4) Respondent' s ability to offer preferential prices on paint and
varnish brushes;

(5) Respondent' s ability to offer preferential prices on other products
it sells as a condition, implied or explicit, to the purchase of
respondent' s paint and varnish brushes;

(6) Respondent's ability to combine product distribution;
(d) The leading position of Beatrice has been enhanced and may be

further enhanced;
(e) An industry trend toward concentration has been accelerated and

further acquisitions may be induced;
(f) The degree of concentration has been increased and may be

further increased; and
(g) The entry of new competitive entities has been and may continue

to be made more difficult.

VI. NATURE OF THE VIOLATION

28. The acquisition by Beatrice of the stock and assets of the
aforesaid corporations, individually, and/or together with the cumula-
tive effect thereof, constitutes a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton
Act (15 D. C. 918), as amended.

INITIAL DECISION BY WILLIAM K. JACKSON, ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW JUDGE

OCTOBER 25, 1973

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The Federal Trade Commission, on Oct. 1 , 1971 , issued its complaint
in this proceeding charging Beatrice Foods Co. , a corporation, by its
acquisitions of the stock and assets of Tip Top Brush Co. , Inc. and
Essex Graham Company, violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
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amcnded (15 U. C. 9 18). The complaint alleges that the effect
cumulatively and individually, of the acquisitions may be substantially
to lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in the manufacture
and sale in the United States as a wholc of (1) manually powered paint
applicators, (2) paint rollers, and (3) paint and varnish brushes, in the
following ways, among othcrs;

(a) Potential competition between Beatrice and each of the aforesaid
corporations acquired by it and between Beatrice and all others has
been eliminated;

(b) Actual competition between and among the aforesaid corpora-
tions acquired by Beatrice has been eliminated;

(c) Producers of (1) manually powered paint applicators (paint
rollers/paint and varnish brushes), may be unable to compete, or will be
at a competitive disadvantage in competing, with respondent due to any
one, any combination of, or all of the following factors:

(1) Respondent's financial and economic strength;
(2) Respondent's advertising, merchandising, and promotional ability

and experience;

(3) Respondent's ability to command acceptance of its products and
of valuable store shelf space;

(4) Respondent's abilty to offer prefercntial prices on manually

powered paint applicators (paint rollers/paint and varnsh brushes);
(5) Respondent's ability to offer preferential prices on other products

it sells as a condition, implied or explicit, to the purchase of
respondent's manually powered paint applicators (paint rollers/paint
and varnish brushes);

(6) Respondent's ability to combine product distribution;
(d) The leading position of Beatrice has been enhanced and may be

further enhanced;

(e) An industry trend toward concentration has been accelerated and
further acquisitions may be induced;

(f) The degree of concentration has been increased and may be
further increased; and

(g) The entry of new competitive entities has been and may continue
to be made more diffcult.

After being served with the complaint, respondent appeared by
counsel, and on Nov. 11 , 1971 , filed its answer to the complaint denying,
in substance, that the mergers were ilegal. Thereafter, on Jan. 13 , 1972
and Feb. 25, 1972, prehearing conferences were held pursuant to
pretrial orders of the undersigned for the purposes of simplifcation of
the issues, obtaining admissions of fact and authentication of docu-

ments, discovery of relevant matcrial, exchanging lists of exhibits and
names of witnesses, together with a summary of their proposed
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testimony, to be used at the trial, and the preparation of a concise
statement of the contested issues of law and fact. In accordance with

the undersigned's pretrial order, both parties prepared and submitted a
pretrial memorandum.

Hearings for the presentation of testimony and other evidence hy

complaint counsel began in Washington, D. , on Dec. 6, 1972, and

concluded on Dec. 18, 1972, with the exception of one witness, Mr.
Brown W. Cannon, senior vice president of respondent, whose
testimony was deferred until Apr. 24, 1973, in order to accommodate
respondent unti the commencement of respondent' s defense. Pursuant
to a request by respondent for further discovery, a 2-month adjourn-
ment I was granted prior to the presentation of respondent's defense.

During this period, respondent presented to the undersigned approxi-
mately nine subpoenas duces tecum, all of which were issued.
Respondent's defense commenced on Apr. 25 , 197:, and was completed
on May 21, 1973. Thereafter, on .July 9, 1973, complaint counsel
commenced rebuttal hearings which were concluded on July 16, 1973.

On July 27, 1973, respondent had surrebuttal hearings and the record
was closed on July 27 1973.

The record in this matter consists of 3 553 pages and there were 35

days of hearing. Complaint counsel, for their case-in-chief, noticed 26
witnesses and 19 testified. Complaint counsel originally noticed 101
exhibits, of which 83 were received, one was withdrawn and 17 were
omitted. Complaint counsel offered 12 additional exhibits, of which 10
were received. On rebuttal, complaint counsel called 20 witnesses and
offered five exhibits, of which four were received and one was rejected.

Respondent' s first pretrial submissions were submitted on Nov. 15
1972, but were rejected as inadequate. Respondent resubmitted its lists
of witnesses and documents on Nov. 29, 1972. On Jan. 10, 1973
respondent fied a third submission entitled "Second Revision of List of
Witnesses and Documents." On Jan. 31, 1973, respondent fied a final
list of documents, and on Apr. 5, 1973, filed a final schedule of
witnesses.

Respondent, for its defense , originally noticed 232 exhibits, of which
69 were either offered or identified and 51 were received , 13 rejected
and five withdrawn. Respondent also identified or offered 20 additional
exhibits that were not noticed , of which 15 were received, three were
rejected, and two were identifed but not offered. Approximately 163 of
respondent's noticed exhibits were not identified or offered at the

hearing. Respondent originally noticed approximately 90 witnesses
which on Apr. 5, 1973, was reduced to approximately 58 named
individuals , together with numerous unnamed offcials of respondent

, D,, to t.he illness of lhe uT1designed rim.jog this .adjournment , n'5ponrlcflt defense waS further postponed.
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of which :14 were actual1y cal1ed to testify in its defense. On surrebuttal
respondent cal1ed one witness and offcred one exhibit which was
rejected.

Pursuant to order of the undersigned, complaint counsel fied their

proposed findings, conclusions of law, and brief in support thereof on
Oct. 16 , 1973. On Oct. 31 , 1973 , respondent filed its proposed findings
and conclusions and brief in support thereof. Thereafter, on Sept. 10
1973, complaint counsel filed their rcply brief.

Any motions not heretofore or herein specifical1y ruled upon, either
directly or by the necessary effect of the conclusions in this Initial
Decision, are hereby denied.
This proceeding is before the undersigned upon the complaint

answer, testimony and other evidence, proposed findings of fact and
conclusions and briefs filed by counsel supporting the complaint and by
counsel for respondent. The proposed findings of fact, conclusions and
briefs in support thereof submitted by the parties have been careful1y
considered by the undersigned, and those findings not adopted either in
the form proposed or in substance are rejected as not supported by the
evidence or as involving immaterial matter.

For the convenience of the Commission and the parties, the findings
of fact include references to the principal supporting items in the

record. Such references are intended to serve as convenient guides to
the testimony and exhibits supporting the rccommended findings of
fact, but do not necessarily represent complete summaries of the
evidence considered in arriving at such findings.

References to the record are made in parentheses, and certain

abbreviations , as hereinafter set forth, are used;
CX - Commission s Exhibits
RX - Respondent' s Exhibits
CPF - Complaint Counsel's Proposed Findings and Conclusions
RPF - Respondent's Proposed Findings and Conclusions
CB - Complaint Counsel's Brief
RB - Respondent' s Brief
CRB - Complaint Counsel's Rcply Brief
The transcript of the testimony is referred to with either the last

name of the witness and the page number or numbers upon which the
testimony appears or with the abbreviation Tr. and the page.

Having heard and observed the witnesses and after having careful1y
reviewed the entire record in this proceeding, together with the

proposed findings, conclusions and briefs submitted by the parties, as
wel1 as replies, the administrative law judge makes the fol1owing:
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FINDINGS OF FACT

1. IDENTITY AND BUSINESS OF RESPONlJENT AND ACQUIRED
COMPANIES

A. Beatrice Foods Company (respondent)
Introduction
1. Respondent Beatrice is and has been, at al1 times relevant herein

a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under the laws of
the State of Delaware, with its executive office and principal place of
business located at 120 S. LaSal1e St., Chicago, Il (complaint and
answer, Par. 2).

2. Beatrice is today a multinational, multiproduct company, with
traditional emphasis on foods and related services (complaint and
answer, Par. 3). In this regard , respondent has for many years been a
leading producer of consumer food products, general1y presel1ing
consumers through intensive advertising, packaging, and promotional
efforts (findings 5-15). Included within these products are fluid milk
and cream, of which Beatrice is the third largest processor in the

United States (CX 50 a); butter, yogurt, and other dairy products;
grocery and confectionery items; and consumer convenience and
specialty foods (CX 9-15). Some of the better known trade names of
respondent' s consumer food products are the fol1owing; Meadow Gold
Dannon, Louis Sherr, LaChoy, Aunt Nelle , Ma Brown, Clark, and
Hol1oway (CX 50 b).

It also engages in the agri-products business and has chemical
manufacturing, and international divisions which by 1970 accounted for
over 30 percent of its sales. Nonfood products now sold by Beatrice
range from house trailers to skis (Beatrice Foods Co. C. Docket
H814, Sept. 28, 1972)l81 F. C. 481 j.

Growth Through Acquisition
3. Beatrice has become, through acquisition, a manufacturer of a

number of consumer nonfood products, including lawn sprinklers , closet
accessories, draperies, picture frames, housewares, paint brushes and
rol1ers, travel trailers, and plumbing specialties (CX 2 a-h; CX 13 , p. 15).
Many of these acquired nonfood manufacturers are leading factors in
their respective industries (CX 11 , p. 9; CX 19 c).
4. Beatrice has made remarkable progress since its inception; its

development has been characterized through the years by substantial
and continuous growth. Between 1960 and 1970, al1 divisions reported
record results. Total sales increased by $1.1 bilion, or 256 percent; net
earnings increased by $43 milion, or 413 percent; working capital
increased to $218 mil1ion from $52 milion; and earnings per share 

common stock increased 139 percent to $2.03 from 85 cents. By fiscal
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year endcd Feb. 28, 1970, net sales reached approximately
576 000 000 and total assets approximated' $504 000 000 (complaint

and answer, Par. 5; CX 13 , pp. 2-3).

5. Acquisitions accounted for a significant portion of Beatrice
growth (complaint and answer, Par. 5). Of the approximate $1.5 bilioll
in sales for fiscal year 1970, slightly under $750 milion can be directly
attributed to the sales of those companies acquired by respondent

during its previous five fiscal periods (CX 9 , p. 17).
Marketing and Advertising
6. The success of the Beatrice companies , by its own admission, is

largely the result of marketing skil and knowhow (CX 15 1). This is
manifcstcd in its advertising, upon which Beatrice relies heavily to
promote consumer brand identification in the sale of its products
(findings 7-14). Beatrice has won awards for its advertising and
promotion skil (CX 11 , p. 16; CX 10, p. 18).

7. Beatrice utilizes all major media and means of reaching the
consumer public (CX 5-z8) and advertises and promotes its products
from coast to coast. Prime time is used on all three national television
networks along with spot TV, radio, national magazines and large space
newspaper ads. It has sponsored such famous TV shows as "The Girl
from Uncle " the "Today" and "Tonight" shows

, "

Huntley-Brinkley,
Walt Disney s Wonderful World of Color " and the "Dean Martin" and
Carol Burnett" shows (CX 10, p. 19; CX 11 , p. 17; CX 11 , p. 19).

8. Other means of advertising used by Beatrice include transport
ads , contests , recipe folders, trade magazine ads and outdoor signs (CX

, p. 19; CX 11 , p. 17; CX 12, p. 17).

9. Beatrice uses major league athletes and celebrities to endorse its
products. Promotions have been conducted in conjunction with the
Clyde Beatty-Cole Brothers Circus and through distributions of more
than 100 milion coupons. Milions of consumers are reached through
Beatrice store displays and window signs (CX 10 , p. 19).

10. For fiscal year ended Feb. 29, 1968, Beatrice spent approximate-
ly $27 000 000 for advertising (CX 5 z). Advertising expenditures
reached $38 000 000 in 1971 (CX 15 0).

11. Beatrice has been among the leaders in innovative packaging of
many of its products (CX 10, p. 12).

12. Beatrice has a continuing program of improving profit potential
through imaginative marketing (CX 10, p. 17; CX 15 1; CX 16 f).

13. The company has successfully marketed its household products
through new packages , display materials, coupons, and special promo-
tions (CX 10, p. 19; CX 18 c-d).

14. Major promotional programs have centered on products within
the Chemical & Manufactured Products Division, including Melnor
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sprinklers , Stiffellamps and Airstream trailers (CX 12, p. 9; CX 11

, p.

17; CX 10, p. 19).
15. Some of Beatrice s more famous advertised brands are;
Meadow Gold (Dairy products)
La Choy (Chinese foods)
Holloway Milk Duds (Candy)
Clark (Candy Bars)
Dannon (Yogurt)
Stiffel (Lamps)
Melnor (Lawn sprinklers)
Miracle White (Laundry cleaning agent)
Rosarita (Mexican foods)

Airstream (Trailers)
Charmglow (Outdoor gas lamps and barbeques)
Hart (Skis)
Morgan (Yachts)

(CX 10, pp. 1-27; CX 11 , pp. 1-26; CX 12, pp. 1-26).
Marketing and Distrihution
16. Beatrice is highly skilled and efficient in marketing and

distribution. Realizing that distribution is expensive, it has established
distribution centers which increase effectiveness in marketing its broad
line of Beatrice grocery products (CX 17, p. 10; CX 15 1; CX 13, p. 11).

Distribution centers have been established in and around Los Angeles
Calif., Atlanta, Portland , Oreg., Denver, Dallas, Memphis, Camden, N.J.
Fortoria, Ohio , and Boston. These nationwide distribution facilities
enable the provision of faster customer service and reduction of costs
by consolidating a variety of products into one shipment thereby
improving the ready availability of products in major market areas.
Other consolidations enabled by Beatrice s distribution center system
are for such functions as sales, billng and inventory control (CX 13

, p.

11). In 1970, Beatrice owned a nationwide network of 25 warehouses
(CX 13 , p. 12), and it also had additional warehouse facilties located in
other States Welkay 3514).

Interstate Commerce
17. Beatrice is , and has been, at all times relevant herein, engaged

in sellng its products to purchasers located in various States of the

United States, and caused such products, when sold , to be transported
from its facilties in various States of the United States to such
purchasers located in various States of the United States. In so doing,
Beatrice is engaged in "commerce " as "commerce" is defined in the
Clayton Act, as amended , and has been continuously so engaged at all
times relevant herein (complaint and answer, Par. 4; Stipulation CX 1
a).
B. The First Acquired Company Tip Top Brush Co., Inc. aud
Affiliated Companies
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Introduction
18. Prior to and until July 31 , 1969, Tip Top Brush Co. , Inc. and its

affiliated companies, Banner Brush Co., Inc. ; Best-Set Brush Co., Inc.
United Brush Manufacturing Co., I nc. ; First Synthetic Fibre & Brush
Co. , Inc. ; West Sidc Leasing Corp. ; Excello Roller Co. , Inc. ; and Star
Brush Manufacturing Co. , Inc. (hereinafter referred to collectively as
Tip Top ), were corporations organized, existing, and doing business

under the laws of the State of New Jersey, with their offces and
principal places of business located at 151 W. Side Ave. , Jersey City,
N.J. , except with rcspect to Star Brush Manufacturing Co., Inc. , which
was organized , existing, and doing business under the laws of the State
of New York, with its office and principal place of business located at
690 Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass. (complaint and answer, Par. 6).

19. Prior to acquisition by Beatrice, all of the issued and outstand-
ing capital stock of each of the corporations listed in paragraph 18
above , were owned by Miklos Felkay and Madelaine Felkay. Mr. elkay
had been in the brush business in Hungary. In 1948, his business was
nationalized by the Communists and he and his family came to the
United States (CX 22). Felkay entered the United States ' paint brush
business in 1948 and began making artist brushes and small consumer
throwaway brushes (CX 22 , Felkay 1248). A 1950 balance sheet of Tip
Top s shows total assets of $44 000 and a plant and equipment

investment of $7 000 (RX 215). These corporations were closely held
and operated so as to mutually benefit each other (complaint and
answer, Par. 7).
20. On July 31 , 1969, Beatrice acquired all of the issued and

outstanding capital stock of Tip Top in exchange for up to 85 00 shares
of Beatrice s common stock (complaint and answer, Par. 10).

21. At the time of its acquisition by Beatrice and continuously since
Tip Top has been engaged in the manufacture and sale of paint brushes
paint rollers, and paint roller accessories (CX 5 z1O- 11).

Phenomenal Growth of Tip Top
22. Since its inception, Tip Top has experienced what the company

describes as "phenomenal growth" (CX 22). Tip Top began operations
in 1949 in New York City, engaging at that time in the manufacture
and sale of paint brushes. By 1955, the company had moved to a more
spacious location of 20 000 square feet and had opened a west coast
warehouse located in Los Angeles, Calif. By that year, Tip Top had 50
employees and its name had become well known throughout the nation.
Continuing expansion necessitated the company s move to its current
location in Jersey City, N.J., in July 1961 , where it occupied a large
factory totaling more than 110 000 square feet as of the time of the
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acquisition and engaged in the manufacture of a complete line of paint
brushes and paint rollers (CX 22).

Growth Through Acquisition
23. Prior to its acquisition by Beatrice, Tip Top had acquired

several paint brush and roller manufacturers. In the late 1950's or early
1960' , Tip Top purchased the United Brush Manufacturing Company, a
long established producer of paint brushes (Felkay 974). In 1967, Tip
Top acquired Pitegoff Brothers, Inc. , a manufacturer of paint brushes
(CX :14- elkay 1327). On July 1, 1969, Tip Top purchased
substantially all of the assets of Star Brush Manufacturing Co. , Inc., a
well-known manufacturer of paint and varnish brushes and distributor
of paint rollers (CX 37). During the period prior to its acquisition, Tip
Top considered purchasing additional paint brush and roller companies
(Felkay 983 , 984-85).

For fiscal year ended Sept. 30, 1968, Tip Top had net sales of
approximately $5,425 000 (CX 5 z- lO). In that year, Tip Top was the
fifth largest manufacturer of manually powered paint applicators in the
United States (CX 108 b).
24. By 1969, due to its acquisitions and internal development, Tip

Top had manufacturing facilties in Boston, Mass., and Jersey City, N.J.
and warehouses in Los Angeles, Calif., and in Chicago, Ill. (CX 5 j; CX
22; CX 47 b , c.) Its initial employment of 10 had increased to in excess
of 250 (Felkay 983). By the end of that year, Tip Top had become the
third largest domestic manufacturer of manually powered paint
applicators, with sales of approximately $7.4 millon (CX 108 c).
25. In 1969, Tip Top had one of the most completely automated

manufacturing facilities in the industry (CX 22).
26. In 1969, it was the expressed intention of Tip Top management

to become the number one factor in its industry. It was estimated that
this goal could be achieved by 1974-75 (Felkay 992- , Schlytter WOO).

Products and Distribution
27. Tip Top is and has been in the business of making and selling

brushes and rollers. In 1958, Tip Top s products were sold throughout
the United States directly to drug chains, food chains, lumber yards
variety stores (Felkay 1250) and mass merchandisers (Felkay 1261).
Prior to 1958, Tip Top was unable to place its brush line with jobbers
since the jobber who sold to small dealers (Felkay 1251) carred only
products of the then-established old line brush concerns Wooster
Baker, Rubberset and PPG (Felkay 1251). These products were
professional paint brushes. Such brushes, in comparison with the Tip
Top product, were thicker, heavier brushes with more and longer
filaments and were made differently so as to carry more paint to a
surface (Felkay 1254). In 1958, such brushes sold at retail from $5-$25
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whereas Tip Top s brushes sold from 99 cents to $2.49 (Felkay 1261).

Since 1968, Tip Top has sold a full line of paint brushes (Felkay 1327-
28).

Tip Top first saw rollers in the market in the mid-50' s (Felkay 1258).
Ace, EZ Paintr, Bestt and Thomas then sold rollers (Felkay 1258). In
response to the advent of the roller, Tip Top introduced a lower priced
4 inch-brush (Felkay 1258). In comparison to earlier Tip Top brushes
this product was smaller and thinner, had a plastic (versus wood)
handle and had lower quality fiaments (Felkay 1259). The brush
retailed for 99 cents (Felkay 1260).

In 1958, Tip Top began sellng lower priced rollers (Felkay 1261). It
purchased some of these products for resale from Ace Roller Co.
(Felkay 1258, 1296). It also created in 1958 the Excello Roller Co. for its
roller business (Felkay 976). Tip Top was an assembler of rollers. To
1969, the only part of the roller kit ever manufactured by Tip Top was
the roller cover (Felkay 1296). Even as to these, the cores, fabrics and
adhesives for covers were purchased elsewhere. These raw materials
were not made by Tip Top (Felkay 1296, 1302). Tip Top never made any
parts for roller frames (Felkay 1302).

In addition to making covers, Tip Top also purchased some complete
covers elsewhere (Felkay 1325). Cheap, throwaway covers were
purchased primarily for resale during 1965-70 from Jackson Roller
(Felkay 1305), as well as Marshall Tubing Co. and Interstate Roller
(Felkay 1304-06).

Tip Top s promotional roller kits (tray, cover and frame in one unit)
retail from 59 cents to 99 cents (Felkay 1306).

The bulk of Tip Top s promotional roller kits are distributed on the
east coast (Felkay 1315). Tip Top also sells some kits in the South
(Atlanta to Florida) (Felkay 1318); as well as in the Western States
(Felkay 1318) and in the Southwestern market (Texas and Louisiana)
(Felkay 1323). In the Western States and in the Southwestern market
Tip Top s promotional kits are all jobbed (Felkay 1319, 1323).
28. Tip Top sells its products through salesmen and manufacturers

representatives. Prior to its acquisition by Beatrice, its principal outlets
were hardware stores, lumber yards, food chains, paint stores, paint
manufacturers , hardware wholesalers, drug stores and chains, discount
stores, variety stores, variety wholesalers, general wholesalers, and
rack jobbers (CX 5 s; Felkay 988, 1250; Edelson 2328). Recently, Tip
Top has sold its merchandise to grocery supennarkets, such as Fred
Meyers and ,Thrifty Acres (Zook 338, Edelson 2328).

Merchandising and Marketing
29. At the time of its acquisition, Tip Top was recognized as "the

best merchandiser in the industry" (O'Conner 955). Prior to acquisition
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it had shown a record of continuous innovation in merchandising, as

shown, by being:
(a) first to design a complete merchandising program for different

types of outlets retailing brushes and rollers (CX 22);
(b) first to develop both the mass merchandiser and drug store as

potential markets for paint applicators (Felkay 973-74);
(c) first to utilize mohile display showrooms (Felkay 976);
(d) first to offer premiums as an incentive to purchase paint

applicator products Welkay 987);
(e) first to display brushes and rollers in relation to the type of paintbeing used (Felkay 987); and 
(f) first to offer color-coded brushes and rollers (CX 22).
Research and Development
30. By 1969, Tip Top possessed a reputation as a leader in research

and development, and as a pioneer in the development of tapered nylon
brushes designed particularly for the application of new, modern
water- and rubber-based latex paints (CX 22).

Interstate Commerce
:31. Prior to July 31 , 1969, Tip Top sold its products to purchasers

located throughout the United States and shipped its products to such
purchasers from its facilities located in various States as described in
findings 18 and 24. In so doing, Tip Top was engaged in "commerce " as
defined in the Clayton Act, as amended (complaint and answer, Par. 9).
C. The Second Acquired Company Essex Graham. Company

Introduction
32. Prior to July 1 , 1970, Essex Graham Company (hereinafter

referred to as "Essex ), was a corporation organized, existing, and
doing business under the laws of the State of Ilinois, with its office and
principal place of business located at 1700 W. Pershing Rd., Chicago, Il
(complaint and answer, Par. 11).
33. On July 1 , 1970, Beatrice acquired substantially all of the assets

of Essex in exchange for shares of Beatrice common stock (complaint
and answer, Par. 14).

Financial Growth
34. In 1969 , the year preceding its acquisition by Beatrice, Essex

had net sales of approximately $2 216 00 and its total assets
approximated $2 322 000 (complaint and answer, Par. 12). In that year
it was the fifth largest manufacturer of paint rollers in the United
States (CX 109 c).

35. In the 6-year period preceding its acquisition by Beatrice , Essex
was an economically strong and viable concern. Based upon relatively
stable sales during that period, operating income rose steadily each

year, increasing from $80 483 in 1964 to $220 0!J3 by 1969, while total
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assets increased over 273 percent, rising from approximately $510 000
in 1964 to approximately $2 322 000 in 1969 (CX 39 a-c; CX 41 a-c; CX
42 f; ex 43 a-e).

Products and Distribution
36. Essex, at the date of its acquisition by Beatrice, was engaged

solely in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of paint rollers and
paint roller accessories (CX 5z11-12). Subsequent to the acquisition, it
began to distribute paint brushes (CX 32 a, CX 321-

p).

37. Prior to its acquisition by Beatrice, Essex sold its products
through sales representatives and by competitive bids. These sales
representatives do not sell exclusively to paint stores but sell to
additional kinds of customers such as automotive stores (Greenberg
1459- , Weiss 540, Zook 451A, Gartner 3207-08). At that time, the
principal outlets for its products were paint stores and chains
hardware jobbers , paint and hardware distributors, variety stores and
chains, mass merchandisers, department stores, the U.S. Government
and other brush and roller manufacturers (CX 5 s-t; Felkay 1385-86;
Freund 1415, 1429-30; Greenberg 1462). After its acquisition by Tip
Top, Essex Graham supplied all of Tip Top s roller requirements
(Strobel 3286). The bulk of these were in the lower priced category
(Greenberg 1469).
88. Prior to July 1 , 1970, Essex sold its products to purchasers

located throughout the United States and shipped its products to such
purchasers from its facilities in Ilinois. In so doing, Essex was engaged
in "commerce " as defined in the Clayton Act, as amended (complaint
and answer, Par. 13).

II. NATURE OF THE TRADE AND COMMERCE
DEFINITIONS

Manually Powered Paint Applicators
39. Manually powered paint applicators consist of paint and varnish

brushes, paint rollers, including covers, handles and attachments
included in a paint roller kit, and miscellaneous flat applicators
primarily pads (Zook 229-30).

40. A paint brush is used for the manual application of paint to a
suriace. It consists of a handle, a ferrle and the fiament (Zook 262
266-67; Weiss 466-67; Lieberman 680).

41. A paint roller is used for the manual application of paint to a
suriace. It consists of a paint roller sleeve or cover that applies the
paint, the frame which holds the cover, the tray into which the paint is
poured, extension handles and miscellaneous accessories such as trim
rollers and bucket grids. Other products included in the category are
painter s mitts and pad applicators (Zook 283, 262; Weiss 466; Felkay
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1302). A pad applicator is a device where roller fabric is cut to size and
bonded to an oblong frame (Zook 267-68). It is included in the
accounting of rollers because it is made of the same material (Zook 233
Lieberman 681).

Artist Brushes
42. The manufacture and sale of artist brushes differs in many

ways from that of paint brushes;
(a) The industry recognizes that the manufacture and sale of artist

brushes is a separate industry from that of paint brushes (Zook 230-

Weiss 465-66).
(b) The manufacture of artist brushes requires a different type of

knowledge , equipment, bristles, handles and ferrles than the manufac-
ture of paint brushes (Zook 230- , Weiss 465- , Shulman 658).

(c) Different manufacturers produce artist brushes than produce
paint brushes (Zook 230- , Weiss 456- , Edelson 2293-94).

(d) Artist brushes are distributed differently than paint brushes
(Zook 230-32). Artist brushes, when sold in the same store, are
displayed in a different part of the store than other paint brushes

(Weiss 572).
(e) An artist brush is made of much more expensive fiament

material than are paint brushes (Zook 230- , Weiss 465- , Shulman
658).

(f) An artist brush is designed for a specialized use; to paint pictures
or to do hobby work and are not interchangeable with or included
among manually powered paint applicators (Zook 230, Shulman 658).

Paint Brushes and Rollers are Part of the Same Overall Market
43. Paint brushes and rollers are interchangeable in use to a very

great degree (Weiss 471). Paint brushes and rollers are distributed by
the same salesmen to the same buyers, shipped together, and stocked
merchandised and promoted together (Zook 258- , 291-92; Weiss 462-
63; Touchett 581- , 595-604; Lieberman 672-73).
44. Both customers and salespersonnel exert pressure on manufac-

turers of manually powered paint applicators to sell both paint brushes
and rollers (CX 52, CX 53 , CX 54 , CX 55, CX 56, CX 57, CX 58 , Weiss
463, Touchett 585- , Lieberman 672-73). These manufacturers believe
that they would lose sales and that their businesses would be adversely
affected if they did not sell both paint brushes and rollers (Touchett
585; Shulman 635; Felkay 977, 980-81; Garner 2251; Lieberman 672-73).
One industry leader felt it would be a definite threat to his company
position, while another felt that the existence of his business would be
threatened if brushes could not be delivered along with paint rollers
(Touchett 585, Shulman 635).
45. The overwhelming majority of signifcant manufacturers of
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manually powered paint 'applicators in 1969 each manufactured both
brushes and rollers in that year (Findings 46 48).

46. The eight largest and 13 of the top 15 manufacturers of
manually powered paint applicators manufactured both brushes and
rollers in 1969. These 13 firms accounted for approximately 75 percent
of manually powered paint applicator shipments. The largest firm in
the manually powered paint applicator industry which did not
manufacture both brushes and rollers ranked 12th with a 2.6 percent
market share (CX 108 c, CX 109 c, CX 110 c).
47. In 1969 , the largest eight manufacturers of paint brushes also

manufactured rollers. These top eight accounted for 58.6 percent of all
shipments of paint brushes in that year (CX 109 c, 110 c). Only one of
the top 15 did not manufacture paint rollers (CX 109 c , CX 110 c).

48. Every one of the 13 largest manufacturers of paint rollers in
1969 except Essex Graham also manufactured brushes in 1969 (CX 109
, CX 110 c). These 12 firms accounted for 76.5 percent of shipments of

paint rollers in that year (CX 109 c).
49. Both paint brushes and rollers are sold by manufacturers to the

same types of retail outlets such as hardware stores, lumber yards
paint stores, department stores, mail order houses, mass merchandi-
sers, and drug and grocery chains (CX 27 d; CX 115 z7, z8; Felkay 973-

988; Zook 258- , 412- 17; Lieberman 681; Bready 818-21; Zurawin
843-47; Brumm 1536, 1543; Gartner 2244; Edelson 2328).

Beginning in the latter 1950's and continuing until the late 1960'

competitors in the manually powered paint applicator industry began
selling to mass merchandisers. As the number of mass merchandiser
outlets increased, a growing number of manually powered paint
applicator manufacturers began selling to this retail outlet. As witness
Weiss succinctly stated, "* * * the manufacturing and distributing
patterns are following the retail pattern" (Weiss 532). By the latter
1960'

, "* * * 

everybody was in the market 

* * *

" (Felkay 1263). As

respondent' s proposed findings indicate

, "

virtually all companies
identified of record have gotten into this * * * business." (RPF, p. 47).
Since this type of retail outlet was growing, it was to be expected that
companies in the industry would begin making sales efforts to these
outlets. But all companies in the industry, as indicated above , sought
this growing business; companies did not specialize in sales to this one
type of retail outlet. To characterie selling a new customer as "entry
in an antitrust sense, is ilusory. The manufacturers did not "enter
anything; they simply added a new outlet. Nor did manufacturers
forego selling other types of retail outlets to specialize in selling to
mass merchandisers; the record shows clearly that manufacturers
continued to sell to all types of outlets (Zook 258; Weiss 478; Felkay
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1388-89; Cannon 1166; Shulman 636; Zurawin 845; Gartner 2237 , 2244;
Edelson 2328; CX 115 z7).

The reason that companies in the industry se1l to a1l types of
customers is because of the wide variety of brushes and ro1lers carred
by these customers. As testified to by respondent's witness Felkay,
paint and hardware stores do not carr only the more cxpensive
brushes and ro1lers; rather they carr both the inexpensive and more
costly products (Felkay 1387-88; See also Zook 451; Weiss 529; Cannon
1201). Mass merchandisers such as Sears carr "good, better, and best"
paint applicator products (Brumm 1543, Cannon 1137). Mass merchandi-
sers genera1ly carry both more expensive and throwaway brushes
(Cannon 1200, Felkay 1387). As a result, distribution channels are
intermingled; jobbers and distributors sell to department stores, food
stores and variety chains as we1l as to paint stores and paint
contractors (Weiss 529, 534; Cannon 1202). These distributors carr
lower priced manua1ly powered paint applicator products (Edelson
2472, Tyler 2103, Felkay 1387), as we1l as more expensive brushes and
ro1lers (Cannon 1170, 1172). Some paint and hardware stores are sold
direct (Weiss 529, 533), as are some variety stores and large retail
outlets (Cannon 1202). Both jobbers and mass merchandisers may carr
a "professional line" of paint brushes (Weiss 529).

The same salesmen and manufacturer s representatives sell to all
types of paint brush and roller outlets (Weiss 540, Zook 451A, Gartner
3207-08).

Pricing
50. Many retail outlets, such as Sears, mass merchandisers

hard,ware stores, paint stores and drug chains carr both lower priced
and higher priced brushes and ro1lers (CX 27 e, f; Greenberg 1433;
Brumm 1540-43; Cannon 1200-01; Zook 450; Felkay 1387).
51. Manufacturers of paint brushes and ro1lers do not consider the

prices of aerosol cans and power spray equipment in setting paint
brush and roller prices (Zook 304- , Weiss 475, Touchett 596-97).

52. Retail outlets do not purchase aerosols to replace paint brushes
and rollers, nor do they increase their purchases of aerosols or paint
brushes and rollers to the detriment of the remaining category (Weiss
473).

53. The average retail price of both hrushes and ro1lers sold by
several major manufacturers and retailers is $5.00 and under (Zook 302;
Weiss 473-74; Edwards 711; Silverman 764-65; George 940).
54. In 1969, many leading paint brush and roller manufacturers

made and sold both high and low priced brushes and rollers (Brumm
1540; Zook 302; Weiss 473; Shulman (;37; Tyler 2125, 2129- 0).

Recognition ofthe Industry
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55. The paint brush and roller industry is generally recognized as a
separate industry. Beatrice Foods made a study entitled "The Study of
the Paint Brush and Paint Roller Market for Beatrice oods Company
(Schlytter 999). The Bureau of Census categorizes brushes and rollers
in the same five-digit SIC category, 39912. This category includes no
other products (CX 74).

Other Paint Applicators
56. Other paint applicators consist of power spray equipment and

aerosol cans. It has been stipulated in this action that "brushes and
acrosols are interchangeahle for certain uses" (Tr. 1874). The manufac-
ture, distribution, sale and use of these products differ in many ways
from that of paint brushes and rollers.

Aerosols
57. An acrosol paint spray (hereinafter "aerosols ) consists of a

metal container holding from 8 to 32 ounces of paint and propellant
(Felkay 1272, DeGregory 16(1'). Aerosols apply paint directly to the
surface , using the pressure of the propellant to force the paint through
an orifice, which atomizes it (Weiss 468).

58. Aerosols are normally manufactured and sold by firms different
from those which manufacture and sell manually powered paint
applicators (Kerr 1905- , CX 108 a- , l" a-c, 110 a-c).

59. Manufacturers of aerosols often package and sell many aerosol
items other than aerosol spray paint (Mullken 2101, Kerr 1900). Such

other aerosol items can be produced on the same equipment used to
produce aerosol spray paint (Mullken 2101 , Weiss 468- , Kerr 1898).

The same containers are used to package each type of aerosol product
(Mullken 2100- , Weiss 468- , Kerr 1898).
60. Aerosols are manufactured using different technology and

machinery from that used to produce manually powered paint
applicators (Weiss 468- , Felkay 1304, Mulliken 2097).
61. Aerosol manufacturers recognize aerosols as a separate indus-

try. There is a specialized trade organization for aerosol producers, the
Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association (Weiss 484; Mulliken
2030 2033-34) and a specialized trade publication

, "

Aerosol Age" (Weiss
485). A seller of aerosols considers them to be in a market "completely
different from the paint brush and paint roller market." (Weiss 472-73).

62. Aerosols are used for specialized painting applications for which
the use of a paint brush or roller would be impractical (Chasen 2:J68).
Aerosols are used for painting small, intricate objects, such as wrought
iron chairs or radiators (Weiss 470- , Touchett 595-602, Bready 821
Kerr 1872, Felkay 1272, Chasen 2368). Aerosols are not used for larger
flat surfaces as their cost for such applications would far exceed the

217-1M 0- 76-
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cost of applying paint by paint brush or roller (Weiss 470- , Touchett
595-602).

Spray Equipment
63. Sprayers consist of mechanical equipment for applying paint

under force (Zook 262). There are three basic types of such sprayers
conventional, airless and electrostatic (Adams 772, Chasen 2369).

64. A conventional spray system is powered by compressed air
generated by an air compressor (Adams 793). Conventional sprayers
consist of a spray gun, made up of a container to hold the paint and a
nozzle through which the paint is forced, and a compressor (Chasen
2369-70).
65. Airless sprayers use hydraulic pressure to force the paint

through a small orifice (Adams 773, 792-93; Chasen 2369-70). The
principal components of an airless sprayer are a high pressure pump, an
airless spray gun, and the high pressure hoses which convey the paint
from the pump to the gun (Adams 773).

66. Electrostatic sprayers apply paint to an object by placing an

opposite electrical charge on the item to be coated from the elcctrical
charge of the paint. The paint when released by such sprayers is
thereby attracted solely to the object to be painted (Chasen 2369-70).

67. A cross section of witnesses directly involved in the making
and/or selling of spray equipment testified on the prices of spray
equipment. Thcir testimony shows that the range of prices of spray
equipment is considerably higher than the range of prices for manually
powered paint applicators (Findings 53, 68).

68. The least expensive complete spray unit sold by Sears had a list
price of $37.95 (Panoessa 2001). A painting contractor testified that the
least expensive spray equipment used in his business cost $50 and that
some equipmcnt used cost as much as $1500 (Chasen 2376-77). Wooster
manufactures spray equipment ranging in price from $895 to $1095
(Zook 262). The entire range of Bink's spray equipment was $75 to
$1500 (Adams 778-79). Respondent' s witness Salovich testified as to
two models of spray applicators sold by Spray tech with suggested
retail prices of $50 and $119 (Salovich 1946-53).
69. The manufacture of sprayers is totally different from the

manufacture of paint brushes and rollers (Zook 262- , Weiss 466-
Touchett 630, Shulman 645-47, Lieberman 675-81). Sprayers are
primarily a precision machined metal product. Their manufacture uses
processes common to ' a standard machine and metal working shop
(Adams 777).

70. The raw materials used to manufacture sprayers are entirely
different from those used to manufacture paint brushes and rollers.
The manufacture of sprayers requires special forgings, stampings and
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steel bar stock while the manufacture of brushes and rollers requires
filament, handles, glue , ferrules, fabric, and cardboard tubes (Adams
777, Weiss 466 , Zook 266 68).
71. With few exceptions, sprayers are manufactured and sold by

firms different from those which manufacture and sell manually
powered paint applicators (Adams 810; Zook 293-95; Lieberman 673-74;
Bready 823; CX 80 d; CX 81 d; CX 86 d; CX 87 g; CX 88 f; ex 90 a; CX
91 d , k; CX 93 g; CX 96 d; CX 97 d; CX 98 d).
72. The government and paint brush and roller manufacturers

recognize spray applicators as a separate industry. One paint brush and
roller manufacturer stated; "* * * the spray business is a completely
different type of busine s. It requires a much more degree of technical
skill, a greater degree of having facilities, a bigger * * * investment

* * *

. It takes a completely different sellng organization. I don t know
of any of our reps * * * that in themselves handle a paint spray line or
paint gun line , because they call on different buyers. It is a different
animal in business." (Touchett 630-31).

73. A manufacturer of sprayers did not consider any paint brush or
roller firm to be a primary competitor (Adams 771-72).

74. Special training is required to achieve good results with a spray
gun (CX 77, Adams 816-17). They are difficult to use. There are a
multitude of things that can go wrong (Zook 265).

75. Sellers of sprayers must provide repair services and spare
parts. Such services are not provided by paint brush and roller
manufacturers (Zook 265-66; CX 112; Bready 822). Manufacturers of
sprayers do not consider the costs of paint brushes and rollers in
setting sprayer prices (Zook 305, Adams 790).

76. Sprayers are used to apply paint on small specialty jobs such as
iron work and irregularly surfaced items (Zook 300-01), and by painting
contractors for large, outdoor jobs (Chasen 2371 , 2378). A painting
contractor would not use a sprayer to paint an average sized room or
one wall, since it would be more expensive than using a brush or roller
(Adams 780- , Chasen 2377). The large commercial sprayer manufac-
tured by Wooster would be used for large commercial jobs such as
factory ceilings and huge projects (Zook 300-01).

Paint Brush and Roller Submarkets
77. The raw materials used to manufacture paint brushes are

completely different from the raw materials used to manufacture paint
rollers (findings 40 , 41).

78. The machinery used to manufacture paint brushes is completely
different from the machinery used to manufacture paint rollers
(Brumm 1522; Linzer 3355, 3361; Shulman 646; Lieberman 675;
Cantonis 2146).
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79. The technology required to manufacture paint brushes is
completely different from the technology required to manufacture
paint rollers (Benson 3427- , 3432; Freund 1428-29).
80. Paint brushes and rollers have specialized characteristics and

uses. Paint brushes are preferred to rollers for smaller flat surfaces
and trim work while paint rollers are preferred to brushes for medium
and larger flat surfaces (Bready 821 , Weiss 471). Brushes are normally
used for applying paint to furniture (Weiss 471 , Touchett 613), and are
preferred for outdoor walls of houses (Touchett 614).

81. Paint brush manufacturers are represented by their own trade
association. Continual efforts to include roller manufacturers within the
American Brush Manufacturer s Association have met with defeat
(Weiss 482-84).

Conclusionary indings Re Nature of the Trade and Commerce
82. The manufacture and sale of artist brushes, power spray

equipment and aerosol cans are not included in the manually powered
paint applicator line of commerce (findings 42, 56-79).
83. The relevant line of commerce in this proceeding consists of the

manufacture and sale of manually powered paint applicators (findings
39-76).

84. A relevant submarket in this proceeding consists of the
manufacture and sale of paint brushes (findings 77-81). An additional
relevant submarket in this proceeding consists of the manufacture and
sale of paint rollers and accessories (findings 77-81).

Size and Concentration of the Manually Powered Paint Applicator
Industry
85. In 1967 , total shipments of manually powered paint applicators

were $88.6 milion (CX 74, p. 39D-15). ' Such shipments amounted to
$96.4 milion in 1968 and $98.2 milion in 1969 (CX 75 , p. 35).

86. The four largest manufacturers of manually powered paint
applicators accounted for 36.6 percent of shipments in 1967, 38.

percent in 1968 and 41.3 percent in 1969. The eight largest manufactur-
ers of manually powered paint applicators accounted for 52.8 percent of
shipments in 1967 55.6 percent in 1968 and 62.5 percent in 1969 (CX 108
a-c).
87. Since 1967, concentration in the manufacture and sale of

manually powered paint applicators has been increasing. Between 1967
Z Rcspondellt states that the Use of "value of shipments SIC product category 39912

, "

paillt alld varnish
u8he8 "nd p"int rol1e (CX 74 , p. :190- 15), is inv"lid (RPF 16.31). The Census data was UBed !!lely to COlToorate

othe market share ,1:t" (see findings 39-92). and the undersigned finds that the figures for the firms listed on CXs 108

109, liD represent the majo known competitors in the illduslry. (g.e rootllote to Finding R7 infra. The Commission

h"s repe"tedly held that Census data m"y be used ror the purpose of cOrToooratioll where there is independ..nt

evidence alld identific"tion of the major competitors in the market (Popercmft Corp. . Docket No. 8779, 3 CCII Trade

Reg. Rep. 725. PI'. 21 779-80 (F. C. 1971) (78 F C. 13521; Aune!, /"c Oockd No. R775 3CCH Trade Reg. Rep. 'J
252 a.t 1'. 275 (1973)(1!2 F. C-391 1.
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and 1969, the four firm concentration ratio increased 4.7 percent, and
the eight firm ratio increased 9.7 percent. Calculated on a pro forma
basis for 1969 to account for acquisitions made subsequent to 1969, the
four firm concentration ratio increased to 47.4 percent, or a gain of 10.8
percent. Calculated on a similar pro forma basis, the 1969 pro forma
eight firm ratio was 68.5 percent, or a gain of 15.7 percent over 1967.
(CX 108 a-d).

In 1967, total shipments of paint brushes were $62.2 millon (CX 74

, p.

39D-15). Such shipments amounted to $68.9 milion in 1967 and $73.
milion in 1969 (CX 110 a, c).

88. The four largest manufacturers of paint brushes accounted for

35.5 percent of shipments in 1967 36.0 percent in 1968, and 39.0 percent
in 1969 (CX 110 a-c). The eight largest manufacturers of paint brushes
accounted for 55.0 percent of shipments in 1967, 55.9 percent in 1968
and 58.6 percent in 1969 (CX 110 a-c).
89. Since 1967, concentration in the manufacture and sale of paint

brushes has been increasing. Between 1967 and 1969, the four firm
concentration ratio increased from 35.5 percent to 39.0 percent, or a
gain of 3.5 percent. The eight firm concentration ratio increased 3.
percent over 1967 (CX 110 a-c).

90. In 1967 , total shipments of paint rollers were $26.5 millon (CX
, p. 39D-15). Such shipments amounted to $30.2 milion in 1968 and

$32.1 milion in 1969 (CX 109 b-c).
91. The four largest manufacturers of paint rollers accounted for

59.0 percent of shipments in 1967. Attributing the 1969 shipments of
Essex Graham to Beatrice, the four largest manufacturers in 1969
accounted for 61.6 percent of shipments. The eight largest firms in 1967
accounted for 80. 1 percent. Attributing the 1969 shipments of Essex
Graham to Beatrice, the eight largest in 1969 accounted for 80.8 percent
(CX 109 a-c).

Concentration in the manufacture and sale of paint rollers is high and
rising. On the above basis of attributing Essex Graham 1969 shipments
to Beatrice , the four firm concentration ratio rose 2.6 percent over the
1967 figure, and the eight firm concentration ratio rose 0.7 percent over
the 1967 figure (CX 109 a-c).

Prior to 1969, the vast majority of leading producers of manually

powered paint applicators were small firms whose products consisted

, Respondent s attempt to impugn complaint ounHel' s concentration fiKUfe8 was notably unsuccessful. From 10
subpoenas doces tecum granted to respondent for the purpose of obtaining manufadured sales of manually powered
paint applicators, respondent , with aU its industry knowledge, couid find no manufacturer remotely approaching
complaint counsel' s top eight competihlrs in its market and submarkets. Manufactured 8/11.,8 of the two larllest firms
intrmluced hy respondent ranked 15th and 17thamollg manufacturers o(manually powered paint applicalora in 1969
and 14th and 15th among manufacturers of paint brushes in that year. No roUer manufacturers of any substance were
produced for the record (CX IOH c; CX 109 c; ex 110 c; RX 2.11 . i,i camero; RX 2.9 ;1/ C07"era; RX 242, i" cum era; 

243 i1lcnnleru).
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primarily of manually powered paint applicators (CX 108 a-c; CX 109 a-
c; CX 110 a-c; Zook 229; Weiss 460; Shulman 634; Touchett 581-82;
Lieberman 671; Silverman 715; Blum 898; Gallegher 900-01; Cantonis
2140; Edelson 2428; Leichter 3321; Rose 3406; Waksman :1462; findings

36).
92. The record shows 21 acquisitions of firms producing manually

powered paint applicators, 11 of which occurred between 1969 and
December 1972, and 14 of which have occurred since 1967.

93. The following acquisitions took place between 1969 and
December 1972;

Acquiring
Company
Beatrice
Beatrice
Pacific Lumber
EZ Paintr
EZ Paintr
Masterset

Acquired
Company
Tip Top

Essex Graham

Ideal Brush

American Brush Corp.
Masterset
King Paint Roller

Baker Brush Maendler Co.
Demert & Dougherty Benzinger Bros.Lieberman Bestt RoUer
Consolidated Foods Praeger BrushTip Top Star Brush

94. The following other acquisitions
industry, with dates where known;

have

Acquiring
Company
Tip Top (1967)

Acquired
Company
Pitegoff

Thomas Industries
(1968)
Wooster (Prior to
1958)
Tobias Paint (1967)

Tip Top (about 1960)

Rubberset
Empire Brush

Baker Brush

Brush Division
Devoe & Reynolds
Acme Brush

Colonial Brush
United Brush

Osborne Brush

American Brush Corp.
American Roller
StippIer
Thomas Roller Co.
Gurtz-Lombard

Thomas Industries
American Brush Co.

Inc.

Conclusions
The Relevant Line of Commerce
The Manually Powered Paint
Applicator Industry

Source
Finding 20

Finding 33

Weiss 493

Touchett 584

Touchett 608

Touchett 607

Benson 3426 , 3444
Shulman 635

Paley 2575

Lieberman 672-
Connor 949-

CX 37
taken place in this

Sanrce
CX 34-:16

Felkay 1327

Lieberman 6R6

McIntosh 3391

Zook 291-

Kalman 2262

Fe1kay 974

Lieberman 685

Connor 952

Shulman 635

Lieberman 686

Lieberman 686
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The manually powered paint applieator industry is an appropriate
line of commerce to analyze the anticompetitive effects of this
acquisition. In Brown Shoe the Supreme Court gave guidelines for
determining the appropriate product market and submarkets as
follows;

Thl outer boundaries of a product market are determined by the reasonable

interchangeability of use or the cross-elasticity of demand between the product itself and
substitutes for it. 

* * * 

(W)ithin this broad market, well-defined submarkets may exist

which 

* * * 

constitute product markets for antitrust purposes.

* * * 

The boundaries of such a submarket may be determined by examining 

* * *

industry or public recognition of the submarket as a separate economic entity, the

product's peculiar characteristics and uses , unique production facilities, distinct

customers , distinct prices, sensitivity to price changes and specialized vendors. Because 
7 of the Clayton Act prohibits any merger which may substantially lessen competition "
any line of commerce" (emphasis supplied), it is necessary to examine the effects of a
merger in each such economically significant subrnarket to determine if there is a

reasonable probability that the merger wil substantially lessen competition. If such a
probability is found to exist, the merger is proscribed. Brown Shoe Co. v. United StaiRs

370 U.S. 294 , 325 (1962).

It is not necessary for each of the seven criteria set forth in 
Brawn

hoe to be present in every merger case in order to establish a market.
A relevant market has been found to exist where three or less of the
Brown Shoe criteria were present. United States v. E. 1. du Pont de

Nemours Company, 353 U.S. 586, 593-95 (1957); General Foods

Corporation v. FTC 386 F.2d 936, 941 (1967); Reynolds Metals Co. 

FTC 309 F.2d 223 (D.C. Cir. 1962).
The above analysis when applied to the facts at hand shows that

manually powered paint applicators is the relevant line of commerce.

Manually powered paint applicators have the following common

elements which distinguish them from all other products;
a. Manually powered paint applicator products are used for the

same purposes and are interchangeable in use to a very great extent
(finding 43). However, there is minimal interchangeability between
manually powered paint applicators and other paint applicators because
of differences in purpose, uses, skils required for application and

convenience (findings 62 80).

b. Manually powered paint applicators have uses for which there
are no practical substitutes. The great majority of companies in this
record which manufacture manually powered paint applicators make
both paint brushes and paint rollers and no other type of applicator
(CXs 80 , 81 , 86 , 87 , 88, 90, 96 , 97, CX 108 c, CX 5zlO-12).

c. No cross-elasticity of demand exists between manually powered
paint applicator products and othcr paint applicator products. Manufac-
turers of manually powered paint applicators do not take into account
prices of aerosols and spray equipment when pricing their products
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(finding 51). Retailers purchase manually powered applicators inde-
pendent of their purchases of other paint applicator products (finding
52).
d. Respondent and the government recognize that the manufacture

and sale of manually powered paint applicators constitutes a separate
market (finding 55). The aerosol and spray industries are also
recognized as economic entities separate from the manually powered
paint application industry (findings 61 , 75).
e. Manually powered paint applicators are distinguished in price

and cost of application from other methods of applying paint. The
average brush and roller generally retails for under $5. Spray
equipment is priced as high as $1500 (findings 53, 68). For any
substantial surface, aerosols are by far a more costly means of
application than manually powered paint applicators (finding 62).

f. The mere fact that brushes and aerosols (spray equipment) may
be interchangeable for certain uses (finding 56) does not vitiate the fact
that for other reasons brushes possess sufficient differences because of
their peculiar uses, characteristics and prices to support the finding
that they constitute a distinct product line (see American Brake Shoe
Co. 73 F. C. 658 , 669 , 671).
g. Manufacture of manually powered paint applicators requires

specialized know-how experience , and a trained labor force (findings 61
, 78). The facilities and raw materials for manufacturng manually

powered paint applicators are completely different from those needed
to manufacture other types of paint applicators (findings 40 , 41 , 60, 69
70).
h. Manually powered paint applicators are grouped together for

distribution, promotion and sales (finding 43).
By the above test, the relevant market for consideration in this

matter is clearly the manually powered paint applicator industry.
Submarkets
Paint Brushes and Paint Rollers are Relevant and Appropriate

Submarkets in this Proceeding
Applying the Brawn Shoe criteria, the paint brush submarket can be

distinguished from the paint roller (and paint roller accessories)
submarket as follows;

. The courts have repeatedlyemph"sized that price clifferentia\s ar e importnt in separating markets fur antitrust
purposes. .Judge (now Chief Justice) Burger slaled in Rey""lds Mew./ Company v. FTC , :W9 'ld 223 , 229 (D.C. eiL
1962):

. . . We think prin' differentials have an important if not deeisive bearing in the quest tu delimit a submarket.
.. * Sueha differenee in price a" app"ar" !In this rerord must effectively pr"dudeeomparisoll and inclusion inth..
same market , of products as hetween whirh the difference exists , at least for purposes of inquiry under See. 7 of the
Clayton Ad.

Two year" after lJru",,, Shue the Suprerne Court Htated:
. . . to ignore prin: in detnmining the relevant line of eommeree is to ignore the single , most important , praetieal

facto!' in the bU5ines5- (UII,led SI"le AI"m,,,,"" Cu. of America :J77 U ,S 271 276 (19&))
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a. Paint brush manufacturers are represented by a separate trade
association, and. repeated attempts of roller manufacturers to join that
association have met with failure (finding 81).

b. Paint brushes and rollers have peculiar characteristics and uses.
Brushes are usually used for certain applications, and rollers for others.
In certain situations, only one of the products may be used (finding 80).
c. Paint brushes and paint rollers have separate and distinct

production facilities. Production machinery is entirely different, as is
the technology (findings 78, 79). Completely different raw materials
and component parts make up brushes and rollers (finding 77).

The above facts ilustrate that paint brushes and paint rollers are
appropriate submarkets. While an overall line of commerce including
these products does exist, each can be distinguished from the other.
Therefore , for purposes of analysis in this matter, paint brushes and
rollers constitute separate submarkets.

III. The Geographic Market

95. The geographic market with respect to each of the relevant

lines of commerce shown in Part II supra is the United States as a
whole. Many firms, including each of the major factors in the relevant
lines of commerce, compete and distribute their products on a
nationwide basis (CX 5 t-u; Zook 309, 445; Weiss 486; Touchett 602;
Lieberman 672; Silverman 718; Zurawin 843; Blum 899; Gallegher 903;

Felkay 1250, 1318, 1323; Greenberg 1431 , 1462-63; Edelson 2290). One
manufacturer who did not sell nationally plans to do so in the
immediate future (Cantonis 2177). In 196 and 1969, there were no
imports of paint brushes into the United States (Felkay 1365).

IV. The Tip Top Acquisition

A. Beatrice as a Potential Entrant
Beatrice s Expansion into the Home and Garden Accessory Field
96. Beatrice has followed a policy over the years of growth by

acquisition (findings 3, 4 and 5). During the period 1965- , the

company s sales almost doubled. Almost one-half total corporate sales
in 1970 were accounted for by firms acquired by' Beatrice durng that
period (CX 9 , p. 17).

97. Respondent has no overall plan as to the kinds of concerns it will
acquire (Karnes 1211). The basic guides follo'."ed by respondent in
considering and making acquisitions are (1) is the subject company a
going, viable , profitable concern situated in a growing industry, (2) will
the company s management continue in the business, and (3) wil the
company contribute to, and not dilute, respondent' s earnings per share
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ratio (Karnes 1210). Respondent' s business is operated on an individual
profit center basis with decentralized management (Karnes 12I2). Its
companies must stand on their own feet (Karnes 1212).

98. In the years immediately preceding the Tip Top acquisition

Beatrice diversified into a number of nonfood fields appraised as
having exceptional potential for growth of sales and profits (CX 11

, p.

9; CX 13 , p. 15). Included within such nonfood fields was the home and
garden accessory field (CX 21 , p. 9; CX 13 , p. 15).
99. In 1964, Beatrice began demonstrating an interest in "leisure-

time companies, home-and-garden companies-things for home and
garden" (Karnes 1213). Following extensive research by management
and market specialists (CX 12, p. 9), Beatrice began diversifying in 1965
into the home and garden accessories field by acquiring the Stiffel
Company, a manufacturer of lampshades and decorator lamps (CX 2 f;
Cannon 1144; CX IO, p. 6). Stiffel doubled its production capacity
during the year following its acquisition (CX 10 , p. 6).

100. Beatrice s continued interest in the home and garden accessory
field led to a study of "the do-it-yourself market for the home consumer
. * *" (Karnes 1213). This study was made in 1967 because of
Beatrice s interest in Melnor Industries (Karnes 1213). This area was
considered one of "very rapid growth and potential great profit" by
Beatrice (Cannon 1163).

101. Beatrice made its second acquisition in the home and garden
accessory field through its 1967 acquisition of Melnor Industries (CX 2
e), a manufacturer of water sprinkling equipment, garden supplies and
lawn and garden care tools (Cannon 1136; CX 10, p. 8). Melnor
distributes its products through department stores, drug stores, mass
merchandisers , specialty stores, grocery stores, hardware stores, and
variety stores (Cannon 1136-37).

102. During fiscal 1968, Beatrice continued its acquisitions in the
home and garden accessory field by acquing six additional companies.
Companies acquired were World Dryer Corporation, Charmglow
Products, Inc., Max Kahn Curtain Corporation, Indiana Moulding &
Frame Co. , Vogel-Petersen Co., and the Farboil Company (CX 11 , p. 9;
CX 2 c, d, f, h). As of the end of fiscal 1968, those compan.es
manufactured the following home and garden accessory products;

World Dryer - small household electric appliances (CX 2 h).
Charmglow - electric and nonelectric lighting equipment (CX 2 c), gas fired barbeques

(Cannon 1144), gas patio lamps (Cannon 1144).
Kahn Curtain - curtains and drape,, (CX 2 d; ex 11 , p. 9).
Indiana Moulding - wood moulding, mirrors , picture frames (CX 2 d; ex 11 p. 9).

Vagel-Petersen - wardrobe racks (CX 11 , p. 9).
Farboil- speciality coatings and paints (CX 11 , p. 9).

103. During 1969, Beatrice acquired Tip Top and five companies in
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the homc and garden accessory field. These werc Beneke Corporation
Hekman Cabinets, Inc. and Hekman Fumiturc Co., Vatco Companies
A. H. Schwab Company, and Walton Laboratories (CX 2 a, f, g, h).
These companies manufacture the following homc and garden accesso-
ry products:

Beneke Corporation - wood and plastic products (CX 2 b).
Hekman - wood household furniture (CX 2 c).

Vatco - house furnishings , including carpets , rugs, mats (CX 2 f)

Schwab - infants ' and children s wood furniture (CX 2 g).
Walton - small household electric appliances (CX 2 h).

104. In 1969, Beatrice established Beatrice Manufacturing Compa-
ny, which manufactures electric barbeque grills (CX 2 c). Beatrice
Manufacturing Company distributes its products to speciality patio and
swimming pool supply stores, outdoor living stores and departments
and anyone that sells barbeques (Cannon 1144 , 1146).

105. After it had acquired Essex Graham in J 970, Beatrice acquired
two additional companies in the home and garden accessory field in
1971. These were Chicago Specialty Manufacturing and Homemaker
Industries (CX 2 c, d). Chicago Specialty distributed plumbing
specialites (CX 2 c) and Homemaker Industries made bedspreads
sheeting and other allied products (CX 2 d).

106. Prior to the Tip Top acquisition, Beatrice conducted a study of
the "paint brush and paint roller market" (Schlytter 999; Kames 1219;

Cannon 1178- , 1181) Beatrice acquired Tip Top because it passed
respondent' s guides for acquisitions (Kares 1163). Beatrice viewed the
paint brush and paint roller market" as a growth market (Cannon

1173 , Kames 1218), and it was interested in this market because of its
growth and profit potential (Cannon 1163 , 1178; Kames 1219). Beatrice
also viewed Tip Top as being in the "do-it-yourself consumer home
improvement market" (Cannon 1163 , 1213) which was "in the same
general field selling to the same general customers" as Melnor (Kares
1213 , 1220).

107. Beatrice considered entry de novo into the paint brush and
roller industry by building a plant, etc. (Kames 1235, 1240). The

company decided not to enter de novo because of the costs and because
it would have taken a long period of time to become profitable (Kames
1240).

108. Immediately prior to the Tip Top acquisition, there were
numerous small brush and roller manufacturers available for acquisi-
tion as shown by their having been acquired in the period since 1969.

Firms available for acquisition by Beatrice in 1969 included Ideal Brush
(Weiss 439), American Brush Corp. (Touchett 584), King Paint Rollers
(Touchett 608), Maendler Co. (Shulman (35), Benzinger Bros. (Paley
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2575), Bestt Roller (Lieberman 672, 673 686), and Adams Products (RX
239).

109. Beatrice possessed the ability to expand a toehold acquisition
(findings 4 113).

110. One of the principal needs of a toehold manufacturer of paint
brushes and rol1ers is financing (Weiss 574- , Walsh 2400-01). Beatrice
had financial assets in excess of $500 milion (finding 4) and made
substantial capital investments in its subsidiaries (finding 113).

111. When Tip Top decided to sell its business to another company,
an acquisition specialist was hired to find a buyer (O' Connor 953-54).

This acquisition specialist was also a former executive in the manually
powered paint applicator industry (O'Connor 952-53). The specialist
made formal presentations to only five companies, three of which were
Beatrice , Consolidated Foods, and Borden (O' Connor 956). These were
considered "similar" companies by the specialist in that they were large
food companies which also carned nonfood items (O'Connor 956-58).

The specialist' s judgment was borne out by Beatrice and Consolidated
Food' s subsequent entry (finding 93).

112. On two other occasions when paint brush and rol1er companies
decided to sell their businesses, the merger specialist made a
presentation to a very limited number of possible acquirers, including
Beatrice and Consolidated Foods (O'Connor 962 964 965).

113. Beatrice has made frequent and substantial capital improve-
ments to the companies it has acquired in the home and garden
accessory field so that it may continuously expand its product lines
services, distribution and sales in that field (CX 15 m; CX 17 , p. 11; CX

, p. 7; CX 11, pp. 1 , 9; CX 12, pp. 4 , 9; CX 13, p. 15; CX 14, p. 11).

114. Many products of Beatrice s home and garden accessory group
are sold by Beatrice to common customers and distributed to similar
outlets such as variety, hardware, grocery and mass merchandise

stores, as follows;

Cust01ner
Montgomery Wards

Crane Supply Co.

Gibson Products, Inc.

Cotter & Company
J. M. Fields, Inc.

Walgreen Drug

Blue Chip Stamp Co.

Ace Hardware
Sears Roebuck

S. S. Kresge

Beatrice Companies
Spiegel , Beneke , Chicago
Specialty
Beneke , Chicago Specialty
Valca Manufacturing, Beneke
Tip Top

Beneke , Melnor
Beneke , Max H. Kahn
Beneke , Essex Graham
Beneke , Melnor
Melnor, Chicago Specialty
Chicago Specialty, Homemaker
Spiegel
Chicago Specialty, Max H. Kahn
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Spiegel , Melnor, Tip Top
Coast to Coast Melnor, Tip Top, Essf'x Graham(City Products) Chicago SpecialtyArlans Vatco , Max H. Kahn
Faber Distributing Vaten Melnor
McCrory-McLellan Vatca, Tip Top
Community Discount Valeo , Tip TopLeeds Fox Valeo, Mf lnor
Gaylords Vatca , Max H. KahnZayres Homemaker, Max H. Kahn
Jewel-Jewel Turnstyle Homemaker, Spiegel

J. ,J. Newberry Max H. Kahn, SpiegelJ. C. Penney Max H. Kahn, Melnor , SpiegelF. W. Woolworth Max H. Kahn , Tip Top
W. T. Grant Spiegel, Essex GrahamG. C. Murphy Spiegel , Tip Top

Source: ex 3 a-g, ex 5 l-u; see also Fdkay 98R; Cannon 1136- , 1142-46 , 1149.
115. Common customers of Tip Top, Essex Graham and other

companies in the home and garden accessory group are as follows;

Company
Beneke Corp.

Cu. tomer in Common
Gibson Products, Inc. (Gibson
Stores)
Walgreen Drugs

Chicago Specialty
Manufacturing Co.

s. S. Kresge Co.

Coast-to-Coast (Division of
City Products)

Vatco Manufacturing

Co., Inc.
Gibson Products Co. (Gibson

Stores)
Community Discount
S. S. Kresge Co.

F. W. Woolworth Co.

W. T. Grant Co.

S. S. Kresge Co.

G. C. Murphy
Coast- to-Coast (Division of
City Products)

S. S. Kresge Co.

Max H. Kahn Curtain Corp.

Spiegel Industrie!' Corp.

Me/nor Industries

Source: CX 3 a-g, ex 5 t-
116. Beatrice has a nationwide warehousing and transportation

system (Cannon 1140-41; CX 13, p. 12; finding 16). However, Tip Top
does not use Beatrice warehouses (Felkay 3519). On one isolated
occasion, Tip Top used the Soo Terminal in Chicago (Garner 3158
Strobel 3289-90) and was biled for use of the space (Felkay 3506).
Beatrice s non-food products if shipped on Beatrice trucks are charged
the same rate as if they used outside commercial carrers (Cannon
1141). The use of Beatrice trucks to deliver rol1er fabric from a
Milwaukee supplier was an isolated instance (Gartner 3158). In any
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event, Tip Top as a Beatrice subsidiary may not use Beatrice trucks
because of ICC regulations (Cannon 1148-49).

117. Grocery supermarkets and chains are becoming outlets for
home and garden accessories , including paint brushes and rollers.
Industry leaders believe food stores wil become an increasingly more

significant outlet for manually powered paint applicators in the near
future (Weiss 478, Zook 258, Shulman 638-39, Edelson 2328, Gartner
2212).

118. Food brokers are an important method of distribution to food
stores. A food broker is a manufacturer s representative sellng food
and nonfood products primarily to grocery stores (Zurawin 845-50).

Beatrice has the largest team of food brokers of any company in the
nation (CX 17 , p. 10).

119. One paint brush and roller manufacturer testified that
approximately half of his sales representatives were food brokers
(Zurawin 847). A few other witnesses stated that they too were

exploring this sales method (Baker 638, Weiss 478). There is no
evidence that Tip Top uses food brokers, although Tip Top has sold to
food stores for many years (Felkay 1250).

120. After Beatrice s acquisition of Essex Graham, it engaged in an
isolated joint promotional effort with Chicago Specialty Manufacturng
Company, another Beatrice subsidiary. However, the joint venture was
unsuccessful and discontinued (Cannon 1160- , CX 32 a-v). The record
contains no evidence of any joint promotions by Tip Top with other
Beatrice subsidiaries.

121. Corporate discounts are against respondent' s company policy

(Karnes 1224, Cannon 1155). A corporate discount is injurous to
Beatrice s theories of pennitting each company to price its own
products and it deteriorates the profitability of these companies
(Cannon 1156-58). Essex Graham never gave a discount to City
Products (Cannon 1159). City Products in a negotiation with Beneke
management was given a discount by Beneke "based on a local

competitive situation at the time." (Cannon 1159). Felkay of Tip Top
had no authority to offer discounts for other Beatrice companies
(Cannon 1159). No corporate discount was ever offered to City
Products by Beatrice (Karnes 1224).

122. During the period 1968- , many major paint manufacturing
companies commenced distribution and sale of paint brushes and rollers
together with other paint products (Felkay 1266). These paint
companies market their brushes and rollers together with paint

through the same channels served by paint brush and paint roller
manufacturers (Bechtel 2280-81). The major paint manufacturng
companies have extensive marketing networks (Bechtel 2281). Large
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paint manufacturing companies sometimes lahel their applicators with
the company name and somctimes thcy private label thcm (Bechtel
2281 , Earle 2485, Felkay 1276). Paint manufacturers ' salesmcn handle
al1 of the paint and related products that a company offers for sale
(Bechtel 2282). Paint companies compete against paint brush and rol1er
companies for sale of these items (Bechtel 2282, 2284; Felkay 1283-84;

Weiss 567; MacIver 2553). Large consumer paint companies have
historically jointly promoted the use of paint sundries and brushes and
rollers together (Wilson 1818). Large paint companies have provided

Tip Top with its strongest competition in recent years (Felkay 1294
Cannon 1201-02). Other competitors have fclt the competition from
paint companies (Weiss 567).

12;). Brooklyn Paint Co. has promoted brushes and rollers with its
paint (Wilson 1818). Glidden-Durkee Division of SCM Corp. sel1s paint
and a complete line of sundry closely rclated products such as paint
applicators , brushes, rollers, aerosol products (Bechtel 2280). Glidden
applicators are sold through its own outlets as well as independent

dealers. It has leased departments within mass merchandising stores
(Bechtel 2281). Some applicators are labeled with the Glidden
identification (Bechtel 2281). Sherwin-Wiliams sel1s paint, paint
applicators and alled products (Earle 2482). These products are sold

through Sherwin-Wiliams ' branch stores and directly to dealers (Earle
2484). Sherwin-Wil1iams ' sales to the outside are by its Rubberset
Company (Earle 2485). Colonial Brush Manufacturing Co. is owned by
Tobias Paint Co. (Kalman 2262). Elder & Jencks Brush Co. is owned by
Muralo Paint Co. (Tr. 2778). Paint manufacturing companies operating
retail paint stores exert a strong influence in the markets for the
products sold by Tip Top and its competitors (Bechtel 2280- , Felkay
1284-85).

124. Media advertising is insignificant in and to the paint applicator
industry (Zook 450, Weiss 527). Applicator customers do not buy based
on such advertising (Bready 828). One industry competitor had no
understanding of the term consumer advertising (Zurawin 877). One
competitor testified that a large portion of its advertising expenses was
of the display-type or promotions (Zook 450). Another competitor
testified that he began an advertising campaign in the late 1940's and
discontinued it because it was not worthwhile (Shulman 639-40).

Competitors of Tip Top testified that private labeling is used
extensively in paint brush and rol1er sellng (Zook 450, Weiss 535-36).

Wooster s business is between one-quarter and one-third in private
label and this percentage has increased significantly over the years
(Zook 449). Private label branding has paral1eled the growth of sales to
mass merchandisers who request private label items (Zook 450). An
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industry with heavy private labeling is not generally engaged in
advertising.

Conclusions
The complaint alleges the elimination of potential competition

between Beatrice and Tip Top in the manufacture and sale of (a)
manually powered paint applicators, (b) paint rollers, and (c) paint and
varnish hrushes. The leading cases dealing with potential competition
in mergers found invalidity in situations where the merging firm was
virtually the only likely or potential entrant. United States v. El Paso
Natural Gas Co. 376 U. S. 651 (1964); FTC v. Procter Gamble ("P&G-
CloTOx

), 

386 U.S. 568 (1967). These decisions and subsequent
authorities have developed the applicable principles, so that for a
merger to be barred because of its effect in eliminating potential
competition between the merging companies, the following four factors
must be established; (1) the particular market must be shown to be
substantially concentrated; (2) the merging firm within the market
must be shown to be a leading or major factor in that market; (3) the
merging firm outside the market must be shown to be a likely entrant
by internal growth or by a relatively small acquisition as an alternative
to the proposed merger; and (4) the latter must be shown to be the
most likely entrant, or one of few such likely entrants. United States 

El Paso Natural Gas Co. 376 U. S. 651 (19fA); United States v. Penn-
Olin Chemical Co. 378 U.S. 158 (1964), 389 U. S. 308 (1967); FTC 

Procter Gamble Co. 386 U.S. 568 (1967); Bendix Corp. 3 CCH Trade
Reg. Rep. 11 19 288 C. Opinion, June 18, 1970 (77 F. C. 7311,
remanded on other grounds, 450 F.2d 534 (6th Cir. 1971); Department
of Justice Merger Guidelines, Sec. 18.

To expand on the factors principally relevant here, the firm within
the market must be a leading or major factor, so that the merger
cannot be justified as entry by a valid "foothold" or "toehold"
acquisition. See Bendix-Fram, supra. A company outside the market
wil be viewed as a likely or potential entrant if it is shown to have
distinctive capabilities, resources, incentives, and interests to enter the
particular market. Thus, in United States v. El Paso Natural Gas Co.

376 U.S. at 651 , 660, the Supreme Court called for an assessment of a
company s "nearness" to the market, its "eagerness" to enter that
market, its "resourcefulness " and so on. In United States v. Penn-Olin
Chemical Co. 378 U.S. 158, 175 (1964), the Court in remanding directed
attention to such factors as the outside company s resources and know-
how, its capacity to enter, its long-sustained interest in entering and its
competitive and economic reasons to do SQ. Furthermore , it is essential
to show that the merging firm s resources and incentives are distinctive
and unusual, to establish that it is one of few likely entrants. If there
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were many firms similarly situated, the elimination of only one (who
entered by merger) would not significantly reduce the number of
potential entrants or the likelihood of such entry. United Stlltes v. 

Paso Niltumi GIlS Co. , United States v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co., FTC
v. Procter Gamble Co. , Bendix Corp. , su.pra. See also United States 

Ford Motor Co. 286 F. Supp. 407 (B.D. Mich. 1968); United States 

Crocker-Anglo National Bank 277 F. Supp. 133 (N.D. Cal. 1967).
The Commission has set out the governing law quite clearly in I-I-

Clorox and Bendix-Frarn. l'rocter& Gamble Co. 63 F. 1465 (1963),
afld 386 U. S. 568 (1967); Bendix Corp. , supra. In mG-Clorox the
Commission found that Procter & Gamble was a potential competitor in
liquid bleach, in fact

, "

virtually the only such prospect" because it was
a progressive and experienced manufacturer of many products in the

same product line as liquid hleach" , it actually considered independent
entry and "by reason of its proximity, size, and probable line of
growth", it was perceived as a likely entrant and it already exerted
influence on the market (63 F. C. 1577-78). As the Supreme Court
noted , liquid bleach was "a natural avenue of diversification since it is
complementary to Procter s products, is sold to the same customers
through the same channels, and is advertised and merchandised in the
same manner," It also noted that "Procter s management was
experienced in producing and marketing goods similar to liquid bleach
Procter had considered the possibilty of independently entering" and

there was substantial evidence to support the Commission finding that
it was "the most likely entrant" (386 U.S. 580-81).

In Bendix-Fram the Commission found that Bendix was a likely
entrant by acquisition (not by internal growth) into the relevant market
on the basis of "objective evidence" of its major involvement in the
automotive parts business, its manufacturing and sale of automotive
fiters , and its actual examination of the market with a view toward
entering. It found that "only one conclusion is possible; the whole logic
of Bendix s corporate development, its size, resources, and direct
proximity to the passenger car fiter aftermarket, and the unambiguous
direction of its business growth , all pointed to expansion into the
passenger car filter aftermarket." Bendix, supra 3 Trade Reg. Rep. p.

444.
Recently, in United States v. Falstaff Brewing Corporation 5 Trade

Reg. Rep. 377, 93 739, Feb. 28, 1973, Justice Marshall in his
concurrng opinion stated:

Thus , mere entry by acquisition would not prima facie establish a firm s status as an

actual potential entrant. For example, a firm , although able to enter the market by
acquisition , might , because of inability to shoulder the de novo startup costs , be unable to

enter de novo. But where a powerful firm is engaging in a related line of commerce at the
fringe of the relevant market, where it has a strong incentive to enter the market 

217- 184 0 - 76 - 4
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nwo and where it has the financial capabilities to do so , we have not hesitated to ascribe

tc. it HIP Y":JJe of an actual potential entrant. 5 Trade Reg. Rep. p. 93 752.

Judge Marshall also noted that "the proper test is whether Falstaff
would ha.ve entered the market de novo if the preferable alternative of
entry by acquisition had been denied it." 5 Trade Reg. Rep. p. 93 756.

Both eomplaint counsel and respondent in their proposed findings
anc' briefs fail to address themselves to the question of whether or not
Beatrice was a likely entrant into the manually powered paint
applicator , roller, or paint and varnish brush markets. Instead , the main
thrust of complaint counsel's argument is that Beatrice s expansion was
into the "home and garden accessory field " an undefined and much

broader line of commerce than that referred to in the complaint herein
and for which complaint counsel submitted no market data.

jwever, using the tests laid down by the courts , there has been no
showing that Beatrice possessed distinctive capabilties, resources
incentives and interests to enter the manually powered paint applicator
market, roller or paint and varnish brush submarkets. At best
complaint counsel have demonstrated that Beatrice was interested
generally in any firm in the "home and garden accessory field
sometimes referred to as the "do-it-yourself home improvement
market." In this connection, Beatrice acquired Melnor garden sprink-
lers, Charmglow gas fire barbeques, Kahn curtains and drapes, Indiana
Moulding wood molding, mirrors and picture frames, Vogel-Petersen
wardrobe racks, and World Dryer small household electric appliances
etc. There is no showing that the resources and know-how to
manufacture these items could be used in any way in the manufacture
and sale of paint brushes and rollers, etc. Complaint counsel have
suggested that many of these products are sold to the same mass

merchandisers, drug chains, food stores, etc., but this in and of itself
certainly is not sufficient to satisfy the criteria set forth above.

Moreover, there has been no showing that Tip Top was the dominant or
leading firm in the manually powered paint applicator industry since, at

best, it ranked third in 1969 with 7.6 percent of the market (CX 108 c).

As found above, many major paint companies, given their financial
capabilities and resources and their nearness to the market, were the
most ikely entrants by virtue of the fact that they distribute brushes
and rollers together with the paint they manufacture (findings 122
123). Although the record shows that the manually powered paint
applicator market is substantially concentrated , it certainly is not as
highly concentrated as that for Clorox.

Due to the many factual distinctions between the instant case and
those cited above , the undersigned finds that Beatrice was not a
potential entrant de novo into the manually powered paint applicator
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market, if the preferred alternative of entry by acquisition had been
denied it. Furthermore , the undersigned finds that Beatrice was not a
likely entrant by acquisition into the relevant market on the basis of
objective evidence , since it was merely interested in the general overal1
home and garden accessory field" which, due to its broad and

undefined nature, cannot be said to constitute "the same or a related
line of commerce.

Complaint counsel also seek to strike down the acquisition of Tip Top
by Beatrice on the grounds that it constitutes entrenchment of a
leading firm. FTC v. Procter Gamble, supra and General Foods 

FTC 386 F.2d 936 (3d Cir. 1967), cert. denied 391 U.S. 919 (1968). In the
above-cited cases, the acquired company was the manufacturer of the
leading product in its field; large advertising expenditures were
necessary in the industry and the industry was highly concentrated. In

the instant case, national advertising expenditures for manual1y

powered paint applicators are practial1y nonexistent, the degree of
concentration in the industry nowhere approaches that found in the
Procter Gamble and General Foods cases, and Tip Top with only 7.
percent of the market and ranking number 3 could hardly be equated to
Clorox and SOS. Moreover, the evidence adduced fails to show that any
economies of distribution and sale were taken advantage of by Tip Top
after its acquisition by Beatrice. As a matter of fact, only isolated
instances of joint warehousing and transportation were revealed. On
the basis of the foregoing, the undersigned finds that it has not been
established that entrenchment of Tip Top wil occur to the detriment of
its competitors solely from its acquisition by Beatrice. The acquisition
subsequently by Beatrice of Essex Graham wil1 be dealt with
hereinafter.

v. THE ESSEX GRAHAM ACQUISITION

Essex Graham was Eliminated as a Direct
Competitor of Beatrice (Tip Top) 
125. Tip Top perceived Essex Graham as its competitor before the

acquisition. Elimination of Essex as a competitor to Tip Top was one of
the reasons cited by the vice president of Excel10 Rol1er Division of Tip

Top in a memo he wrote for Mr. Felkay which recommended the
acquisition (Gartner 3128, 31:J2).

126. Other reasons cited in this memo were as follows:
(a) it would expedite the acquisition of additional capacity;
(b) certain cost advantages would be brought about by the

integration of the rol1er manufacturing facilities of Essex Graham and
Tip Top; and

(c) elimination of duplicate sales efforts (Gartner 3131-33).
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127. The reasons Tip Top believed the acquisition of Essex Graham
should be made were discussed with at least three high ranking
Beatrice officials, including Beatrice s acquisition specialist and group
manager, concerning Tip Top s operations (Gartner 8133).

128. Since the acquisition of Essex Graham, Tip Top has ceased

manufacturing rollers (Greenberg 3343; Strobel ; 300-0l). Essex
Graham now provides all of Tip Top s roller requirements (Strobel

3286).
129. Tip Top purchases rollers from Essex Graham with the trade

names "Tip-Top,

" "

Best Set

" "

G. C. Murphy,

" "

Star

" "

Pitegoff." It
currently purchases no rollers from Essex Graham under the Excello
label (Strobel 3305-06).

130. In 1969, Tip Top manufactured approximately 7.6 percent of
the manually powered paint applicators shipped in the United States
and ranked third in such shipments (CX 108 c).

131. In 1969, Essex manufactured approximately 2.3 percent of the
manually powered paint applicators shipped in the United States , and
ranked 13th in such shipments (CX 108 c).

132. On the basis of the combined shipments of manually powered
paint applicators of Tip Top and Essex in 1969, Beatrice manufactured
and sold 9.9 percent of the manually powered paint applicators shipped
in the United States (CX 108 c , d).

133. In 1969, Tip Top manufactured approximately 3.7 percent of
the paint rollers shipped in the United States, and ranked eighth in
such shipments (CX 109 c).

134. In 1969, Essex manufactured approximately 7.0 percent of the
paint rollers shipped in the United States, and ranked fifth in such
shipments (CX 109 c).

135. On the basis of combined roller shipments of Tip Top and
Essex in 1969, Beatrice manufactured 10.7 percent of paint rollers
shipped in the United States, and ranked third in such shipments (CX
109 c).

136. On the basis of the foregoing, it is found that actual
competition was eliminated between Beatrice and Essex, in both the
manually powered paint applicator market and roller submarket, by the
acquisition of Essex Graham (findings 21 , 28, 36, 37 125-135).

Respondent' s argument that Tip Top and Essex Graham sold in
separate markets and did not compete is not supported by the record.
Tip Top sold, at the time of the acquisition, to all types of brush and
roller customers (Felkay 1389; CX 115 z7; Cannon 11(;6; CX 5, pp. T-U).
Essex Graham sold lower priced as well as higher priced rollers
(Greenberg 1469) to a variety of customers (CX 5, p. U), including mass
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merchandisers (Karnes 1234) and drug chains (see also findings 21 , 28

, 126).

A former Tip Top executive testified that the two companies
competed prior to the acquisition (Gartner 3128, 3132), and respon-
dent' s documents so indicate (CX 5 , pp. T-U; see also Karnes 1233-34).

Ifthe two companies did sell to "different markets " the best indication
of that would have been a sales breakdown into the alleged "markets
by volume. Significantly, no such sales breakdown was ever introduced
into evidence by respondent. Actually, F'elkay s testimony concerning

Tip Top s competition with the "professional line" of Pitegoff graphical-
ly refutes any such contention:

Q. Would you identify the Pittegoff Company?
A. It is a brush manufacturer.

Q. What products did that company manufacture from 1965, for example?
A. Profe.qsional paint brushes.
Q. What connection, if any, did you have with that company at any time , if any?
A. Prior to 1966 or ' they were competitors.

Q. What connection , if any, did you have with them thereafter?
A. We acquired this company. (Felkay 1327) (emphasis supplied)
Barrers to Entry Have Been Heightened
Prospective entrants into the manually powered paint applicator

industry wil find it more difficult to obtain customers for their
products. Customers in this industry wil now give preference to Essex
Graham because of Beatrice s size and stature (findings 2, 3, 4 , 5, 10)

and because Essex is now combined with Tip Top, a manufacturer of
brushes. These customers prefer to deal with large established
companies (Weiss 575), and with those who can supply both brushes

and rollers. Essex, which was formerly an independent company and
which previously did not manufacture brushes, now possesses these
advantages over prospective entrants into roller manufactliring
(findings 32-38).

The above facts confirm that entry of new competitive entities has
been and may continue to be made more diffcult, and that preexisting
barrers have been made even higher in the manually powered paint
application industry and submarkets by the acquisition of Essex by
Beatrice (see also findings 146-158 infra).

Conclusions
The record confirms that Tip Top (as a Beatrice subsidiary) and

Essex Graham were competitors in the manufacture and sale of
manually powered paint applicator products. Tip Top considered Essex
Graham a competitor prior to the acquisition, citing that the acquisition
would "eliminate a competitor" as a reason for recommending the
acquisition to Beatrice officials (findings 125, 126).

Tip Top and Essex Graham manufactured the same products, sold to
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the same types of outlets, and met head on at certain accounts (findings
, 28, 36, 37 , 136). The companies had similar marketing programs.

Comhining teamwork in marketing to eliminate duplicate sales effort
was another reason that Tip Top recommended the acquisition (finding
126).
Tip Top and Essex manufactured products that required similar

facilities. When Tip Top required expanded production capacity in
rollers , it could turn to Essex Graham in that Essex had equipment that
performed the same manufacturing operations as Tip Top s equipment
(finding 126).

Subsequent to the acquisition, Tip Top ceased to exist as a roller
manufacturer, instead purchasing its roller requirements from Essex
Graham. The "Excello" label no longer is used for roller sales by Tip
Top (findings 128, 129).

The attitude of the Supreme Court, in cases such as this, has been
made explicit in its holdings on horizontal mergers.

In Brown Shoe Co. v. Uniled Stales, supra; ' American Crystal
Sugar Co. v. Cuban-American Sugar Co.

,' 

259 F.2d 524 (2d Cir. 1958);
United States v. Von s Grocery Co.

,' 

384 U. S. 270 (1966); United Stales
v. Pabst Brewing Co.

,' 

384 U.S. 546 (1966); United States v. Atlantic
Richfield Co. 297 F. Supp. 1061 (S. Y. 1969) (preliminary
injunction granted); mergers which eliminated actual competition and
involved similar or lesser market shares in analogous lines of commerce
were prohibited.

In Brown Shoe the Court stated as follows:
If a merger achieving a 5% control were now approved, we might be required to

approve future merger efforts by Brown s competitors seeking similar market shares.
The oligopoly Congress Hought to avoid would then be furthered and it would be diffcult

to dissolve the combinations previously approved. Brown Shoe, supra at 343, 344.

Similarly, the Cour in Alcoa stated;
* * * If concentration is already great, the importance of preventing even slight

increases in concentration 

* * * 

is cOITespondingJy great. United States v. Aluminum
Company of America, supra at 279.

The analysis applied by the Commission In the Matter of Litton

Industries, Inc. is determinative in the acquisition of Essex Graham
This is a classic horizontal merger between two direct competitors. In a highly

concentrated industry, the effect of such a merger isdirect and immediate. No extensive
economic analysis is required in such cases. Docket 877H, slip opinion

, p. 

dated Mar. 13

197:J.

Since thes same factors apply to the manually powered paint

, Brown Shoe: 7.2 percent of shoe toreH or2 pereef1t of all ret.ilshoe outlets.
American CrYHtal Sugar: 13 percent

1 Vun sGrocery:7.f)percenL
Pabst: 4.49 percent.

. Atlantic Richfield: 7.4 percent.
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applicator industry and its submarkets, this merger should also be
condemned.

Essex Graham was Eliminated as a Potential Competitor in the
Manufacture of Paint Brushes

137. Paint rollers and paint brushes are used for the same purpose
and distributed by the same salesmen to the same buyers (Zook 291-

92).
138. Paint roller customers prefer to buy paint brushes from the

same supplier from whom they purchase rollers (Weiss 462-63).

139. From the early 1960's to the present, there has been a trend
for paint roller manufacturers to expand into paint brush manufacture
(Zook 268- , 291-92; Weiss 463-64).

140. The leading paint roller manufacturer in 1969 entered into
paint brush manufacture by acquisition in 1969 (Touchett 585, CX 109
c). Similar roller firms recently have entered into brush manufacturng
(Cantonis 2144 , Zook 268-69).

141. In 1969, Essex Graham was the largest manufacturer of paint
rollers who did not manufacture brushes (CX 109 c). In that year, it was
the only manufacturer of paint rollers among the 13 largest manufac-
turers of rollers which did not manufacture brushes (finding 47).

142. From 1963 onward, Essex Graham considered acquiring a paint
brush company (Freund 1416). Essex had considered acquing at least
four paint brush manufacturers, three of which could be considered

toehold acquisitions (Freund 1417, CX 108, CX 109, CX 110). In
addition, the company hired an acquisition specialist for the purose of
acquiring a brush company (O'Connor 960). The company gave slight
consideration to de novo entry into brushes during the period 1965 to

1970, but was forestalled because of lack of technology intracompany
(Freund 1428-29).

143. On the basis of the foregoing, it is found that potential
competition between Beatrice (Tip Top) and Essex Graham was
eliminated in the paint brush submarket by the acquisition of Essex
Graham (findings 137-142).

The Trend of Concentration in a Highly
Concentrated Industry Has Been Accelerated

144. In 1969, the four and eight firm concentration ratios in the

manually powered paint application industry and roller submarket
were high and rising (finding 86).

145. The acquisition of Essex by Beatrice accelerated this trend of
rising concentration and reduced the possibility of decreasing the high
concentration in the already highly concentrated paint brush submar-
ket by eliminating Essex as a possible future entrant (findings 137-143).

The Supreme Court has often cited high concentration and a trend to
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rising concentration as factors which cause mergers to be condemned
under the Clayton Act. Brown Shoe Co. v. United States , supra; United
States v. Von s Grocery Co., supra; Un-ied States v. Contincntal Can
Co. 378 U.S. 441 (1964); United States v. Aluminum Co. of krnerica
s'Upra; United States v. Pabst Brewing Co., supra.

Conclusions
Essex Graham was the most likely entrant into the highly

concentrated paint hrush manufacturing industry (finding 88). Essex
had considered entry into this market for seven years prior to its
acquisition (finding 142). Customers and salesmen pressured roller
manufacturers to sell paint brushes and paint brush manufacturers to
sell paint rollers (finding 44). All of Essex Graham s leading 12
competitors had entered into paint brush manufacturing by the end of
1969 (finding 48).

No firm stood closer to the edge of the paint brush market than
Essex Graham. The company was going into brush manufacturng. The
only question was how. When it was acquired by Beatrice, it was
removed as the most likely entrant into the highly concentrated paint
brush submarket and as the most signicant roller manufacturer that
might stil have entered that industry de novo or by toehold acquisition.
No paint roller manufacturer who entered into paint brush manufactur-
ing after Essex Graham is indicated in this record to have had as much
as a 0.3 percent share of the paint roller market in 1969 (CX 109 c).
Entry of such a competitively insignificant firm into brush manufactur-
ing would be of dubious competitive signifcance as regards effectively
competing with significant paint brush manufacturers.

Essex Graham had the capabilty and incentive to enter the paint
brush market, either by internal expansion or by toehold acquisition. It
was the only substantial company in the paint roller industry not
manufacturing paint brushes. Concentration in the paint brush industry
was high and increasing (findings 48 , 88 137-145).

Barrers to entry into paint brush manufacture did exist (findings
146-158, infra; CX 109 c). Such barrers could have been surounted by
Essex Graham. The company already was a major factor in rollers and
could have acquired a toehold brush company or the technological
know-how necessary for entry de novo from another firm in the brush
industry.

On the basis of the above facts, the removal of Essex Graham as a
potential entrant violates Section 7 of the Clayton Act. See generally
United States v. El Paso Natural Gas, supra; United States v. Penn-
Olin Chemical Co., s'Upra; FTC v. Procter Gamble Co., supra; Ekco
Products Co. v. FTC 347 F.2d 745 (7th Cir. 1965); Kennecott Copper
Corp. v. FTC 467 F.2d 67 (lOth Cir. 1972); The Bendix Corp. Trade
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Reg. Rep. 11 19 288 at 2I 439 WT. C. 1970) (77 F.T.C. 731), remanded on
other grounds , 450 F.2d 534 (6th Cir. 1971).

VI. Barriers to Entry into the Manua1ly Powered Paint
Applicator Industry

146. The capital investment to begin initial manufacture of paint
brushes and paint ro1lcrs is not great. Felkay testified that he entered
the brush business in 1948 making sma1l artist brushes and sma1l
consumer throwaway brushes with a capital investment of $4 400
(Felkay 1248, CX 22). A 1950 balance sheet for Tip Top shows total
assets of $44 000 and plant and equipment investment of $7 000 (RX
215). In general, initial capital requirements for entry into the paint
brush and paint roller industry are not high (Felkay 1376, 1381; Weiss
519). Felkay testified that production of approximately $1 million worth
of brushes a year can be accomplishcd with an investment in equipment
of less than $2 000 and a total working capital investment of $10 000 to
$12 000 (Felkay 1381-96). Felkay also testified that he could produce

000 to $5 000 worth of brushes per day with a relatively modest
amount of equipment and with about 12 to 15 employees (Felkay 1376

1381, 1391-93). Felkay further testified that a total investment of
$10 000 to $12 000 would be sufficient to sustain operations (Felkay
1396). However, another witness testified on rebuttal that approxi-
mately twice as many people would be needed to obtain the production
to which Felkay testified (Edelson 3052). Another one of complaint
counsel's witnesses estimated that $25 000 worth of equipment would
be sufficient to begin the manufacture of rollers (Weiss 519).
Greenberg of Essex Graham testified, based on actual experience , that
the equipment necessary for a roller plant would cost approximately

000 (Greenberg I468).
147. Another one of complaint counsel's witnesses testified that a

paint brush plant with annual sales of $2.5 milion would require
$250 000 worth of machinery and $5 000 for initial supplies (Lieberman
677-81). Another witness for complaint counsel testifed that the
construction of a new plant which would produce sales of $3.5 millon
(primarily in brushes and also some in ro1lers) would cost one-half
milion dollars for machinery alone (Shulman 645, 647). In addition, a
substantial amount of cash is required if a manufacturer is to make a
successful entry into a new region (Weiss 575). Both of these witnesses
however, were testifying about duplicating existing plants or construc-
tion on a level much greater than that needed to make a meaningful
entry (Lieberman 680, Shulman 645 647).

148. One of complaint counsel's witnesses who was already a large
manufacturcr of brushes testified that he commenced the manufacture
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of rollers with two part-time employees (Linzer 3358), that the
production of rollers consisted of 2 000 to 3 000 square feet, located in
the basement of his plant (Linzer 3360), that he utilized only two pieces
of cquipment in the manufacture of rollers, a winder and a trimmer and
combcr (Linzer 3360-61), and that with this plant equipment and
personnel, he produced approximately $25 000 worth of rollers the first
year (Linzer 3367). Another witness testified that he was a manufactur-
er of brushes and was able to enter the manufacture of rollers on a
modest scale (Waksman 3463).

149. A new entrant into the manually powercd paint applicator
industry, to bc a significant competitive factor, must enter into both the
manufacture of brushes and rollers. There is considerable pressure by
customers on manufacturers to sell both paint brushes and rollers, and
manufacturers feel they wil lose sales and market position unless they
sell both products (finding 44). Significant manufacturers of manually
powered paint applicators in 1969 each produced both paint brushes
and paint rollers in that year. The largest firm in the manually powered
paint applicator industry which did not manufacture both brushcs and
rollers ranked 12th with a 2.6 percent of market share in 1969 (finding
46).

150. There have been no de novo entrants into the manufacture of
paint brushes in the last 10 years (Lieberman 686). There have been 
significant entrants de novo in the manufacture of paint rollers since
1965 (finding 151 infra).

151. Of seven companies characterized as new entrants into the
roller business since 1965 by respondent's witness Pereles, who was
neither a manufacturer nor seller of rollers , one denied ever having
made rollers, one was a remnant of a previous manufacturer, one
entered by acquiring assets and accounts of a company previously in
business , and at least two others were producing on an insignificant
scale in 1972. Combined sales of the latter two firms were less than
$150 000 in 1972 (Pereles 1577; Wolf 3269; Leichter 3321 , 3325 , 3375;

Edelson 3076; Waksman 3463; Linzer 3366). Neither would have
equaled the 13th largest manufacturer of rollers in 1969, which had 0.
percent of industry shipments (CX 109 c).

152. The chairman of the board of Beatrice, Karnes, indicated the
diffculty of entering into the manufacture of paint brushes de novo 

follows:

* * * 

this (entry de novo 1 would have been very costly to us and would have been a
long period of time getting it into a profitable position 

* * * 

(Karnes 1240).

Instead , Beatrice chose to enter by acquisition of Tip Top (CX 54).

153. Similarly, a roller manufacturer decided against manufacture
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of brushes because of the need to commit large resources and "the
question offeasibility and profitability * * * " (Gartner 2254).

154. Independent companies such as Ideal, Praeger, Tip Top and
Essex Graham have been replaced by congolmerates such as Consoli-
dated Foods , Pacific Lumber and Beatrice (finding 93). These
conglomerates possess advantages over new entrants in having a "deep
pocket " expensive promotion programs, large-company merchandising
and marketing know-how, and distribution systems (findings 1-16).

155. Such companies have a competitive advantage in obtaining new
customers. Paint brush and roller outlets are reluctant to deal with
small firms or those firms which "lack a track record." (Weiss 575). It is
Ideal' s opinion that large customers prefer to buy from a brush or
roller company with a large, financially strong parent (Weiss 575).

156. There is very litte used machinery available for brush
manufacturing, there is no machinery available for lease, and financing
terms for brushmaking machinery are not available (Liebennan 691-
92). Shortage of qualified personnel necessary to successfully manufac-
ture paint brushes has discouraged entry de novo (Freund 1429). Also
equipment necessary for the manufacture of paint rollers is not readily
available (Benson 3427, 3452).

157. There is a shortage of personnel required to manufacture paint
brushes and rollers at the management, foremen and skilled labor
levels. Plant managers and foremen are not available (Schulman 2947
2950, 2951). Because skiled laborers cannot be obtained from other
industries (Schulman 2967-68), manufacturers pirate them from other
companies in the industry (Schulman 2962).

158. Upon the basis of the foregoing, the undersigned finds that
substantial barrers to new entry exist in the manually powered paint
applicator market, that entry of new competitive entities have been and
may continue to be made more diffcult, and that preexisting barrers
have been made even higher in the manually powered paint applicator
industry and submarkets by the acquisition of Essex by Beatrice.

Mergers having the effect of raising barrers to entry similar to
those which occurred in this case were held to violate Section 7 in FTC
v. Procter Gamble Co., supra; General Foods Corp. v. FTC 386 F.
936 (3d Cir. 1967), cert. denied 391 U.S. 919; and United States v. Wilson
Sporting Goods Co. 288 F. Supp. 543 (N.D. Il 1968) (preliminar
injunction granted).

The fact that the capital investment to begin initial manufacture of
paint brushes and paint rollers may not be great, in and of itself, is not
particularly significant. It is only one of many factors to be considered
in appraising harrers to entry. But even if it were the sole factor in
determining ease of entry, the Commission has repeatedly held that the
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difficulty of entry factor is not indispensible to a finding of illegality
under Section 7. See American Brake Shoe Co. , supra 684; Ekco
Products Com.pany, 65 F. C. 1163 , 1209.

VII. The Matter of EZ Paintr Corp.

Respondent argues that the consent settement In the Matter of EZ
Paintr Corp. (F. C. Docket C-2106) (79 F. C. 805 J establishes the

legality of the mergers by Beatrice which are the subject matter of this
proceeding. In support of this , respondent cites the initial decision 

the Matter of Sterling Drug, Inc. Docket 8797 (80 F. C. 477), wherein
reference was made to Sterling s reliance on the decision of the

Commission in the divestiture phase approving the acquisition by Miles
Laboratories of SOS after a full adjudication on the merits befure the
Commission and review by the courts (in the Matter of General Foods
Corp. Docket 8(;00, 69 F. C. 380 (Mar. 11 1966), affd 386 F.2d 936 (3d
Cir. 1967), cert. denied 391 U.S. 919 (1968)).

It is well setted that a decision approving an acquisition in a
divestiture context amounts to a holding that the acquisition clearly
does not violate Section 7 of the Clayton Act. See United States 

Kennecott Copper Corp. 249 F. Supp. 154, 163 (S. Y. 1965). Indeed
it has been held that a divestiture would be rejected if it had any

significant anticompetitive effects , even if not amounting to a violation
of Section 7. United States v. Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa-
Rome), et ai. 1967 CCH Trade Cases II 71 973 (N. Y. 1966).

In contrast to the procedures in a divestiture order, a consent order
entered into by the Commission is not an adjudication on the merits of
a matter and is not binding. The Commission in such a proceeding does
not determine the legality or ilegality of the conduct involved, consent
orders contain no complete findings of fact, and many of the factors
considered are known only to the Commission and are not a part of the
public record. The courts and the Commission have consistently held
that a consent decree is not a binding judicial precedent because of
these factors , as well as the fact that they are based entirely upon the
bargaining of the parties (United States v. DuPont Co. 366 U.S. 316

330, n. 12 (1961); Oxwall Tool Co. Docket 7491 , 64 F. C. 240, 243

(1959)). Moreover, a determination that consent orders are controllng
precedents would severely limit the use of the consent settlement
process.

In the absence of sufficient factual information and in view of the
legal precedents cited above, any comparison or analysis of the 

Paintr consent settement to the instant case would be inappropriate.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Federal Tradc Commission has jurisdiction of and over
respondent and the subject matter of this proceeding.
2. At al1 times relevant to this proceeding, respondent Beatrice , Tip

Top and Essex Graham were corporations engaged in IIcommerce" as
defined by Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended (15 U. C. 9 18).

3. The entire United States is the appropriate geographic market
or "section of the country," within which to consider the alleged
competitive effects of the mergers of Beatrice and Tip Top and
Beatrice and Essex Graham under Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
amended.
4. The manufacture and sale of manual1y powered paint applicators

paint and varnish brushes and paint rol1ers are appropriate product
markets and submarkets, or lines of commerce, within which to

consider the al1eged competitive effects of the mergers of Beatrice and
Tip Top and Beatrice and Essex Graham under Section 7 of the Clayton
Act, as amended.

5. Counsel supporting the complaint have failed to sustain the

burden of establishing, by substantial, reliable and probative evidence
that the effect of the acquisition by respondent Beatrice of Tip Top has
been, or may be, substantial1y to lessen competition or to tend to create
a monopoly in any line of commerce al1eged in violation of Section 7 of
the Clayton Act, as amended.
6. The acquisition by Beatrice of Essex Graham eliminated a direct

competitor of Beatrice in the manually powered paint applicator
market and paint roller submarket, and a potential competitor of
Beatrice in the paint brush submarket.

(a) Beatrice, through its Tip Top subsidiary, and Essex Graham
manufactured the same products which were distributed to the same
outlets at the time Essex was acquired. Beatrice and Essex were direct
competitors.

(b) The acquisition of Essex eliminated Essex as the most likely
potential entrant into the paint brush submarket.

(c) The acquisition of Essex increased concentration and entry
harrers into these lines of commerce.
7. The effect of the aCijiiisition by respondent Beatrice of Essex

Graham has been, or may be, substantially to lessen competition or to
tend to create a monopoly in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act
as amended.

The Remedy

It is well setted that the choice of the remedial order is committed to
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the discretion of the Commission. FTC v. Mandel Bros. 359 U.S. 385.
392-93 (1959); Niresk Industries, Inc. v. FTC 278 F.2d 337, 343 (7th Cir.
1960), cert. denied 364 U. S. 883 (1960); L. G. Balfour Company v. FTC
442 F.2d 1 (7th Cir. 1971). The Commission has the power to order
divestiture to restore competition to the state of health it might be
expected to enjoy but for the acquisition. FTC v. Dean Foods Co. 384

S. 597 , 606 n. 4 (1966); see Pan American World Airways Inc. 

United States 371 U.S. 296, 312- nn. 17 and 18 (1963); Ekco Products
Company, 65 l" C. 1204, 1214-17 (1964). The remedial phase of
antitrust cases is crucial and the primary focus of inquiry as to remedy
is whether the relief adequately redresses the economic injury arising
out of the violation. United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours Co.
366 U.S. 316, 326, 327. Moreover

, "

once the government has successfully
borne the considerable burden of estahlishing a violation of law all
doubts as to the remedy are to be resolved in its favor. United States
v. d'U Pont , supra at 334. Generally, the most appropriate remedy to
redress a Section 7 violation is divestiture. FTC v. Procter Gamble
Co. 386 U.S. 568 (1967). Based upon the findings and conclusions of law
set forth above, divestiture is the appropriate remedy in this
proceeding.

ORDER

It is ordered That, subject to the prior approval of the Federal Trade
Commission, respondent Beatrice, through its officers, directors
agents, representatives , employees, subsidiaries, affiliates, successors
and assigns, shall as soon as possible and in any event within one (1)
year from the date this order becomes final, divest absolutely and in
good faith all assets, rights, property and privileges, tangible and
intangible, including all plants, equipment, machinery, raw material
reserves, inventory, customer lists, trade names, trademarks, good wil
and other property of whatever description acquired by Beatrice as a
result of its acquisition of Essex Graham Company (hereinafter
referred to as Essex), including all additions and improvements
thereto, which are necessary to restore Essex as a separate independ-
ent and viable going concern in the lines of commerce in which it was
engaged prior to said acquisition.

It i., further ordered That, pursuant to the requirement of Paragraph
I above, none of the stock, assets, rights or privileges, tangible or
intangible , acquired or added by Beatrice shall be divested directly or
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indirectly to anyone who is, at the time of the divestiture, an officer
director, employee, or agent of, or under the control, dircction or
influence of Beatrice or any of Beatrice R Rubsidiaries or affiliated
corporations or who owns or controls more than onc (1) percent of the
outstanding shares of the capital stock of Beatrice.

It is further ordered That, pending divestiture, respondent Beatrice
shall not make or permit any deterioration in the value of any of the
plants, machinery, parts, equipment, or other property or assets of the
corporations to be divested which may impair their present capacity or
market value unless such capacity or value be restored prior to
divestiture.

It is further ordered That respondent Beatrice shall cease and desist
for ten (10) years from the date this order becomes final from acquiring
directly or indirectly, through subsidiaries or otherwse, without prior
approval of the Federal Trade Commission, any part of the assets

stock, share capital, or other actual or potential equity interest or right
of participation in the earnings of any domestic concern, corporate or
noncorporate , which is engaged in the manufacture or sale of manually
powered paint applicators or engaged in the manufacture or sale of raw
materials to companies engaging in the manufacture or sale of manually
powered paint applicators, or from entering into any arrangements or
understandings with such a concern through which respondent Beatrice
becomes possessed of that concern s market share.

For the purposes of this order, manually powered paint applicators
are defined as; paint and varnish brushes; paint rollers , including pans
covers , handles, and other accessories sold separately, or as part of a
paint roller kit; and miscellaneous paint applicators other than spray
equipment and aerosol cans.

It is further ordered That respondent Beatrice shall within sixty (60)
days after date of service of this order, and every sixty (60) days
thereafter until respondent Beatrice has fully complied with the
provisions of this order, submit in writing to the Federal Trade

Commission a verified report setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which respondent Beatrice intends to comply or has complied

with this order. All compliance reports shall include, among other
things that are from time to time required , a summary of contracts or
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negotiations with anyone for the specified stock, assets and plant, the
identity of all such persons, and copies of all writtcn communications to
and from such persons.

It is fiA.ther ordered That respondcnt Beatrice notify the Commis-
sion at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in thc
corporate respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting
in the emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution
of subsidiaries or any change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of the order.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

JULY 1 , 1975

BY LEWIS A. ;NGMAN Commissioner:
This matter is before the Commission on cross-appeals by both the

respondent and counsel supporting the complaint from the Initial
Decision of the administrative law judge.

The complaint in this matter alleges that Beatrice Foods Company
Beatrice ) violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act in two rcspects; first

when it acquired the stock and assets of Tip Top Brush Company and
its affiliated companies ' (hereinafter referred to collectively as "Tip
Top ) in July 1969 and , second, when it acquired the Essex Graham
Company ("Essex Graham ) in July 1970. The complaint alleges that
these acquisitions may result in a substantial lessening of competition
in the manufacture and sale (1) paint and varnish brushes, (2) paint
rollers , and (3) a market encompassing both paint and varnish brushes
and paint rollers. (The latter market is given the infelicitous name
manually powered paint applicator" in the complaint. Wc refer to it

here as simply the "brush-and-roller market." The two alleged
submarkets wil be referred to as the "paint brush" and "paint roller
markets or sub markets.

At the time of the first acquisition- the acquisition of Tip Top-the
parties agree that Beatrice was not then engaged in the manufacture or
sale of any of the product lines involved in this case, so thcre is no
question of a competitor being eliminated as a result of that merger.

Rather, complaint counsel argue that Beatrice was a potential entrant
into the brush-and-roller market and that by acquiring Tip Top a

, Banner RrUHh Co., Inc, ; Bpst-S..t Rrush Co. , Inc. ; l!niterl Brush Manufacturing Co" Inc. ; I"ir t Synth..tic Fiber &
Rrush Cu. Inc. ; We t Side Leasing Corp. ; ExceHo Roller Co. Inc., and Star Brush Manufacturing Co. , Inc. Bann..r
Brush , Best-Set , and \Jnit..rI Brush Were not "p..rating corporati"n but th..ir nameS were us..rI for private labe)
business
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leadipg manufacturer" of paint brushes and rollers, it chose a method
of entering the market that removed the likely pro-competitive effects
that would have ensued had it entered by way of a "toehold" acquisition
and subsequently sought to expand the operations of such a smaller
company. Complaint counsel further allege that the acquisition has
entrenched" Tip Top as a market leader to the detriment of

competition.
As to the subsequent acquisition of Essex Graham-a manufacturer

of paint rollers, but not of paint brushes-complaint counsel argue that
this transaction was a horizontal merger between two substantial
competitors in the brush-and-roller market and the paint roller
submarket. In addition to eliminating a significant competitor in those
markets, it is alleged that the acquisition also eliminated Essex as a
potential entrant into the paint brush submarket.

The administrative law judge , after extensive hearings, found that
the acquisition of Essex Graham transgressed Section 7 of the Clayton
Act as alleged in the complaint. However, he dismissed the complaint as
to the Tip Top acquisition. Divestiture of Essex Graham only was
therefore ordered.

Complaint counsel appeal from the law judge s dismissal of the

challenge to the Tip Top acquisition. Respondent appeals from his
decision insofar as the Essex Graham acquisition was found unlawful.
Since respondent's challenge to the appropriateness of the product

lines adopted in the initial decision is relevant to both appeals, we wil
take that question up first.

1. The Relevant Product Markets

The administrative law judge found that "paint brushes" (which
includes varnish brushes) constitute a line of commerce for purposes of
Section 7 , and that "paint rollers" (which includes accessory products
such as paint roller covers, handles, trays, trimmers, and flat pad
applicators) constitute an appropriate line of commerce.

The law judge found that paint brushes and rollers taken together
also constitute a line of commerce for purposes of this case.
Respondent contends that there are a number of errors in the

definitions of lines of commerce. It argues that the traditional brush or
roller manufacturer sells products in two distinct lines of commerce-
higher priced "professional" brush or roller and a cheaper " throwaway
version for the "do-it-yourself' buyer.' Respondent also argues that

, Respund"nt br;"fs do not suggest what "ritHia sho\lld he \lsed to ,hstin,,'Uish the"e two lines of eommer..e- In its

statement of the iss",," it says "a profession:d hrush may sell for $:m or more and II throwaway hrush may ",,11 ror 99

or less" (appeal brier pp 2 4). This hardly answers the question in which or th" two lines belong products that rdo,l

(C,mti,,,'rd)

217- 1840 - 7G - 5
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aerosol and power spray equipment should be included in any paint
applicator market.

It may well be that paint brushes and rollers could be divided into
product submarkets according to quality-derived price distinctions.
However, the question presented by respondent is whether brushes
and rollers must be segregated into entirely separate product markets
according to price/quality distinctions. We find that any such division
into separate product markets is unwarranted. Unless articles within a
product classification are sold in clearly separated price groupings that
have little price sensitivity between them, there wil always be the

problem of just where market divisional lines should be drawn along
the price/quality spectrum. As the Court observed in Brawn Shoe Co. v.

United States 370 U.S. 294, 326 (1962). " It would be unrealistic to
accept Brown s contention that, for example, men s shoes selling below
$8.99 are in a different product market from those sellng above $9.00.

At the time the hearings were held, the bulk of rollers and paint
brushes were sold at retail prices below $5.00 (Tr. 474, 637, 656, 711
764). As indicated in the preceding footnote , retailers offer a range of
painting utensils of differing quality and price with considerable

overlap between paint applicators listed by manufacturers as
professional" in quality and those promoted to the "homeowner." (See

also Tr. 302, 473- , 637, 764- , 1387, CX 27H- , CX 32Q, CX 33B.) As
in Brown Shoe we think it would be unrealistic to divide the brushes
and rollers into separate product markets at some arbitrary point such
as $2.49. The fact that Tip Top specialized in selling and promoting
rollers that were lower in quality and price than most of the rollers sold
by Essex Graham is a factor that should be considered in weighing the
effects of the merger between those companies, not in defining market
boundaries Brown Shoe, supra , 326.

We also find that the law judge was correct in determining that sales
of aerosol paint cans and power spray equipment need not be included

he/wee" 99 cents and $30- At another point r,, pnr.denl 8uggesh lhat "throwaway " brushes and rollers are lh08e that

ReI! for "no more than $2_49" (id- at 34). Yet ita own exhibits ..how that both higher- and lower-priced broahe8 amI

ro1\eraare promoted to homeowners and theirprice88ubatanlially overlap with b!,ahelladv..rtised as "professional"

paint brush"s" or instance, Respondent s i'xhibit H- , a pa!:" from a Sears catalogue, ahnw8 "Homeowner Brushes

. . . r el plated rerrule ' . . Plastic handles " ranging from $4.55 for4- inch nylon-bristle brushes to $1.10 for 2-inch

nyl",,-brisne brushes. On the same page are listed " Professional Brushes . Hardwoo handles . . . Copper-plated

fem.lIes thatrangefrom$fi.1i7for4- inchnylon-brist!..hrullhesto $2.',Sfor2-inchnylon bruahe". Profeaaional" aasb

and trim brushes arc priced from $1.49 to $2.. 10. Sears atso offers low , medium , and high quality paint rollers (ir. 1543).

, Furtherrpore, if.. manufacturer of more expensive hrusheaorrollers can easily shift his productioo facilities to
make a cheaper versioo in re"poose to increased demaod for such p roductll then the market may be defined broadly to

include "al! brushes" and "all rollers" and market shares based on firms ' tow.loutput. Bruw" Shoe gupra , at 325 n. 42;

Sterli"g U""y ('to. , HO F. C- 477 . 5H5 eI .eq. (1972). ihe re..orcl iodicate" that such "crolls-elasticity of supply" exists

throughout the price/quality continuum with respect to the manufacture of rollers (ir- 646 , 1303. , 1526-28). ihus

after its aC'jui.ition by iip iop. much of Essex Graham . production of I';:;nt roUers W3. converted to supply lower
priced ro\lers wherea. previously that company made higher quality roHers for the most part. Althuugh more hand
lahur and better material are used in manufacluring finer brushes tha n cheaper one. , it appears lhat lIimilar production

interchangeability existg. (ir. 266- 466 45IA 2472 , RX179)
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along with brush and roller sales in measuring market concentration.
Clearly his conclusion on this point is correct insofar as the

submarkets" in this case are concerned. Paint brushes have their own
peculiar characteristics and uses that distinguish them from all other
paint applicator devices such that buyers wil prefer them for certain
uses. Paint rollers likewise have their own peculiar advantages for
certain paint jobs because of the ease and speed with which they can
apply paint.

A closer question is whether sales of brushes and rollers combined
constitute a separate product market. Although sales of some paint
brushes are complementary to paint roller sales such that the buyer
wil often buy both products rather than one for the other, respondent

does not dispute that rollers and brushes also compete in sales for
certain end uses. Respondent agrees, for instance, that rollers compete
with 4-inch brushes for large flat area paint jobs and that with the
introduction of the roller in the market in the 1950's brush manufactur-
ers were compelled to develop lower priced 4-inch brushes to compete
with rollers. However, since aerosol paint cans and power spray
equipment also "apply" paint and sales of these products collectively
are acknowledged to be substantial by complaint counsel, respondent
contends that their sales should also be included in measuring any of
the markets involved.

In determining the outermost boundaries of a product market

analysis should be guided by examination of the "reasonable inter-
changeabilty of use" or the cross-elasticity of demand between the
product and substitutes for it. Brown Shoe v. United States, supra, 370

S. at 325; United States v. E.I du Pont de Nemours Co. 351 U.

377 (1956). A market definition that combines paint rollers with paint
brushes is a proper market in our opinion as it defines products that are
to a large degree interchangeable for an important use, namely the
application of paint to large flat areas such as walls, ceilings, exteriors
of buildings, etc. As previously noted, it is with regard to this type of
application that paint rollers have made inroads on sales of brushes and
forced the appearance of competitively priced brushes.

Aerosol paint cans, on the other hand, are convenience items used
mainly around the home where only a small amount of paint is required.
The record establishes that aerosols are most commonly used to paint
small pieces of furniture, decorative ironwork, craft projects, automo-
bile touch-ups, and so forth (Tr. 300, 596, 821 , 826). The cost factor
among other things, makes them too expensive for extensive paint
application on most architectural surfaces where rollers and brushes
are more suitable (Tr. 471 , 2361:). Once the paint is used up, the aerosol
can is not re-usable. Also the range of colors and types of paint offered
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in aerosol cans is limited (Tr. 701). In contrast, rollers and brushes can
be used many times, are clearly more suitable for large paint jobs , and
can be used with a wider variety of paints.

It was also proper for the law judge to exclude sales of power spray
equipment. Although professional painters do sometimes use power
spray equipment to paint architectural structures , such use is usually
limited to industrial buildings such as warehouses and factories, not
houses or apartments where fall-out from the overspray would create a
problem (Tr. 300- , 596, 780- , 814, 833- , 2377-78). Furthermore
these devices are not competitively priced with rollers and brushes and
require skills and maintenance (not to mention purchase price) that do
not ordinarily appeal to consumers. For that reason many paint stores
hardware stores, and other retail outlets do not carr power spray
equipment, although all retail outlets that sell interior and exterior
house paint consider it necessary to carr a full line of both brushes and
rollers (Tr. 479-699). The bulk of power spray equipment is sold and
used for industrial purposes or specialty jobs where brushes and rollers
would not be suitable (Tr. 300 , 451- , 779, 1990-91).

Arguably, in measuring the size of the brush-and-roller market, the
brush" segment could be limited to sales of large brushes- g. 4-inch

brushes-that are most commonly used for large paint jobs and are most
competitive with paint rollers. However, such "fine tuning" of brush
sales to "end use" seems entirely unnecessary here. In the first place
many paint purchasers do in fact buy smaller paint brushes along with
paint rollers to do edging and trimming work on interior walls and
ceilngs. Interchangeable and competitively priced with such brushes

are trimming roller devices that are also designed to perform that
function (Tr. 821 , 833). Secondly, the inclusion of "all brush sales" in the
combined market-as distinguished from some portion of total brush
sales or sales of particular size brushes-would make little difference in
the final picture of market concentration. Major paint brush manufac-
turers sell a full line of brush sizes to redistributors or directly to

retailers. There is no reason to believe that one brush manufacturer
sells , for example, more 4-inch brushes proportional to his line than any
other full line manufacturer. Furthermore production interchangeabil-
ty exists among brush sizes. We fail to see how the picture of market
concentration would be changed were the brush segment of this market
limited to sales of only 4- inch brushes, as respondent seems to suggest.'
Indeed, since concentration ratios are considerably lower in sales of

, Cf. Bmw!! Siwe C(J. United States , H"prr 370 L' S. at 327:
Rrnwn sharpe criticism is directed at the District Court s find;n!! that children s ShUC8 cOllstit"t"d .a single line

of COmmerce, Brown argues, for example , that 'a little boy does not wear a little girl's black patent leather pump ' and
that '(a I male baby cannot wear a growing boy s shoes.'. 

. . 

Assuming, arguendo , that little boy " shoes for example
do have sufficient l'eculiarcharacteri2tic2toconatituteonl!of the marketa to beusl!u in ana!yzingthe effedsof thia

(C",'ti""cd)
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paint brushes than in sales of rollers (CX 109, 110), any bias in

concentration figures resulting from using "all brush sales" in the
product mix favors respondent.

That paint rollers and paint brushes combined can properly
constitute a line of commerce which is measured by the total sales of
both products , and excluding more distant substitute products such as
aerosols and power spray equipment, is supported by United States 

Continental Can Company, 378 U.S. 441 (1964). In that case, involving
a merger between a glass container manufacturer and a metal can
manufacturer, the Court determined that since there was considerable
interchangeability for some end uses between glass containers and
metal cans that "quantity wise (were J very substantial " the district
court should have recognized the existence of a "glass and metal

container" market. The Court held that complete overlap in end use
need not be present and stated; " (N Jor are we concerned by the
suggestion that if the product market is to be defined in these terms it
must include plastic , paper, foil and any other materials competing for
the same business. That there may be a broader product market made
up of metal, glass and other competing containers does not necessarily
negative the existence of submarkets of * * * cans and glass together
for 'within this broad market, well-defined submarkets may exist which
in themselves, constitute product markets for antitrust purposes

(citing Brown Shoe)." id. 457-58. See also United States v. Connecticut
National Bank 418 U.S. 656, 663 n. 3 (1974). Similarly, the fact that

aerosols and other spray equipment are interchangeable with brushes
or rollers for some limited end uses does not negative the existence of a
separate brush-and-roller market.

In conclusion , we affirm and adopt the law judge s conclusions that

paint brushes" and "paint rollers" each constitute a line of commerce
and that paint brushes and rollers combined properly constitutes an

overall line of commerce for purposes of this case.

Section of the Country

The administrative law judge found the relevant geographic market
to be the United States as a whole. Although disputed by respondent
this finding is amply supported by the record. Many manufacturers of
paint brushes and rollers testified in this case. Nearly all stated that

II.

merger, we do I\ot think that in thiH call the Oi trict Court waH r"'luir..d to employ finer ' age/Hex ' di tinclion than
those recogoized hy it6 daBsifications of 'men s,' ' women s.' and 'childrcn ' shoes. Further diviBion doeB not aid U6 in

analyzing the effectH ofthiH merger. * * * AppeHantcan point to no adv,mtage it would enjoy werefinerdivi 8ionBthan
those chosen hy the District Coort ..mpioyed- Brown manufaclures significant . comparable quantities of virtuaUy every
type of nonrubber men , wnm..n s and children s shoe , and Kinney scUs Huch quantities of virtua.Uy every type of
men , womc,, s a"d children s shoes. Thus , whether considered separa.te!y or together , the picture of this merJler \8 the

8ame.
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they ship their products for salc throughout the United States.
Respondent cites instances where some manufacturers testified that
freight costs are a significant factor and give local manufacturers
firms with factories in a given area, a competitive advantage. However
none with the exception of a witness from Beatrice claimed that freight
was so prohibitive as to foreclose firms from sellng in any particular
section of the country. Even herc the item in question was a
promotional roller kit" -a cheap and relatively bulky item for which

freight is obviously a more significant factor than it is for other paint
applicator products. The majority of products involved in this
proceeding are distributed nationally and the major firms compete with
others throughout the United States, a fact that compels finding that
the nation as a whole constitutes the relevant market.

III. The Acquisitions

Respondent Beatrice is a large, diversified corporation which had its
origin in the dairy business. It also engages in the manufacture and sale
of nonfood products and has chemical, manufacturing, and international
divisions which by 1970 accounted for over 30 percent of its sales.
Nonfood products now sold by Beatrice range from house trailers to
skis. For the fiscal year ending Feb. 28, 1970, Beatrice s overall net

sales reached approximately $1 575 000 000 and total assets approxi-
mated $504 million.

Tip Top Brush Co. Inc. and its affiiated companies (see n. 1 supra)
were corporations collectively engaged in making and selling paint
brushes and rollers. Tip Top s principal office was located in Jersey
City, N.J. Prior to acquisition by Beatrice, the outstanding stock of the
corporations was owned by Miklos Felkay and his wife, Madelaine
Felkay, who had entered the paint brush business in this country in
1948.

During the ensuing years, Tip Top expanded rapidly. By 1955 the
company had opened a warehouse in Los Angeles, Calif. and its name
had become known in the trade throughout the country. By the end of
1969, it had expanded to become the third largest manufacturer in the
combined paint brush-and-roller market, having approximately 7.
percent of sales in that market. It had manufacturng facilities in
Boston and Jersey City, and warehouses in Chicago and Los Angeles.

Total sales in 1969 approximated $7.4 milion.
Paint rollers first entered the market in the mid- 1950' s. In response

to the roller, Tip Top introduced a lower priced 4-inch brush that
retailed for 99 cents. In 1958, Tip Top commenced sellng rollers and
created the Excello Roller Company as an assembler of rollers. Tip Top
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sold its brushes and rollers through hardware stores, food chains, paint
stores, drug stores and variety stores.

By the time of its acquisition it had been recognized as being an
innovative merchandiser. According to Mr. Felkay, it was the first to
develop the mass merchandiser and drug store as potential markets
and one of the first to display brushes and rollers in relation to the type
of paint being used (Tr. 976 , 973-74).

In 1968, the FeIkays decided to put their company up for sale and
initiated contacts with several companies, including Beatrice, seeking a
purchaser. On July 31, 1969, Beatrice acquired Tip Top through an
exchange of stock.

On July 1 , 1970- 11 months after its acquisition of Tip Top-Beatrice
acquired the Essex Graham Company, a Chicago-based manufacturer
of paint rollers.
The record shows that in the six year period preceding the

acquisition , Essex Graham was an economically strong and viable
competitor in the industry. Its assets increased from approximately
$510 000 in 1964 to approximately $2 322 000 in 1969. Sales amounted to

216 000 in 1969 and in that year it was the fifth largest manufacturer
of paint rollers in the United States. Mter the acquisition, Essex
Graham began to distribute paint brushes.

IV. Complaint Counsel's Appeal from the Dismissal of the
Complaint as to the Tip Top Acquisition.

A. Beatrice as a potential entrant
As previously noted, in the years preceding the Tip Top acquisition

Beatrice had diversified into a number of nonfood fields. These were
fields appraised by Beatrice as having exceptional sales growth
potential. Included was the home and garden accessory field. In 1965
Beatrice diversified into home and garden accessories by acquiring the
Stiffel Company, a manufacturer of lamp shades and decorator lamps.
In 1967, Beatrice made a study of the "do-it-yourself' market for the
home consumer that led to a second acquisition-Melnor Industries, a
manufacturer of water sprinkling equipment and garden and lawn
supplies. During 1968, Beatrice continued its acquisition in the home
and garden field by acquiring the following manufacturers; World
Dryer Corporation (small household electric appliances); Charmglow
Products, Inc. (lighting equipment, patio lamps, and gas barbeques):
Max Kahn Curtain Corporation (curtains and draperies); Vogel-Peter-
sen Co. (wardrobe racks); and the Farboil Company (specialty coatings
and paints).

After having been approached by a representative of Tip Top who
was seeking a purchaser for that company, Beatrice conducted a study
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of the paint brush-and-roller market. Beatrice concluded that this was a
growth market and, according to testimony of its officials, acquired Tip
Top because that firm met the prerequisites that Beatrice requires of
prospective acquirees; (1) that it is a profitable company doing business
in a growth market; (2) that its management agrees to continue with
the firm after the merger; (3) that the acquisition wil contribute to the
per-share earnings of Beatrice (Karnes , Tr. 1210-19)'

The administrative law judge concluded that an insufficient showing
had been made that Beatrice was a likely potential entrant into the
brush-and-roller market. He also found that even if Beatrice were
considered a potential entrant, elimination of it as a future entrant
would not substantially lessen competition. His reasoning consisted of
the following points and observations;

1. Complaint counsel had failed to address themselves to question
whether Beatrice was a likely entrant into the paint brush-and-roller
market. Rather, the thrust of their case was that Beatrice was potential
entrant into the "home and garden accessory field" a much broader
market and one not alleged as a line of commerce in this proceeding.
2. There was no showing that Beatrice possessed distinctive

capabilities and incentives to enter the brush-and-roller market.
3. There was no showing that Tip Top was the dominant or leading

firm in that market, since it had only 7.6 percent of the market in 1969.
4. Many major paint companies, given their financial capabilties

and closeness to the market were more likely entrants.
As the Commission has recognized before, injury to competition by

the elimination of a potential competitor can come about by one or both
of two ways. First, the elimination by acquisition of a substantial firm
perceived to be waiting at the edge of a market and ready to enter if
profit opportunities beckon may remove an important restraining
influence on prices of leading firms in a concentrated market. United
States v. Falstaff BTewing Corp. 410 U.S. 526 (1973). Secondly,
elimination of likely entry into the market could remove one of the few
remaining opportunities for deconcentration in a market characterized
by concentration and high entry barrers. In other words, had the
acquisition not occurred the potential entrant might have entered the
market de novo or expanded a toehold acquisition, thereby creating
greater capacity and competition.

Complaint counsel do not claim that Beatrice was perceived as a

, As to the latter prerequisite , sO'.. Realria Fu()d r,,- HI f" e. 4Hl -'\9 n . 2:
It haa frequently been noted that one ufthe incentivcs for acquisitions by diversified companies is laincrease

earnings pI''' share on common stock. This occurs when the company which is being acquired has" lower price- to-
..arnings ratio than the acquiring company. Simply throuJ!h acquisition of such a corporation the first company Can
immediately increa e its earnings per share and usually the va!u" of its stock 01\ th" market. See Scher"r
j"dll8lrial Murkel SlrllC/lIre ulld En",,,,,;c Perfurm,,,ce 114 (1970); Staff Report to the F.T. ECQ1wmic Reprn-l 
C"rywruleMergers122- 1:-I8(l969).
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potential entrant by firms in any of the markets involved here and
therefore do not claim that its alleged presence at the edge of the

market had a disciplining effect on prices. Rather, they argue that
injury has come about in the second manner-that Beatrice was in fact a
future entrant into the relatively concentrated brush-and-rol1er market
and that by choosing to enter by way of acquisition of a leadinp;
company (Tip Top), Beatrice eliminated any possibility of its entering in
a more competitive manner." Complaint counsel do not contend that
Beatrice would have entered this market de novo but arp;ue that both

objective evidence" and "subjective evidence" demonstrate that
Beatrice was a likely entrant by way of a "toehold acquisition. Cf The
Bendix Corp. 77 F. C. 731 (1970) reversed and 'remanded on other
grounds 450 F.2d 534 (6th Cir. 1971).

Complaint counsel's objective evidence is based on the fact that
Beatrice was already engaged in the production and sale of certain
home and garden accessory products, such as Stiffel lamps, Melnor
garden tools and sprinklers and gas-fired barbeques and that fol1owing
the acquisition it acquired the Chicago Specialty Company which
distributed plumbing specialties to hardware stores. However, the
home and garden accessory field is so large and amorphous that we
must agree with the law judge s rejection of this line of argument.
There has been no showing that know-how in the manufacturing of any
of the above items made by Beatrice divisions would create an
incentive for Beatrice to diversify into paint brushes or rol1ers. And
even if Beatrice s interest in the home and garden accessory field were
deemed somehow to place it as a potential entrant into the paint brush-
and-rol1er category, there is no reason why it should be considered a
more likely entrant than the numerous other firms similarly engaged in
marketing such consumer products-many of whom , like Beatricc, are
large multi-product corporations. As the Commission stated in regard
to a similar argument presented in Sterling Drug, Inc. 80 F. C. 477
604 (1972):

A stroll through any supermarket or drug store wil show that therc :ire scores, if not

. That a viulation or S..ct;OI1 7 an come about in th econd man"H dis"u cd abovc-elirnin"tiun of an "actual"
potential entrant a lingllished frum the elimin:JtioJ' of a " p"rcei'J J" pot12l1tial entrant having pr" cllt innl1enc" ""
pricEH ill t.he m"rk is lIut d;o;p"ted by reSjJOlldcnL Th" Supreme Court h"" lIot had "cc"Hi"n to reach the' ' juc tio
whether elimin"ti')fl of a nOfl-puceived but iik :y !HJt.ential elltrant cxn viol t" Section 7 ;Jnd ha exve%ly r(.Herved
ded:,iQ)1 or. I;'o.t poiut. uIRr" ffHrcw;"y Cr;n;. upr" 11n I: S. at .5:17 "iled Siale" !.1ar-'IIc fjallCl)rpOr", "II illC_

S. L.

, ,,

210 , .5217 (197-1)- However, th C()mmi Hi()o and H,,,- ,'ral iower ""''' " hav" ,

",,' '!!''':..

ed ' hat "liminati"n ()f
!ik"ly rutur competitor c"" viulate Section 7. Eh- r;o Products v- F,.de'rd Trode e"""lIi".

,;""" 

:'17 F2d 74.5 , 7.52-53 (7t
Cir. 1965); Celina/ Mill." 111c- DkL f!H36, Tro.de R,' /:. REP- , 457 (18"/:1): B"ol,.;,.e F,,,d. C'J- "'I"" HI C. at H17
(19'1:3); The Bcnd;r Corp., 77 r. C. 7:I , in7 (1970) re"cr.,." alld r"",under! 

,," 

alher ground. 1".11 F_2d .:H (6th Cir
1871): L'" ir,'rl Sr(!lr Phi/lil'" Pelrole'

"", ('

'''''P''''!!, :,67 F- Supp- 12'6, 1231 (CD. CaL i97:J), affri witli""1 "pillioN
S- CL :n% (1974): ;'cd Sfa/,' Siandard F- SUp!,- 19G (DN.J 19(;(,) b vie'" or our u;,itm\!.
r!i mi""al of the al1e ati!l!1 !If injury to potential c"mpctiti"" we ee no r"a8on to , ecoIl8idu thO! ar;:;Jm"'"ts t ,,,t h"v"
been gi cn in support. of lhat inte'rpretatior.. Comp,.,rc Turr",r

, "

Congl,,"'crate Mergers alld Section 7 "f t.hc C!aytun
" 72 I-o.r" - L. Rcv - I:Jl:J , 1:j'9-Hfi (196.5) with ltah!

, "

Applicability or the C,1"ylnfl Act to Pot,'mial Competition " 12

ILA. AntitrustSectitJlI 14:!(I%8).
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hundreds, of rliverse "household products" in which Sterling-or any other established
supplier of consumer items-might with equal logic be deemed a "potential entrant." Such
a test, however, would nullfy any meaningful distinction between likely potential
competitors and all other firms. Elimination of one among such a multitude of firms could
not be said to eliminate substantial potential competition.

Complaint counsel claim, however, that the law judge completely
ignored evidence evincing Beatrice s strong subjective desire to enter

the brush-and-roller market. We have examined the evidence cited and
find it unpersuasive. The evidence of corporate intent that complaint
counsel rely upon most heavily is the fact that prior to its decision to
acquire Tip Top, a study was commissioned by Beatrice management
entitled "Study of the Paint Brush and Paint Roller Market" wherein it
was concluded that sales of paint brushes and rollers to homeowners
was a growing market as it was part of the increasing do-it-yourself
home improvement trend (Tr. 1216-1219). However, this study was not
made until after Tip Top approached Beatrice with a merger proposal
and it was made in connection with Beatrice s appraisal of Tip Top as
an acquisition candidate. It was standard procedure for Beatrice to
appraise not only the past perfonnance record of a prospective merger
candidate but also of course its potential for future growth, which
entails a prediction of whether the market it does business in is a
growth market. The study referred to was listed as a prospective
exhibit but was not offered in evidence by complaint counsel. We can
only assume in its absence that the conclusions stated in it were not
inconsistent with the testimony at the hearing by Beatrice executives

that the company had no overall plan to enter the market aside from
the Tip Top acquisition.

Complaint counsel also point to evidence that subsequent to the Tip
Top 3,cquisition, Beatrice considered acquiring brush parts suppliers
and other firms in the brush or roller business-one of them, of course
being Essex Graham which in fact was acquired one year later.
However, these considerations, including the Essex Graham acquisi-
tion, were for the purpose of broadening Tip Top s production and

strengthening its position in the market. Post-merger expansion

through acquisition of suppliers or competitors may independently
raise problems under Section 7, but standing alone do not demonstrate
that prior to the acquisition the acquiring company was a potential
entrant into that jine of commerce.

We are not holding that simply because corporate executives testify
that they had no plans to enter a particular market that their testimony
must be accepted at face value. Expressions by corporate management
that their company did not intend to enter a market except by a
particular acquisition are by their nature self-serving and may express
only transitory views of the corporation. "While 

* * * 

subjective
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evidence is probative on the issue of potential entry, it is inherently
unreliable and must be used with great care * * * (S Jubjective
evidence should be preferred only when the objective evidence is weak
or contradictory. United States v. Falstaff Brewing Corp. , supm, 410

S. 548 (Marshall, J., concurrng); Here, however, there is no
persuasive evidence, objective or subjective, that rebuts the testimony
of Beatrice s executive officers that the company had no plans to enter
the market but for this acquisition. By relying on the fact that Beatrice
studied the growth potential of the market in which Tip Top did
business, complaint counsel are in effect arguing that the wilingness of
Beatrice to acquire Tip Top demonstrates ipso facto that Beatrice was
a likely entrant into the market. But as was noted in 

Ekco Products 

FederalTrade Commission 347 F.2d 745, 752 (7th Cir. 1965), that rule
would make virtually every merger unlawful.' The test is whether " the
acquiring corporation * * * would have entered the field by internal
expansion but for the merger id. at 752-753. Or, looking at the matter
from a different perspective, whether the respondent would probably
re-enter the market by internal expansion or equivalent means if
divestiture were ordered. General Mills, Inc. Dkt. 8836, Trade Reg.
Rep. , 457 (1973) (83 F. C. 696 J.

Having concluded that the record fails to support any finding that
Beatrice was a probable entrant into any of the relevant product

markets involved in this case aside from its acquisition of Tip Top, we
find no necessity to pass on the additional arguments relied upon by the
law judge in dismissing the charge that potential competition was
eliminated as a result of the Tip Top acquisition.
B. "Entrenchment" Arguments

Complaint counsel contend that quite apart from whether Beatrice
was a potential entrant into the relevant market, the acquisition
entrenched Tip Top in the market in a manner that will hinder
competition. Complaint counsel argue inter alia:

1. (After the subsequent acquisition of Essex Graham) Tip Top was able to greatJy
expedite its expansion of capacity in rollers , vertically integrate its roller production to
include certain . roller manufacturing operations of Essex Graham previously not
performed by Tip Top and reduce overaJ1 costs of both companies.

2. Tip Top has obtained the warehousing and trucking facilities of the entire Beatrice
organization * * * Having a warehouse system located throughout the country enableg
mass merchandisers and other accounts to be serviced more efficiently than has been the
practice in this industry.

3. Beatrice can provide exlensive financial resources to expand product lines , service
and saJes.

4. Beatrice studied Tip Top production and distribution processes and made
suggestions for improvement.

, See alg" (!J,ited St"Ie8 V F'al81aff Brewi"g Corp. , 8upra , 4JO u.s. 561: "1M lere entry by acquisition would not
prima fade 1'8tabliRh a f;rm latu8 a8 an actual potential entrant (MarshalJ , concurring).
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5. Beatrice greatly expanded Tip Top s rebate program to jobbers and distributors.
Maximum rebates inercased from 5 percent prior to the acquisition to 10 percent
following the acquisition. Various conditions and requirements placed on dealers to be
eligible for the rebate program have been eliminated since the acquisition of Tip Top,

Although there is scant record support for most of the assertions
that operating costs have been reduced as a result of the merger, even
assuming all these changes were effected , improved effieiencies and
price reductions are certainly no reason to condemn a merger not
otherwise shown to be anticompetitive. Although it has been said that
merger cannot be "defended" on the ground that a more effcient
industrial entity has resulted, such statements have always appeared in
the cootext of a merger having overrding anti competitive conse-
quences such as elimination of a competitor and vertical foreclosure of
markets Brown Shoe Co. v. United States , supra 370 U.S. at 344; or
the raising of substantial entry barrers having little relationship to
real efficiencies Federal Trade Commission v. Procter Gamble Co.
386 U.S. 568, 580 (1967).

More relevant to the issue of anticompetitive effects of the merger is
complaint counsel's argument that the acquisition may create psycho-
logical barriers to new competition, that "no one can expect new
entrants into an industry dominated by a Beatrice * * * " However
this argument depends, as complaint counsel seem to agree on Beatrice

occupying a dominant position in the industry. But in the year of
acquisition , Tip Top, although it ranked third in the industry, had but

6 percent of sales. ' In contrast , in the cases relied upon by complaint
counsel, the acquired firms did have a dominant position and their
acquisition by an even larger corporation that manufactured related
product lines threatened pennanently to entrench the already domi-
nant firm. In Procter Gamble supra the acquired finn, Clorox

represented nearly 50 percent of sales of liquid bleach nationally and
had even higher shares of regional markets. In General Foods 

Federal Trade Commission 386 F.2d 936 (3d Cir. 19(7), the acquired
company, S. , had 51 percent of total sales? In both cases, the

remaining firms were small single-product finns that could not qualify

, fn previouR cases involving the " toeho!d" doctrine , the C.ommillllion ha conllidered firms having market Share8
below 10 percent aR toehold companiell, acquiRitioll of which would have been procompetitive. The Bendix C"rl", 77

c. 7:J1, M21 (1970) (fourth- ranked Wix Corporation, with 9.5 percent of the market); Stanley W"rb 7H FT.C. 102:1
1072 (1971), 469 F.2d 498, 501 (2d Cir. (1972) (thinl-ranked Ajax, with ahout H p..reent of the market). Although the
easeR ean perhap be distinJ:uished from the instanto"ein that diff..rent induRtries and otherfactoTBw"re involved
this ca8e complaint eounRe! argue that had Reatr;ee acquired Ma terllel Rrush Company, which had :J.6 percent of the
market, competition would have h""efll as Beatrice would have uacd it. d..ep pocket tesources to expand Malltersct
thereby challenging the pOllition of market l..aderH. In contrast , complaint counR,,1 a" ert that Heatrice s deep pocket
renderer! the Tip Top acquiRition anticompetilive and unlawfuL It i difficult, however . to II"'" how a differenee in only 4
percentage points in mark..t IIhares (Masterset

" :\.

6 pereent "omp:!re!! to Tip Top s 7.6 percent) can make the difference
between a procompetitive merger and one thaI. it is claimed will \lbstalltial1y lessen competition

, 111 lhlited 51011'8 v. Wi/so" Sp"rli!l9 CrJOd. Co., 28H V. Supp. ,,4:J (N.D. !Ii. 19&), an"thercalle cited by eomp!aint
c""nse!, the acquired firm was numbet one in it:; warket with a :J? percent market har,..
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for the substantial advertising volume discounts that wcre then
available to large multi-product advertisers such as Procter & Gamblc
and General Foods'" The record clearly shows, despitc complaint
counse1's arguments to the contrary, that media advertising is not an

important factor in paint applicator markets.
In support of their position that Bcatrice s bigness and diversity will

enable it to gain business at the expense of smaller brush-and-roller

competitors, complaint counsel point to evidence that, subsequent to
the acquisition, Tip Top s managcment in an effort to get a largc chain
store company to switch to Tip Top as its supplier of brushes and
rollers represented that purchases of Tip Top products would help carn
the company rebates on other Beatrice home and garden accessory

products carried by the company s stores. However, unchallenged
evidence was introduced by Beatrice that such a corporate-wide
discount was against Beatrice s policy-that each division operates as

individual profit centers with independent pricing policies-and that
Beatrice made supervisory changes within Tip Top to prevent a

recurrence of such representations ('fr. 1224). No such corporate-wide
discount in fact existed or was ever granted to the buyer (Tr. 1155-59).
We cannot find on the basis of this isolated incident that Beatrice will
be inclined to use truly predatory methods to gain new customcrs for
Tip Top.

It is true that as a result of the acquisition, Tip Top gained access to
Beatrice s "deep pocket" for capital expansion loans. No significant
competitive advantage would appear to result, however, since this
industry is not capital intensive. With firms like PPG Industries
Consolidated Foods, and Sherwin Williams manufacturing brushes and
rollers we find it difficult to accept the argument that Beatrice s deep
pocket wi1 enable Tip Top to dominate or restructure this industry.

Respondent' s Appeal from the Finding that the
Graham Acquisition Violated Section 7.

On .July 1 , 1970 , approximately one year after the Tip Top acquisition
Beatrice acquired substantially all the assets of the Essex Graham
Company. Essex Graham at the date of acquisition was engaged solely
in the manufacture and sale of paint rollers and roller accessories
shipping its products to purchasers located throughout the United
States from production facilties in Ilinois.

The administrative law judge found that the acquisition substantially
lessened actual competition in both the combined brush-and-roller

Essex

," Sifwe thu e raSeS were decided, the networb h3"" abandoned v"lump ,Jicounls- Slcrli1lg Drug, 11lc- iJO r.
477, liDS (!!!72). See also Peterm:!n

, "

Th' Clomx Ca e and the T..!eviHion Rale Structure " 12,1. La'" & Eeonom;"s :J21
(I 96H).
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market and the roller submarket and that Essex Graham was
eliminated as the most likely entrant into the paint brush submarket.

The law judge accepted complaint counsel's market figures and found
that in 1969, Tip Top manufactured 7.6 percent of the combined brush-
and-roller market, ranking third in such shipments. In the same year
Essex s shipments of rollers represented 2.3 percent of that market
giving it a rank of 13th. In the same year, Tip Top ranked number eight
in the paint roller submarket, manufacturing approximately 3.7 percent
of all paint rollers. Essex Graham ranked fifth, with 7.0 percent of paint
rollers shipped in the United States.

The law judge found that concentration in the relevant markets was
high and rising and that the acquisition of Essex Graham by Beatrice
accelerated the trend. On the basis of these and other factors cited in
the Initial Decision he concluded that Section 7 had been violated and
ordered divestiture of the acquired assets and all additions and

improvements thereto and further ordered respondent to cease and
desist from any further acquisitions of finns doing business in the
market for a period of ten years without the approval of the
Commission.

Our examination of the market structure and trends in the market
persuades us to affirm the law judge s decision. Prior to the acquisition
there had been a clear increase in concentration between 1967 and
1969:

FIRM RATIOS
(BR USHES-AND-ROLLERS) YEAR
36.6% 1967
38.1% 196841.3% 1969

FIRM RATIOS
(BR USHES-AND-ROLLERS) YEAR
52.8% 1967

55.6% 196
62.5% J 969 

As previously indicated, Tip Top ranked third in shipments in this
market in 1969. Adding Essex Graham s 1969 shipments to Tip Top
four-firm concentration increased from 41.3 percent to 43.6 percent as a
result of this merger." Eight-finn concentration increased from 62.
percent to 64.8 percent as a result.

" I" the following tabu!ation we have omitted any pr() Jonl/" increase in eoncentratian brought about by
horizontal aequi"ition in 1969 and 1970 by the EZ Paintr Cor-ration which are discussed il/fra

" The top four companies and Essex had the following sales and market shares in 1969 (CX lORe):

The Wooster Brush Co.

ShipJ/eHI
(.$00)

961 15.2

(Co"t;I,,,..d)
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A similar increase in concentration in the paint roller submarket
resulted from the merger. The top four companies in this market

collectively made 58.1 percent of total shipments of paint rollers in
1969, Essex Graham ranked number five and Tip Top ranked number
eight in the market. After the merger, Tip Top s position moved to
number three in the market with a 10.7 percent combined share.

These two markets are "concentrated" under definitions accepted by
the Commission and courts in prior merger cases. Stanley Works

C. 1023 (1971), affd 469 F.2d 498 (2d Cir. 1972). The fact that
concentration was increasing at a rapid rate at the time of the merger
is added reason to order divestiture. Where there has been a "history of
tendency toward concentration in the industry," mergers leading
toward further concentration "are to be curbed in their incipiency,
Brown Shoe Co. v. United States , supra 370 U.S. at 345, and where
concentration is already great, the importance of preventing even

slight increases in concentration and so preserving the possibility of
eventual deconcentration is cOITespondingly great United States 

Philadelphia National Bank 374 U.S. 321 , 365 n. 42 (1963). See also
United States v. Yon s Grocery, 384 U.S. 270 (1966); United States 

Pabst Brewing Co. 384 U.S. 546 (1966); and United Slates 

Continental Can Co. 378 U.S. 441. The trend toward greater
concentration in the markets involved here was accompanied by a
number of horizontal acquisitions.

The clear rise in concentration, substantially augmented by this
merger, outweighs in our view any consideration of the fact that prior
to the acquisition most of Essex Graham paint rollers may have been
generally of higher quality and sold at a higher price than of Tip Top
rollers. Furthennore, the record shows that Essex Graham did sell
lower-priced rollers and roller kits as well, and distributed roller
products to the same type of outlets that Tip Top sold to, including
mass merchandisers and drug chains (Tr. 1387, 1389, 1166, 1234, 1405
1442, 3128, 3132, CX 115 Z7, CX 7- , CX 5T-U). Also, Tip Top

manufactured and sold quality paint brushes as well as "throwaways
(Tr. 1328, CX 115 F , RX 179A). The president of Tip Top considered
manufacturers of professional applicators as competitors of Tip Top
(Tr. 1263, 1327). Elimination of Essex as "a competitor" was one of the
reasons cited by a vice president of Tip Top in recommending its
acquisition (Tr. 3128-33).

EZ Paintr Corp.
Tip Top Brush Co_, Inc.

The Sherwin-Wiliams Co

91)2

437

11.

EsseJ( Graham

Univers.'
245

9H.2 million
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Unless the market ohare data placed in the record by complaint
counsel is !1awed and substantially overstates the degree of concentra-

tion in these markets , the only reasonable conclusion to be drawn from
the record is that thi8 merger lessened competition in the manner
proscribed by Section 7.

We now turn to respondent' s challenge to these data.
Complaint counsePs universe figures for total shipments by manufac-

turers in the markets involved in this case were obtained directly from
puhlished Census reports-the 1967 Census of Manufactures and the
Annual Surveys of Manufactures for 1968 and 1969. The Standard
Industrial Code (SIC) :39912 and its subcategorieo cover shipments of
paint brushes and paint rollers and do not include any products that are
extraneous to this proceeding. Market shares were obtained by
dividing shipments of individual companies by the universe figures
obtained from the Census reports. Shipments of individual firms were
obtained as follows; Companies known to be in the market were
interviewed by a Commission economist and were asked to list the 12
leading companies in the brush-and-roller industry. To each firm so
identified by an interviewee, the economist directed a letter requesting
shipment figures of products in the rolevant markets for the years 1967

through 1969. Furthermore these addressees were also requested to
list the companies which they considered to be the 12 leading firms in
the market. Any company not surveyed originally but listed in more
than one response was then also sent such an inquiry. Twenty-eight
firms were eventually surveyed in this manner. Respondent was given
the opportunity to cross-examine each firm whose shipment data was
placed in the record as weJl as an opportunity to check the accuracy of
the shipment figures against original records.
The administrative law judge granted respondent ten discovery

subpoenas to search for any substantial firms which may have been
omitted from the above survey. The two largest firms that respondent
was able to locate that had not been included in complaint counsel's
survey ranked 15th and 17th in the market for 1969.

Respondent argues that the universe figures taken from Census

Reports are incomplete for the reason that the Census data was

obtained only from firms where paint brushes or rollers constituted the
primary product at a given plant and not any of its secondar products.
This contention is refuted by the record. The heading of the Census
Table showing industry shipments states that it " Includes quantities

"'Ihe law judge al o found that competition was 8ubatantia1ly lessened iTJ the painl brush 8ubm3rket by the
elimination of E" ex Graham a8 the moat likely futun' entrant ;"'0 that hne or commerc",. In vi,,,,.. of the c1e"rer
violatio"s ,,,purring in the overall n"'rket and the paint rol1er "'.bmarl-d . we find it. unnecessary to decide ",hdher
eliminatio" of Essex Graham a8 a potential entrant into the paint brush m"rket "':'" 80 significant ae to '""o"nt to a
cparate violation of Section 7
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and value of the products reported not only by establishments
classified in this industry but also by establishments classified in other
industries , and shipping these products as ' secondary ' products. " (CX

, p. 39D- 15). A Bureau of Census offcial testified that when annual
surveys are sent to a company it is instructed to report every product it
makes based upon an SIC category (Tr. 1065). Thus, even a company in
a completely unrelated industry who made a small volume of paint
brushes was surveyed as to its production of paint brushes and paint
rollers (Tr. 1043-50).

Respondent asserts that Tip Top should be viewed as an "assembler
of paint rollers, that it did not "manufacture all the component parts
that go into a roller unit. We find this argument eonfusing, as
respondent admits that "The notion that an assembler in this particular
industry is on the same footing as a manufacturer is a concept accepted
by the Bureau of Census."" In view of its acknowledgment that the
Census universe includes shipments of such assemblers we fail to see
what respondent hopes to get from this argument. If the point that is
intended is that there may be other roller "assemblers larger than Tip
Top or Essex Graham in the market that were not surveyed by
complaint counsel and hence their individual shipment figures would
not have been obtained, then we fail to see how respondent was
prevented from obtaining their shipment figures. As noted previously,
the law judge allowed respondent opportunity to subpoena any firms

thought to be important factors in the industry and missed 
complaint counsel in their survey. He indicated that if a showing was
made, further subpoenas would be available. The initial grant of ten
discovery subpoenas to respondent for such purpose was clearly
adequate. Cf. Papercrajt Corp. v. Federal Trade Commission 472 F.
927 (7th Cir. 1973).

Finally, respondent complains that the law judge refused its request
to subpoena approximately one hundred subpoenas to companies , many
of whom are paint companies, who purchase paint applicator products
from manufacturers and then repackage them for resale. The law judge
was clearly correct, however, in refusing this request. The lines of
commerce involved in this proceeding, as clearly indicated in the
complaint, is the manufacture of paint applicator products. The fact
that a redistributor may sell under his own label does not place him in

the same position as a manufacturer. The private label distributor must
stil pay someone to produce his product. Companies that redistribute
brushes and rollers purchased from manufacturers are at an obvious

" Rf'spondent goes on to point out , ""rrectly, that the instructions on the CensuR rf'porting form "SP'cificaUy

requires the inclusion in the manufacturing category of these products which have been aH""mbled from purchased
components (CX 102 , p. 3. l!li7 " Instructions forthc Annual Survf'Y of Manufactures " Resp- Appeal Hrief pp. 1:1- 14.

217-1840- 76 - 6
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cost disadvantage with respect to manufacturers who compete in
selling to the trade (Tr. 2282-84). To include in the universe sales of
such redistributors would result in "double-counting" and would serve
only to confuse and distort any analysis of the probable effects of the
challenged acquisition.

VI. The Commission s Proceedings in EZ Paintr Corp., Dkt.
2106 Do Not Compel Dismissal of the Complaint

At the time a uproposed complaint" 15 was served on respondent
Beatrice , the Commission also served a proposed complaint on the EZ
Paintr Corporation, a manufacturer of paint rollers, which challenged
that company s acquisition in 1969 of the American Brush Corporation
of Chicago, Il. ("ABC") 16 and its acquisition in 1970 of Masterset
Brushes, Inc. ("Masterset") and King Paint Roller, Inc. ("King ). The
latter two companies, Masterset and King, were purchased together
and had been closely held corporations owned and operated by the
same persons. The EZ Paintr complaint alleged inter alia that prior to

the acquisitions, EZ Paintr was the nation s largest manufacturer of
paint rollers, accounting for 29.7 percent of domestic plant shipments in
1968 and that ABC and King respectively shipped 0.5 percent and 1.2
percent of paint rollers in that year. The complaint alleged a violation of
Section 7 in the paint roller line of commerce and also the overall paint
applicator market (brushes and rollers) and the paint brush segment."

The Commission and EZ Paintr subsequently entered into a consent
order agreement. The major tenns of the consent order required EZ
Paintr to divest all the paint roller facilities it acquired; partial
divestiture was required of the paint brush business acquired from
ABC and no divestiture was required of the paint brush business
acquired from Masterset. Sales of the acquired properties required to
be divested under the tenns of the order were subsequently
effectuated with Commission approval.

In the meantime, on Oct. 1, 1971 , the Commission issued its fonnal
complaint against Beatrice commencing adjudicative proceedings, no
settement having been reached under consent order procedures.

Respondent argues that the Commission "approved" the con centra-

" Under the Commi eion s pro edure then in effect

, "

prop",..d complaints" were ..rver on reapondenh prior to
issuance of a formal complaint, with notice that they had an opportunity to setU.. the matter under the Commission
""n-adjudicative conaenl order prlXedures lhen in errect.

,. This company should be dislingui.hed from the American Brush Company of Boaton Ma.9 which ;s several
times larger and is not affliated with thi8company.

" Although EZ Paintr did not manufacture paint bru8hc8 prior to 1969, ABC and Masu...t did. Hence the
complaintaUeKedaviulationinthepaintbrushlineufcommercealwell

,. The record berore us does not disclose whether Beatrice made any offer of settlement. As we understand its
argument, however, it is not complaining of disparate treatment during the conscnt order stages of the two proceedings
but that any adjudication of ilcgality of the Essex Graham acqoisition woulti be ineoosi"t"nt with the Commission
action taken in the EZ Pu;,!trmaUeT
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tion level in the industry when it allowed EZ Paintr to keep the paint
brush manufacturing capabilty of ABC and the Masterset Brush
Company. It argues that these properties in EZ Paintr hands increased
concentration more than the consolidation of Essex Graham into the
Tip-Top Beatrice organization.

It is true that the ABC and Masterset acquisitions, at least when
viewed in the context of an overall brush-and-roller market, would
appear to have been of greater magnitude than the Tip-Top (Beatrice)-
Essex Graham merger. Combined sales were about $I4 millon.
comparison Tip-Top applicator sales in 1969 were $7 437 000 and Essex
Graham s were $2 245 000, or a combined total of somewhat less than
$10 milion.

Nevertheless these facts are not controllng here. Although the

Commission made a determination that the settlement in E Z Paintr
was in the public interest, that was not tantamount to a ruling that any
portions of the EZ Paintr acquisitions not ordered to be divested were
lawfully acquired or that acquisitions of no greater magnitude in the
industry are immune from attack. The standards for determining that a
proposed consent settlement is in the public interest embrace a number
of considerations, including resource allocation factors, which may
convince the Commission in a particular case that entry of a non-
contested order containing less than a full divestiture would be
preferable to seeking full divestiture after the hazards and delay of
adjudication. The circumstances surrounding negotiated divestitures
are so different that they usually cannot be cited in a litigation context.
United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours Co. 366 U.S. 316, 330 n. 12
(1961).

An examination. of additional facts surrounding the E Z Paintr
matter show that it is distinguishable in any event. '. By 1971 ABC had
been losing market position and sales and was in financial difficulties

" In 1968, the year prior to EZ PBintr s acquisition of ABC, EZ Psinlr had total applicator 8a!e (aU w"re paint
roller. . as it Bold nO paint brushes) of$8.8S5 OOand ABC paillt brush 8..!eaamounted to $1 00. In 1969, th.. year
prior to ita aCQuiliition , Maater8et s 88)('8 (painl brushes, 8S it did not make roUers) amoun to 13,570 00 and EZ

aspplieatoTssleawereS9,244 OO.
T. Respondent contends lhat it was denied "urfident access to doeumen\. in the EZ PQ.;1Itr files of th.. Commission

to enahle it adequately to confront the Commi ion with the precedents of the deciaion it made in that proceeding.
The ALl on Aug, 2, 1972 denied respondent's pre-hearing discovery motion for an order requiring production of aU

non- puhlic document in the EZ Po;"tr fiea. suming argu.mdo that , becaose of lhe facial similarity between the two
proceedil1gs, access to material information in the fies heyol1d that available from the public docket in C-2106 was
required , cf. Sterling Drug h,c . v. Federul Trade CmJi"issim" 450 F2d 691', 71(-712 (D.C. Cir. 1970, we are ""t;sfied
that respondel1t obtained it. PUl'uant to II f"rcedom of Informalion Act request Beatrice filed with the Commission on
Sept. 8, 1972, the Commission granted it access to all recorda p'!l1.aining to the EZ Pn;"tr matter except certin
confide"tial financial data, customer lists , and portionsnfintra-agency memoranda exprellsing individual opinions and
recommendations. (No Commission memorandum or opil1ion , as distinguished from memoranda containing ataff or
il1dividual Commissioner views. exisled.) Respondent subsequently placed" number of thoBe documenta into the record
ofth;acaae.

Although respondent argues that it IIhould have had complete acceliS to intra-agency memoranda disussing the 
P"iutrlleltlement and dive"titurea, we fail to see the precedential value orlloch diacosllionB since none constituted or
cQntainedstatementsadopt.,dbytheCommission.

(Co"ti"uedl
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when the consent settlement was reached. Its brush manufacturing
plant had been relocated in another city as a result of an urban renewal
project, causing it to lose most of its experienced personneL It was
estimated by one official that production had dropped 65 percent as a
result (RX 109). The public docket fie indicates that EZ Paintr itself
had substantial financial difficulties during 1970 and 1971 (C-2106-
p. 77). These factors may have persuaded the Commission that full
divestiture was impractical or not in the public interest. Cf. Litton
Industries Dkt. 8778 (slip opinion, Mar. 4 , 1975) (85 F. C. 333). In
contrast, Essex Graham and Beatrice were growing, profitable
companies.

Also it should be noted that, although EZ Paintr was permitted to
retain much of the paint brush manufacturing capacity it had acquired
the consent order required full divestiture of the businesses in the line
of commerce in which EZ Paintr was previously engaged, the
manufacture of paint rollers. Tip Top and Graham were also substantial
factors in that market. Clearly, insofar as preserving intra-product
competition in paint rollers, consistent trcatment would call for an
order of divestiture of Essex Graham, not dismissal of the complaint as
respondent urges.

Respondent' s Challenge to Evidentiary Rulings

Respondent claims that the AW erroneously prevented it from
introducing competent evidence. Respondent's principal objection is
that the ALJ erred in sustaining objections to questions posed by
respondent's counsel to his witnesses on the ground that they were
leading questions. We find no prejudice to have occurred since counsel
was permitted to make offers of proof as to the expected testimony and
we have accepted and considered as record evidence the offers of proof.
For instance, the ALJ sustained objections to respondent counsel's
asking three of his witnesses whether in their experience they

regarded aerosol paint cans as competitive with brushes or rollers
The offers of proof indicated that the testimony would simply have

VII.

We l'ondude that Beatrice haB b"..n giv 1J uffiei.,nt aceC S to t.he relevant information in the ;Z Pnil/lr files

enabling it " to argue the VT"ccdetltia\ value (If that. case " Slc-r!;1!!I Dntll, !"c. v. Federal Tn/de Co",,,i si,,,, . ""pm 

711.
" RCHpondent ,,1"0 poinla to the ract that subsequent to the entry of the .."mlent order in KZ /'a,,,lr the

Commission allowed EZ Pa intr to divest the roller companies it had acquired (Fra.nk Gill Company Ithe paint rolln
rlivi ion of ABC 1 and King Paint Roner Company) to ,"('mhers of the appiicator industry. Again . however, thesc

traoBactions are di tinRui habl('- The eumpany, that acquired frank Gill (RefltLinger Br" . !nc. ) had only $,I OO in

paint roUer ale". This figure combined with Gin's roUer Hales in 1971 (Gili's saks ha d declined cons iderabiy between

19fi9 and 1971) gave Bef\tzingeronly a de 1Hiu;m.s share- less than I perctCnl-ofthe paint roller market ba,.d on 191i9

industry data.
The divestiture of the King Paint RoUer Company is also distingu;,;hab!e. The acquiring company. Red Devii Ine

did not manufacture paint applic:!tor products for s:!le in this country (Tr. 2, 0!\). None o f these divestitllr,' sales

:!pproved by the Commission arc eomp:!rabie to the Beatrice acqui ition of l'8SCX Graha",

" The ALJ sustained the ohjections to this question on the ground it was leading (Tr. lti74 , HJ74 , 212!). Complaint

(C""liu"ed)
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been that aerosols and sma1l brushes are interchangeable for Borne

uses-a fact which was conceded by complaint counsel anyway and
which , as we indicated supra p. 8 lp. 591, does not negate the market
definitions adopted in this case. We have examined the other
evidentiary rulings cited by respondent and find no prejudicial error.

We wish to note our disagreement, however, with the AU'
apparent belief that leading questions are improper even when used to
introduce a subject matter or to refresh a witness ' memory which
unaided, has been exhausted." The general rule is to the contrary.
Roberson v. United States 249 F.2d 7:7 (5th Cir. 1957); Green v. United
States 348 F.2d 340 (D.C. Cir. 1965). Indeed we see little point in
worrying about leading questions which seek to elicit information
within the business expertise of witnesses that have been qualified to
give opinion evidence. The "evil. . . of supplying a false memory for
the witness United States v. Durham 319 F' 2d 590, 592 (4th Cir. 1963),
is unlikely to occur in such circumstances.

The examiner also disa1lowed a respondent' s witness the opportunity
to see if he could refresh his memory of names of customers from a
written list. Apparently the ALJ so ruled because the list did not
originate in his company and he had not seen it before. Again, however
the rule is genera1ly that any document, regardless of its origin, can be
used to refresh a witness ' memory. McConnick , Evidence 99 (1971).
Nevertheless no prejudice occurred since an offer of proof was made
and we have considered it as part of the record evidence (Tr. 2242).

Much of this record is filed with debate, acrimonious at times, over
technical objections as to fonns of questions. Counsel on both sides
frequently indulged in raising such ohjections, apparently believing
that they would gain some advantage in doing so. The objections did
not, however, improve the quality of the evidence and served only to
delay the proceeding. We reiterate what a distinguished panel of appeal
judges observed many years ago in Samuel H. Moss v. Federal Trade

cuunsel , however, was permitted to ask the identical question of one of his own witnesses over respondent's objection it
caUed fur a le al co"clusion, (Tr. 472). Presomably, had respo"de"t counsel raised an objection that the queslion was
leadi,,!!, the A LJ would have Bustained it. In any event , we rejecl resp"ndent s argument lhat these or any "f the other
;nstances cited in their brief amounted to prl'judicialtreatmen t favoring complaint counsel

" Resp,mdl'nt contends that on several occasions the ALJ refused to anow offers of proof when objections were
sustained. This is flOt accurate. Of lhe instances cited , there was only one (Tr. 1861- 1865), where respondent was unable

to make an offer ofprouf. No prejudice resulted since lhe qoestion deall only with a langc ntiali8sue.
FirllUy, we have examined reapondent s arguments with respect tu alleged disparale treatment between witnesses

Zookand Felkay and find nu errOr on the part ufthe ALJ.
.. A sample ofqueslioTls that were ruled to be improper leading queslions are:
What ifany, discounthaveyouever enthem?" (Tr. 1446)

In your res,'arch are lhereany other products that you use besideslho8f to which you have testified?" (Tr. 1861)
Would you have telephone euntact with your customers?" (Tr. 1816)
In yo\!rbu il1esHactivity did you have an opportunily to ohserve the promotion" of your eompetitors , if any?" (Tr.

1818)

In your job as sales manager, do you can On some customer'-!" (Tr. 214:1)

1)0 yuu know the Ideal Brush Comp'lIy 7" (Tr. 2150- :,1)
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Commission 148 F.2d 378, 380 (2d Cir. 1945) (per curium by Clark, A.
Hand and L. Hand, JJ):

* * * 

Why either he (hearing examiner) or the (Federal Trade) Commission
attorney should have thought it desirable to be so formal about the admission of evidence
we cannot understand. Even in criminal trials to a jury it is better, nine times out of ten
to admit , than to exclude , evidence and in such proceedings as these the only conceivahle
interest that can suffer by admitting any evidence is the time lost , which is seldom as
much as that inevitably lost by idle bickering about irrelevancy or incompetence.

Although we are satisfied that no prejudice to the parties resulted
from any of the AW' s rulings, the record in this case would have been
considerably shorter had the above advice been heeded.

An appropriate order is appended.

FINAL ORDER

This matter having been heard by the Commission upon briefs and
oral argument in support of cross appeals fied by respondent and

complaint counsel from the initial decision in this matter; and the
Commission for the reasons stated in the accompanying opinion having
concluded that the appeals should be denied;

It is ordered That the initial decision, as supplemented and modified
by the Commission s opinion in this matter, and the order contained in
said initial decision, be, and hereby are adopted as the decision and
order of the Commission;

It is further ordered That the parties' motions for correction of the
transcript of oral argument before the Commission be, and hereby are
granted.

IN THE MATTER OF

HERBERT R. GIBSON, SR., ET AL.

Docket 9016. Order, July , 1975

Denial of motion by nine of the respondents herein for dismissal of the complaint.

Appearances

For the Commission: Andre Trawick, Jr., Paul W. Turley and
Richard H. Gateley.

For the respondents; Bardwell D. Odum, Robert E. Rader and
Passman, Jones , Andrews , Coplin, Holley Co. Dallas, Tex. Presley
E. Werlein, Jr. Houston, Tex.



Order

ORDER DENYING MOTION To DISMISS COMPLAINT FOR LACK O
PUBLIC INTEREST

Respondents Herbert R. Gibson, Sr., Herbert R. Gibson

, .

Jr., Gerald
Gibson, Belva Gibson, Gibsons, Inc., Gibson s Discount Centers, Inc.

Ideal Travel Agency, Inc., Gibson Warehouse, Inc., and Gibson
Products Company, Inc., have moved that the complaint in this matter
be dismissed as to them for lack of public interest. The administrative
law judge having determined that this matter is outside the scope of his
authority, certified it to the Commission pursuant to Section 3.22(a) of
the rules of practice.

Respondents contend that this administrative proceeding is unneces-
sary inasmuch as the issues raised herein will be adjudicated in a
private treble damages action, now pending in a Texas District Court
entitled Howard-Gibco, et al. v. H. R. Gibson, Sr., et al. No. 75-0085.

The Commission finds this insuffcient reason to warrant dismissal
since the public interest in halting respondents ' allegedly ilegal acts
and practices wil not necessarily coincide with the interests of private
parties who are seeking monetary damages. See Order Denying

Respondents ' Motions for Discontinuance or Suspension of proceed-
ings In Re: Boise Cascade Corp., et al. Docket No. 8958 (Aug. 26 , 1974)

(84 F. 308). Accordingly,
It is ordered That the aforesaid motion to dismiss the complaint in

this matter be, and it hereby is, denied.
Commissioner Thompson abstaining.

IN THE MATTER OF

CROWN TRADING COMPANY, INC., ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND TRUTH IN LENDING

ACTS

Docket C-Z678. Complaint, July 1975-Decis' ion, July , 1975

Consent order requiring a Miami, Fla., retailer of television sets, furniture and

appliances , among other things to cease violating the Truth in Lending Act by
failing to disclose to consumers, in connection with the extension of consum

credit , such information as required by Regulation Z of the said Act,

Appearances

For the Commission; Truett M. Honeycutt.
For the respondents: Arthur J. A ugust Miami, Fla.
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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Truth in Lending Act and the
implementing regulation promulgated thereunder, and the Federal
Trade Commission Act, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by
said Acts, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
Crown Trading Company, Inc., a corporation, trading and doing
business as Crown Stores, and Eusebio Benitez and Juan Benitez
individually and as officers of said corporation, hereinafter sometimes
referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said Acts
and the implementing regulation, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:

I' ARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Crown Trading Company, Inc. , trading
and doing business as Crown Stores, is a corporation, organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Florida, with its principal office and place of business located at 1051
S.w. Eighth St., Miami, Fla.

Respondents Eusebio Benitez and .Juan Benitez are officers of said
corporation. They formulate, direct and control the policies, acts and
practices of the corporate respondent, including those hereinafter set
forth. Their address is the same as that of the corporate respondent.

I' AR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have been
engaged in the offering for sale and retail sale of television sets
furniture and appliances to the public.

I' AR. 3. In the ordinary course and conduct of their business as
aforesaid , respondents regularly extend consumer credit, as "consumer
credit" is defined in Regulation Z , the implementing regulation of the
Truth in Lending Act, duly promulgated by the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System.

PAR. 4. Subsequent to .July 1 , 1969 , respondents, in the ordinary
course of business as aforesaid , and in connection with credit sales, as
credit sale" is defined in Regulation Z , have caused and are causing

customers purchasing television sets, furniture and appliances to
execute certain blank retail installment contracts. In a substantial
number of instances, such customers are never given a copy of the
completed contract. Respondents do not provide these clistomers with
any other credit cost disclosures.

By and through their use of this blank retail installment contrad
respondents:

Fail to disclose the " annual percentage rate " computed in
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accordance with Section 226.5 of Regulation Z, as required by Section
226.8(b) (2) of Regulation Z.

2. Fai1 to disclose the number, amount, and due date or period of
payments scheduled to repay the indebtedness, as required by Section
226.8(b)(3) of Regulation Z.

3. Fai1 to disclose the sum of the payments scheduled to repay the
indehtedness, using the term "total of payments " as required by

Section 226.8(b)(3) of Regulation Z.
4. Fail in any credit sale to disclose the price at which respondents

in the regular course of business, offer to sell for eash the property or
services which are the subject of the credit sale, using the term "cash
price " as required by Section 226.8(c)(I) of Regulation Z.

5. Fai1 to disclose the amount of any downpayment in money made
in connection with any credit sale , using the term ucash downpayment
as required by Section 226.8(c)(2) of Regulation Z.
6. Fail to disclose the amount of any downpayment in property

made in connection with any credit sale , using the tenn "trade in " as

required by Section 226.8(c)(2) of Regulation Z.
7. Fail to disclose the sum of the "cash downpayment" and the

trade in" made in connection with any credit sale, using the term "total
downpayment " as required by Section 226.8(c)(2) of Regulation Z.

8. Fai1 in any credit sale to disclose the difference between the
cash price" and the "total downpayment " using the term "unpaid

balance of cash price " as required by Section 226.8(c)(3) of Regulation

9. Fail to disclose all other charges which are included in the
amount financed, but which are not part of the finance charge , as
required by Section 226.8(c)(4) of Regulation Z.

10. Fail in any credit sale to disclose the sum of the "unpaid balance
of cash price" and all other charges individually itemized , which are
included in the amount financed but which are not part of the finance
charge, using the term "unpaid balance/' as required by Section
226.8(c)(5) of Regulation Z.

11. Fail to disclose the amount of credit extended , using the term
amount financed " as required by Section 226.8(c)(7) of Regulation Z.

12. ail to disclose the sum of all charges made to the customer
which are required by Section 226.4 of Regulation Z to be included in
the finance charge, using the term ufinance charge " as required by

Section 226.8(c)(8)(i) of Regulation Z.
13. Fail in any credit sale to disclose the sum of the cash price, all

charges which are included in the amount financed but which are not
part of the finance charge, and the finance charge, using the term
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deferred payment price " as required by Section 226.8(c)(8)(ii) of
Regulation Z.

14. Fail to make consumer credit cost disclosures heretofore set
forth in this Paragraph before consummation of the transaction, and to
furnish the customer with a duplicate of the contract or a statement by
which the disclosures required by Section 226.8 of Regulation Z are

made, as required by Section 226.8(a) of Regulation Z.
PAR. 5. Subsequent to July 1 , 1969, respondents, in the ordinary

course and conduct of their business as aforesaid, have charged and are
now charging, a substantial number of consumers for credit life
accident, health and/or disability insurance written in connection with
consumer credit sales transactions.

Typical and ilustrative but not all inclusive, of the circumstances in
which such insurance charges are incurred by consumers are the
following, which generally occur in the sequence set forth;
1. Respondents automatically include charges for credit life

accident, health, and/or disability insurance on the credit sale disclosure
statement and , unless the customer specifically objects to the inclusion
of the charges for such insurance, the coverage becomes part of the
credit transaction.
2. On that portion of the credit sale disclosure statement or

statements which contains the statement

, "

I desire to obtain the

creditor insurance checked above* * *" or words of similar import
followed by a line for the customer s signature , respondents, without
the permission or authority of the consumer, check the box provided
for the customer s election of credit life and then date and place an "
on the line for the borrower s signature.
3. The credit sale disclosure, filled out as indicated above is

presented to the customer for two signatures, and the consumer is told
by respondents ' employees to sign next to the !I " respondents

employees have made. The consumer is not told of the purpose of each
signature. These signatures are intended to indicate the consumer
request for the insurance coverage, and to acknowledge the consumer
receipt of the completed loan disclosure statement.

PAR. 6. By and through the acts and practices described in Paragraph
Five , and others of similar import, meaning and consequence , but not
specifically set forth herein, respondents, in a substantial number of
instances, obtain consumers' signatures through practices which
operate , directly or indirectly, to defeat the elective language of the
insurance authorization disclosures by obscuring from consumers
knowledge about the option, by misrepresenting to consumers that
their signatures are necessary solely for the purpose of consummating
the credit transaction, and by discouraging the declination of the
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coverage when it is questioned. These practices have the effect of
preventing substantial numbers of consumers from exercising their
own independent, voluntary choice whether to obtain credit life
accident, health and/or disability insurance.

Therefore , respondents, in a substantial number of instances, induce
their customers to incur charges for credit life, accident, health and/or
disabilty insurance without said customers making a knowing,
affirmative election to have such insurance and, thereby, respondents
have failed to obtain from each of their customers a "specifically dated
and separately signed affirmative written indication of (their) desire
to obtain such insurance, as required by Section 226.4(a)(5) of
Regulation Z , in spite of the existence of language to the contrary in
the credit cost disclosure statement.
PAR. 7. By and through the acts and practices described in

Paragraphs Five and Six hereof, respondents have failed to include the
charges for credit life , accident, health and/or disabilty insurance in the
Finance Charge when a specific dated and separately signed affrma-
tive written indication of the consumer s desire for such insurance has
not been obtained , as required by Section 226.4(a)(5) of Regulation Z
and thereby respondents:

1. Failed to disclose accurately the "finance charge " as required by
Section 226.8(c)(8)(i) of Regulation Z; and
2. Failed to disclose the "annual percentage rate" accurately to the

nearest quarter of one percent, in accordance with Section 226. , as
required by Section 226.8(b)(2) of Regulation Z.

PAR. 8. Pursuant to Section 103(q) of the Truth in Lending Act
respondents' aforesaid failures to comply with the provisions of
Regulation Z constitute violations of that Act and, pursuant to Section
108(c) thereof, respondents have thereby violated the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Atlanta Regional Offce

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with violation
of the Truth in Lending Act and the regulation promulgated

thereunder and violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter

executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by the
respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
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draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having

determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have

violated the said Acts, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34(b) of its rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings
and enters the fol1owing order;

1. Respondent Crown Trading Company, Inc., is a corporation
trading and doing business as Crown Stores, organized, existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Florida
with its office and principal place of business located at 1051 S.

Eighth St., Miami, Fla.
Respondents Eusebio Benitez and Juan Benitez are officers of said

corporation. They. formulate, direct and control the policies , acts and
practices of said corporation, and their principal offce and place of
business is located at the above stated address.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Crown Trading Company, Inc., a
corporation trading and doing business as Crown Stores, or under any
other name or names, its successors and assigns, and its officers, and
Eusebio Benitez and Juan Benitez, individually and as officers of said
corporation, and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees
directly or through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other

device, in connection with any extension of consumer credit or
advertisement to aid, promote or assist directly or indirectly any
extension of consumer credit, as "consumer credit" and
advertisement" are defined in Regulation Z (12 C. R. 9226) of the

Truth in Lending Act (Pub. L. 90-321 , 15 V. C. 91601 et seq.

), 

forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Failing to disclose the "annual percentage rate " computed in

accordance with Section 226.5 of Regulation Z , as required by Section
226.8(b )(2) of Regulation Z.
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2. Failing to disclose the number, amount, and due dates or periods
of payments scheduled to repay the indebtedness, as required by

Section 226.8(b )(:iJ of Regulation Z.
3. Failing to disclose the sum of the payments scheduled to repay

the indebtedness, using the term "total of payments " as required by
Section 226.8(b )(3) of Regulation Z.
4. Failing in any credit sale to disclose the price at which

respondents , in the regular course of business, offer to sell for cash the
property or services which are the subject of the credit sale , using the
term "cash price " as required by Section 226.8(c)(1) of Regulation Z.

5. Failing to disclose the amount of any downpayment in money
made in connection with any credit sale, using the term "cash
downpayment " as required by Section 226.8(c)(2) of Regulation Z.

6. Failing to disclose the amount of any downpayment in property
made in connection with any credit sale, using the term I' trade in " as

required by Section 226.8(c)(2) of Regulation Z.
7. Failing to disclose the sum of the "cash down payment" and the

trade in" made in connection with any credit sale, using the term "total
downpayment " as required by Section 226.8(c)(2) of Regulation Z.

8. Failing in any credit sale to disclose the difference between the
cash price" and the "total downpayment " using the term "unpaid

balance of cash price " as required by Section 226.8(c)(3) of Regulation

9. Failing to disclose all other charges which are included in the
amount financed, but which are not part of the finance charge, as
required by Section 226.8(c)(4) of Regulation Z.

10. Failing in any credit sale to disclose the sum of the "unpaid
balance of cash price" and all other charges individually itemized , which
are included in the amount financed but which are not part of the

finance charge, using the term "unpaid balance " as required by Section
226.8(c)(5) of Regulation Z.

11. Failing to disclose the amount of credit extended, using the
term "amount financed " as required by Section 226.8(c)(7) of Regula-
tion Z.

12. Failing to disclose the sum of all charges made to the customer
which are required by Section 226.4 of Regulation Z to be included in
the finance charge, using the term "finance charge " as required by

Section 226.8(c)(8)(i) of Regulation Z.
13. Failing in any credit sale to disclose the sum of the cash price

all charges which are included in the amount financed but which are not
part of the finance charge, and the finance charge, using the term
deferred payment price " as required by Section 226.8(c)(8)(ii) of

Regulation Z.
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14. Failing to make consumer credit cost disclosures heretofore set
forth in this order before consummation of the transaction, and to
furnish the customer with a duplicate of the contract or a statement by
which the disclosures required by Regulation Z are made, as required
by Section 226.8(a) of Regulation Z.

15. Supplying, orally or in writing, any information to a customer so
as to mislead or confuse the customer, or contradict or obscure, or
detract attention from the information required by Regulation Z, in
violation of Section 226.6(c) of Regulation Z.

16. Misrepresenting, orally or otherwse, directly or by implication
that credit life , accident, health and/or disability insurance are required
as a condition of obtaining credit from respondents.

17. Discouraging, orally or otherwise , directly or by implication, the
declination of credit life , accident, health and/or disability insurance.

18. Failing, when charges for credit life insurance and/or accident
and health insurance are not included in the finance charge to:

a. Obtain from each customer purchasing such insurance a specifi-
cally dated and separately signed affrmative written indication of the
consumer s desire for such insurance after making written disclosure to
the consumer of the costs of such insurance, as required by Section
226.4(a)(5) of Regulation Z.

b. Tell the consumer that;
i. credit life insurance and/or credit accident and health insurance

are optional; and
ii. the consumer s choice regarding the insurance coverage wil not

be considered in respondents ' approval of the consumer s credit.
19. Failng to tell every customer the purpose(s) of each signature

requested by respondents on any document directly related to the
consummation of the credit transaction.
20. Making any marks or otherwse instructing a consumer where

to sign or date the personal insurance authorization required by Section
226.4(a)(5), in advance of the consumer s free and independent choice of
such insurance.

21. Failng in any consumer credit transaction or advertisement to
make all disclosures, determined in accordance with Sections 226.4 and
226.5 of Regulation Z , in the manner, form, and amount required by
Sections 226. , 226. , 226. , and 226. 10 of Regulation Z.

It is further ordered That whenever the sales presentation is
principally made in a language other than English Spanish, that
the customer be given a statement containing the disclosures required
by Section 226.8 of Regulation Z , in the form and manner prescribed
therein but in the same language as that principally used in the sales
presentation made to such customer.
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It is further ordered That respondents prominently display the
following notice both in Spanish and in English in two or more locations
in that portion of respondents' business premises most frequented by
prospective customers, and in each location where customers normally
sign consumer credit documents or other binding instruments. Such
notice shall be considered prominently displayed only if so positioned as
to be easily observed and read by the intended individuals;

NOTICE TO CREDIT CUSTOMERS

If The Dealer Is Financing Or Arranging The Financing Of Your Purchase , You Are

Entitled To Consumer Credit Cost Disclosures As Required By The Federal Truth In
Lending Act. These Must Be Provided To You In Writing Before You Are Asked To Sign
Any Document Or Other Papers Which Would Bind You To Such A Purchase.

It is further ordered That the respondents deliver a copy of this
order to cease and desist to all present and future personnel of
respondents engaged in the consummation of any extension of
consumer credit or in any aspect of the preparation, creation or placing
of advertising, and that respondents secure a signed statement
acknowledging receipt of said order from each such person.

It is further ordered That the individual respondents named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of their present
business or employment and of their affiiation with a new business or
employment. Such notice shall include respondents ' current business
address and a statement as to the nature of the business or
employment in which they are engaged, as well as a description of their
duties and responsibilities.

It is further ordered That respondents notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in corporate
respondent such as dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor business, corporate or otherwse, the creation

or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation
which may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.

It is further ordered That the respondents herein shall within sixty
(60) days after service upon them of this order, file with the
Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

MARSHALL CAVENDISH COHPORATION

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-2679. Complaint, July 14, 1975-Decision, July 14, 197.5

Consent order requiring a New York City seller and distributor of encyclopedia and
other educational material, among other things to cease distributing any

product through the use of a continuity program that provides for the delivery
on approval any product at intervals with the balance being sent in one or more
multi-unit shipments.

Appearances

For the Commission: Edward D. Steinman.
For the respondent; Peter D. Standish, Weil

New York City.
Gotshal Manges

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Marshall Cavendish
Corporation, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has
violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:

PARAGRAPH I. Respondent Marshall Cavendish Corporation is a
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Delaware , with its principal offce and place
of business located at 110 E. 59th St., New York, N.

PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for some time last past has been
engaged in the advertising, offering for sale, sale or distribution of
encyclopedias, reference or educational material and other publications
or other items of merchandise to the general public, and in the
inducement and collection of payments for said publications or other
items of merchandise from members of the general public.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid
respondent now causes, and for some time last past has caused, said
publications or other items of merchandise to be shipped or distributed
from its places of business or from its sources of supply to purchasers
and prospective purchasers thereof located in the various States of the
United States other than the State where such publications or other
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items of merchandise were shipped or distributed. Furthermore
respondent disseminates, and has disseminated through the U.S. mail
advertising material for the promotion of such publications or other

items of merchandise to recipients located in States other than the
State of origination of such mailings. In connection with such
publications or other items of merchandise, respondent causes and has
caused the mailing of invoices, collection notices and various other
commercial papers or documents, for the purpose of inducing and

collecting payment for said puhlications or other items of merchandise
among and between the several States of the United States.
Respondent maintains, at all times meationed herein has maintained , a
substantial course of trade in such publications or other items of

merchandise in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent has and
is disseminating promotional material relating to continuity book

programs. Such promotional material is distributed in mass through the
S. mail for the purpose of inducing the recipient of such material to

become a subscriber to said continuity book programs. A continuity
book program is a method of distribution whereby persons receive
individual volumes of a set of publications on an approval basis.

The promotion material disseminated by respondent is both volumi-
nous and verbose. The recipient of such material is advised of the
availabilty of obtaining the first volume of a set of publications without
cost in return for the recipient's agreement to become a subscriber to
respondent' s continuity book program, While placing extensive empha-
sis on the virtues of the program and on the minimal obligation of the
recipient, respondent' s promotional material does not contain adequate
material disclosures of the fact that only the first few volumes of the
set of publications are mailed to subscribers singly and individually
with the remaining volumes being mailed to subscribers by means of
bulk shipments. Among and including the statements and representa-
tions set forth in said promotional material, but not all inclusive
thereof, are the following;

The International Wildlife Encyclopedia
(Return coupon mailed by recipient to respondent!
As a subscriber you wil he notified in advance of all future shipments. You may reject

any shipments simply by notifying us. Also , if not completely delighted with any volume
after FR" examination in your home, you may return it at our expense and owe
nothing.

You may cancel AT ANY TIME after taking as many or as few volumes as you like-

217-1840 - 76 - 7
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even none at all if you so choose. The magnificent r' IRST VOLUME is yours to keep
ABSOLUTELY FREE in any case.

Family, Life and Hea.lth Encyclopedia
r Advertising piece J
As publishers of the FAMILY, LH'E AND HEALTH ENCYCLOPEDIA , we are

frankly puzzled!

You see , we can t imagine why everyone doesn t send in for their free copy of volume
one - a big, deluxe library volume, filed with pictures - and all absolutely free with no
obligation to buy another book ever!

You wil not receive a bil. You wil not receive another volume unless you wish. If you
decide that you do not want any more volumes simply tell us.

Perhaps you say to yourself; " I know all about buying books by mail. They wil send
me books that I have not ordered and then send me bils for these unordered books.

This cannot happen because this is not a Book Club. There are no monthly cards to
return. Once you tell us to cancel we CANCEL. You never receive another book.

Man, Myth and Magic
(Advertising piece J
There is absolutely no need for you to decide now whether or not you would like

additional volumes of Man, Myth and Magic. You du not obligate yourselfin any way by
sending for your free first volume. It is our complementary gift to you!

PAR. 5. Through the use of said statements or others of similar
import and meaning but not specifically set forth herein, respondent
has represented, and is continuing to represent, directly or by
implication;

(a) That subscribers to respondent's continuity programs are
accorded the option of receiving a single book at a time, and thereby
are afforded the opportunity to receive and review on approval each
book separately and to reject or accept same, until the expiration of the
continuity programs.

(b) That no further volumes of books will be received after said
subscribers have notified respondent to cancel their subscriptions to
the programs.

(c) That persons who subscribe to respondent' s continuity programs
do so without risk or obligation.

PAR. 6. In truth and infact:

(a) Subscribers to respondent' s continuity programs are not accorded
the option of receiving a single book at a time, and thereby are not
afforded the opportunit.y to receive and review on approval each book
separately and to reject or accept same, until expiration of their
continuity programs. Rcspond nt does not adequately advise subscri-
bers of the material fact, when the subscribers initially receive
promocional material concerning the continuity programs, that : Jl but
the first few books are shipped in mass by means of single bulk
shipments.
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(b) Suhscribcrs to respondent's continuity programs
instances, continue to receive volumes of books after
respondent to cancel their subscriptions to the programs.

(c) Subscribers to respondent's continuity programs are subject to
risks or obligations. Once a person subscribes to the continuity
programs, respondent imposes the following duties or obligations on
the subscribers: must notify respondent to prevent shipment of
additional books; must return to respondent all books found unaccepta-
ble , must pay for all books not returned to respondent. Subscribers also
incur the risk that due to delays in mailing delivery or computer error
they will receive unordered merchandise or incorrect bilings for books
that have either been returned to respondent or for books that have

been shipped to subscribers after said subscribers cancelled their

subscription to the continuity programs.
Therefore , respondent's statements , representations, acts and prac

tices , and its failure to adequately diselose material facts, as set forth in
Paragraphs our through Six, hereof, were and are, false , misleading,
deceptive and unfair.

PAR. 7. In the further course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid
a substantial majority of the persons who initially subscribe to any of
respondent' s continuity book programs subsequently cancel or other-
wise terminate their relationship with respondent prior to shipment of
all of the volumes of books contained in said continuity programs.
Respondent has failed to establish and implement adequate procedures
to insure that subscribers who subsequently cancel or otherwse
terminate their relationship with respondent wil not receive volumes
of books from respondent after their severance from the continuity
programs.

As a result of respondent's failure to establish and implement
adequate cancellation procedures, subscribers have received unauthor-
ized, unwanted shipment of books and have received repeated
unrelented mailings of bils, dunning letters, and similar correspond-
ence relating to such books. Due to receipt of such books, bils and
dunning letters, subscribers have had to expend their time and energies
to dispose of the books sent to them and to attempt to correct
respondent' s erroneous billing notices.

Therefore, respondent's failure to establish and implement adequate
cancellation procedures were and are unfair acts and practices.

PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of its business, and at all times
mentioned herein, respondent has been, and now is, in substantial

competition, in commerce, with corporations, firms and individuals in
the sale of publications and other items of merchandise of the same
general kind and nature as sold by respondent.

in many
notifying
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PAR. 9. The use by respondent of the aforesaid unfair, and false
misleading and deceptive statements, representations and practices

and the failure to disclose material facts, have had, and now has, the
capacity and tendency to mislead members of the public into the
erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representa-
tions were, and are, true and complete, or into the purchase or

retention, and payment for, substantial quantities of said publications
and other items of merchandise by reason of said erroneous and

mistaken belief.
PAR. 10. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein

alleged , were and are all to the prcjudice and injury of the public and of
respondent' s competitors and constituted, and now constitute, unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by the
respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid draft
of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having

determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has

violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34(b) of its rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings
and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Marshall Cavendish Corporation is a corporation

organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
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of the State of Delaware , with its offce and principal place of business
locatcd at 110 E. 59th St. , New York, N.
2. Thc Federal Tradc Commission has jurisdiction of thc subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondent Marshall Cavendish Corporation, a

corporation, its successors and assigns, and its officers, and its agents
representatives, employees, directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with the advertising,
offering for sale or sale , inducing or collecting payments for, and
distribution of any encyclopedia or educational series of books, or of
any merchandise, hereinafter such books and merchandise sometimes
collectively referred to as products , through the use of a continuity
program that provides contractually for the delivery, on an approval
basis, of any of said products to any person at intervals, with the
balance of the program sent in one or more multi-unit shipments, in
commerce, as Hcommerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, do forthwith cease and desist from;

1. Representing, directly or by implication, that:
(a) Any person has the option to receive each product, separately and

individually, and to accept or reject same, unless such representation is
true.

(b) Any person wil not receive any further products after the
respondent has received and processed a properly identified notice of
his cancellation of any such continuity program, unless such representa-
tion is true; or misrepresenting, in any manner, the consequences
resulting from any person s cancellation of his participation in any such
continuity program.

(c) Any person incurs no risk or obligation by joining any such
continuity program unless such representation is true; or misrepresent-
ing, in any manner, any condition, right, duty or obligation imposed on
said person.

2. Disseminating, or causing the dissemination of, any advertise-

ment for such continuity program by means of the United States mails
or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, which fails to disclose in a clear and
conspicuous manner a description of the material conditions and terms
of any such continuity program, and the material duties and obligations
of any suhscriber thereto, including:

(a) A description of each product, the biling charge to be made
therefor, the anticipated total numher of products included in any such
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continuity program, the number of products included in each shipment
except that as to the last two shipments, respondent may instead
disclose the approximate number of volumes in the second to last
shipment and the fact that the last shipment contains the balance of the
products to be sent, and the number of and the approximate intervals
between each such shipment.

(b) A description of the procedures, including any time limitations
for cancellation prior to delivery, and for rejecting after examination by
returning any product, and the fact that the respondent wil grant an
allowance or credit against biling charges for any unwanted product
that has been rejected or returned pursuant to thc terms of the

continuity program; and
(c) That in order for any communication, including any cancellation

to be processed by the respondent prior to the shipment of any product
such communication must be received by the respondent within the
time period provided to the suhscriber in accordance with Paragraph 4
infra.

3. Failing to disclose , clearly and conspicuously, on any return
coupon, order form or any other document used for responding to any
such continuity program offered, and, in magazine or newspaper
advertising, in immediate and close conjunction with any return coupon
order form or any other document used for responding to any such
continuity program offered , the following information;

(a) The anticipated total number of products included in any such
continuity program;

(b) The number of products included in each shipment, except that as
to the last two shipments, respondent may instead disclose the
approximate number of volumes in the second to last shipment and the
fact that the last shipment contains the balance of the products to be
sent; and

(c) The number of and the approximate intervals between each such
shipment.

4. Failing to notify the subscriber subsequent to enrollment, clearly
and conspicuously, in conjunction with the delivery of products sent to

any subscribers, of the time period or periods after which the
respondent wil initiate processing of any future shipment or ship-
ments.
5. Failng to establish and implement adequate procedures so that

the subscriber will be provided with any such notifications required by
Paragraph 4 supra at least 15 days prior to the anticipated processing
date of any subsequent shipment.

6. Failing to advise the subscriber, clearly and conspicuously, in

close conjunction with the notification required in Paragraph 4 supra
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that the subscriber must advise the respondent prior to the anticipated
processing date if any change is desired in the status of the subscr-iber
account.

7. Preparing shipping labcls for any shipment of any product in
such continuity program for which the recipient will incur a monetary
obligation, until at least four days after the anticipated processing date
established pursuant to Paragraph 4 supra in connection with that

shipment.
8. Failing to establish and implement adequate procedures to credit

for the full invoiced amount thereof, any properly identified return of
any product sent to a subscriber to any such continuity program , and to
guarantee to the postal service or the subscriber postage adequate to
return such product to the respondent, when;

(a) The product is sent to a subscriber after the respondent has

received and processed such notice of cancellation prior to the

anticipated processing date established in conjunction with the
shipment of such product as required by Paragraph 4 supra; 

(b) Such notice of cancellation is received by the respondent within 4
days of the anticipated processing date established pursuant to
Paragraph 4 supra but has been mailed by the subscriber and

postmarked at least three days prior to the date disclosed as aforesaid.
9. Failing to establish and implement adequate procedures to

prevent the sending of any product to any subscriber to any such

continuity program, or mailing any bil or invoice therefor, after the
respondent has received and processed any properly identified notice
of cancellation from said subscriber prior to the date upon which the
respondent may initiate the processing for the shipment of said product
pursuant to Paragraph 7 supra.

10. ailng to establish and implement adequate procedures to do
the following, after receipt of any properly identified claim for
adjustment in connection with any bil or invoice or any defense raised
by any alleged debtor in connection with any such continuity program;

(a) Make any such adjustment within 14 days of receipt of such claim;

(b) Acknowledge the receipt of the claim or defense within 14 days of
receipt by the respondent and suspend all collection procedures with
such alleged debtor until 25 days after complying with the procedures
set forth in (c), below; and

(c) Make the requested adjustment within 60 days, or, within said
period, inform the alleged debtor in wrting of the respondent'
understanding ofthe facts alleged in the claim or defense.

It is further ordered That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this order to each of its operating divisions.
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It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at least
30 days prior to any proposed change in the corporate respondent such
as dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a
succes or corporation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any
other change in the corporation which may affect compliance obliga-
tions arising out of the order.

It is further ordered That the respondent herein shall within sixty
(60) days after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a
report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and fonn in which
it has complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

THE GREYSTONE CORPORATION

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-2680. Complaint, Juty 14, 1975 - Decision, July 14, 1975

Consent order requiring a New York City seller and distributor of encyclopedia and
other educational material, among other things to cease distributing any
product through the use of a continuity program that provides for the delivery,
on approval , any product at intervals with the balance being sent in one or
more multi-unit shipments in violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Appearances

For the Commission; Edward D. Steinman.
or the respondent: Peter D. Standish, Weil, Gotshal and Manges

New York City.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that The Greystone

Corporation , a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has

violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows;

P ARAGRAPII 1. Respondent The Greystone Corporation is a corpora-
tion organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
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laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place of
business located at 225 Park Ave. S., New York , N.

PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for some time last past has been
engaged in the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of
encyclopedia, reference or educational material and other publications
or other items of merchandise to the general public, and in the

inducement and collection of payments for said publications or other
items of merchandise from members of the general public.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid
respondent now causes , and for some time last past has caused, said
publications or other items of merchandise to be shipped or distributed
from its places of business or from its sources of supply to purchasers
and prospective purchasers thereof located in the various States of the
United States other than the state where such publications or other
items of merchandise were shipped or distributed. Furthermore
respondent disseminates, and has disseminated through the U.S. mail
advertising material for the promotion of such publications or other

items of merchandise to recipients located in States other than the
State of origination of such mailings. In connection with such
publications or other items of merchandise , respondent causes and has
caused the mailing of invoices, collection notices and various other
commercial papers or documents, for the purpose of inducing and

collecting payment for said publications or other items of merchandise
among and between the several States of the United States.
Respondent maintains, at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a
substantial course of trade in such publications or other items of

merchandise in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent has and
is disseminating promotional material relating to continuity book

programs. Such promotional material is distributed in mass through the
S. Mail for the purpose of inducing the recipient of such material to

become a subscriber to said continuity book programs. A continuity
book program is a method of distribution whereby persons receive
individual volumes of a set of publications on an approval basis.

The promotion material disseminated by respondent is both volumi-
nous and verbose. The recipient of such material is advised of the
availability of obtaining the first volume of a set of publications without
cost in return for the recipient's agreement to become a subscriber to
respondent' s continuity book program. While placing extensive empha-
sis on the virtues of the program and on the minimal obligation of the
recipient, respondent' s promotional material does not contain adequate
material disclosures of the fact that only the first few volumes of the
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set of publications arc mailed to subscribers singly and individually
with the remaining volumes being mailed to subscribers by means of
bulk shipments. Among and including the statements and representa-
tions set forth in said promotional material, but not all inclusive
thereof, are the following:
The Practical Encyclopedia of Good Decorating and Home Improve-
ment

(Advertising piece J
Frankly, I do not understand why everyone does not send in for free V olvrne 1 - since

it is absolutely free (we even pay the postage) and "ince there is absolutely no obligation
to buy any volumes now or ever.

Let me assure you that Volume 1 is acllwlly f ee. There are no strings attached. If you
decide that you do not want any more volume" you simply tell us. You will never receive a

bil - you will ne1Jer receive another volume

*' * *'

Perhaps you say to yourself: " I know ali about buying books by mail. They wil send
books that I have not ordered and then send me bi!s for these unordered books.

This cannot nappen because this is not a Book Club. There are no monthly cards to
reL:rn. Once you tell U to CANCEL , we CANCEL. You never receive another book.

PAR. 5. Through the use of said statements or others of similar
import and meaning but not specifically set forth herein, respondent
has represented, and is continuing to represent, directly or by
implication:

(a) That subscribers to respondent's continuity programs are
accorded the option of receiving a single book at a time, and thereby
are afforded the opportunity to receive and review on approval each
book separately and to reject or accept same, until thEe expiration of the
continuity programs.

(b) That no further volumes of bookb win be received after said

subscribers have notified respondent to cancel their subscriptions to
the programs.

That persons who subscribt: to H:;sponder! t'scontinuity programs
ria so "-lithout risk or obligadon.

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact;

(a) Subscribers to respondent's continuity programs are not accorded
the option of reeeiving a single book at a Lime. and thereby are not

afforded the opportunity to receiv2 and :review on app!yrval each book
2par:: ' and to n ject or cept sam,-- 1J1itiJ eXFi- T.Jc.n (if thei.r

continuity prog:rams. Respondent does not adequately advise subscri-
bers of the material fact, when the subscribers initially receive
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promotional material concerning the continuity programs, that all but
the first few books are shipped in mass by means of bulk shipments.

(b) Subscribers to respondent's continuity programs, in many

instances, continue to receive volumes of books after notifying
respondent to cancel their subscriptions to the programs.

(c) Subscribers to respondent's continuity programs are subject to
risks or obligations. Once a person subscribes to the continuity
programs, respondent imposes the following duties or obligations on
the subscribers; must notify respondent to prevent shipment of
additional books, must return to respondent all books found unaccepta-
ble; must pay for all books not returned to respondent. Subscribers also
incur the risk that due to delays in mailing delivery or computer error
they wil receive unordered merchandise or incorrect bilings for books
that have either been returned to respondent or for books that have

been shipped to subscribers after said subscribers cancelled their
subscription to the continuity programs.

Therefore, respondent's statements, representations, acts and prac-
tices, and its failure to adequately disclose material facts, as set forth in
Paragraphs Four through Six, hereof, were and are, false, misleading,
deceptive and unfair.

PAR. 7. In the further course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid
a substantial majority of the persons who initially subscribe to any of
respondent's continuity book programs subsequently cancel or other-
wise terminate their relationship with respondent prior to shipment of
all of the volumes of books contained in said continuity programs.
Respondent has failed to establish and implement adequate procedures
to insure that subscribers who subsequently cancel or otherwse
terminate their relationship with respondent will not receive volumes
of books from respondent after their severance from the continuity
programs.

As a result of respondent's failure to establish and implement
adequate cancellation procedures, subscribers have received unauthor-
ized, unwanted shipment of books and have received repeated
unrelented mailings of bils, dunning letters, and similar correspond-
ence relating to such books. Due to receipt of such books, bils and

dunning letters subscribers have had to expend their time and energies
to dispose of the books sent to them and to attempt to correct
respondent' s erroneous billing notices.

Therefore , respondent' s failure to establish and implement adequate
cancellation procedures , were and are unfair acts or practices.

PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of its business, and at all times
mentioned herein, respondent has been, and now is, in substantial

competition, in commerce, with corporations, firms and individuals in
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the sale of puhlications and other items of merchandise by reason of
said erroneous and mistaken belief.

PAR. 9. The use by respondent of the aforesaid unfair, and false
misleading and deceptive statements, representations and practices
and the failure to disclose material facts, have had, and now has, the
capacity and tendency to mislead members of the public into the
erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representa-
tions were, and are, true and complete, or into the purchase or
retention, and payment for, substantial quantities of said publications
and other items of merchandise by reason of said erroneous and
mistaken belief.

PAR. 10. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein
alleged, were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondent's competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the
respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid draft
of complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having

determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in !j2.34(b) of its rules, the Commission hereby
issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings, and
enters the following order:
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1. Respondent The Greystone Corporation is a corporation organ-
ized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York, with its office and principal place of business
located at 225 Park Ave. South , New York, N.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondent The Greystone Corporation, a
corporation, its successors and assigns , and its officers, and its agents
representatives, employees, directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with the advertising,
offering for sale or sale, inducing or collecting payments for, and
distribution of any encyclopedia or educational series of books , or of
any merchandise, hereinafter such books and merchandise sometimes
collectively referred to as products, through the use of a continuity
program that provides contractually for the delivery, on an approval
basis, of any of said products to any person at intervals, with the
balance of the program sent in one or more multi-unit shipments, in
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, do forthwith cease and desist from;

1. Representing, directly or by implication, that:
(a) Any person has the option to receive each product, separately and

individually, and to accept or reject same, unless such representation is
true.

(b) Any person wi1 not receive any further products after the
respondent has received and processed a properly identified notice of
his cancellation of any such continuity program, unless such representa-
tion is true; or misrepresenting, in any manner, the consequences
resulting from any person s cancellation of his participation in any such
continuity program.

(c) Any person incurs no risk or obligation by joining any such
continuity program unless such representation is true; or misrepresent-
ing, in any manner, any condition, right, duty or obligation imposed on
said person.

2. Disseminating, or causing the dissemination of, any advertise-
ment for such continuity program by means of the United States mails
or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, which fails to disclose in a clear and
conspicuous manner a description of the material conditions and terms
of any such continuity program, and the material duties and obligations
of any subscriber thereto, including:
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(a) A description of each product, the bil1ng charg-e to be made
therefor, the anticipated total number of products included in any such
continuity prog-ram, the number of products included in each shipment
except that as to the last two shipments, respondent may instead
disclose the approximate number of volumes in the second to last
shipment and the fact that the last shipment contains the balance of the
products to be sent, and the number of and the approximate intervals
between each such shipment.

(b) A description of the procedures, including any time limitations
for cancellation prior to delivery, and for rejecting after examination by
returning any product, and the fact that the respondent will g-rant 
al10wance or credit against biling charges for any unwanted product
that has been rejected or returned pursuant to the terms of the

continuity program; and
(c) That in order for any communication, including any cancel1ation

to be processed by the respondent prior to the shipment of any product
such communication must be received by the respondent within the
time period provided to the subscriber in accordance with Paragraph 4
infra.

3. Failing- to disclose, clearly and conspicuously, on any return
coupon, order form or any other Document used for responding to any
such continuity program offered, and, in magazine or newspaper
advertising, in immediate and close conjunction with any return coupon
order form or any other document used for responding to any such
continuity program offered , the fol1owing information;

(a) The anticipated total number of products included in any such
continuity program;

(b) The number of products included in each shipment, except that as
to the last two shipments, respondent may instead disclose the
approximate number of volumes in the second to last shipment and the
fact that the last shipment contains the balance of the products to be
sent; and

(c) The number of and the approximate intervals between each such
shipment.
4. Failng to notify the subscriber subsequent to enrol1ment, clearly

and conspicuously, in conjunction with the delivery of products sent to

any subscribers, of the time period or periods after which the
respondent wil initiate processing of any future shipment or ship-
ments.

5. Failing to establish and implement adequate procedures so that
the subscriber wil be provided with any such notifications required hy
Paragraph 4 supra at least 15 days prior to the anticipated processing
date of any subsequent shipment.
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6. Failing to advise the subscriber, clearly and conspicuously, in

close conjunction with the notification required in Paragraph 4 supra
that the subscriber must advise the respondent prior t.o thc anticipated
processing date if any change is desired in the status of the subscriber
account.

7. Preparing shipping labcls for any shipment of any product in
such continuity program for which the recipient wil incur a monetary
obligation, until at least 4 days after the anticipated processing datc
established pursuant to Paragraph 4 supra in connection with that

shipment.
8. Failing to establish and implement adequate procedures to credit

for the full invoiced amount thereof, any properly identified return of
any product sent to a subscriber to any such continuit.y program , and to
guarantee to the postal service or the subscriber postage adequate to

return such product to the respondent, when:
(a) The product is sent to a subscriber after the respondent. has

received and processed such notice of cancellation prior to the
anticipated processing date established in conjunction with the
shipment of such product as required by Paragraph 4 supra; 

(b) Such notice of cancellation is received by the respondent within 4
days of the anticipated processing date established pursuant to
Paragraph 4 supra but has been mailed by the subscriber and

postmarked at least three days prior to the date disclosed as aforesaid.
9. Failing to establish and implement adequate procedures to

prevent the sending of any product to any subscriber t.o any such
continuity program, or mailng any bil or invoice therefor, after the
respondent has received and processed any properly identified notice
of cancellation from said subscriber prior to the date upon whieh the
respondent may initiate the processing for the shipment of said product
pursuant to Paragraph 7 supra.

10. Failing to estahlish and implement adequate procedures to do
the following, after receipt of any properly identified claim for
adjustment in connection with any bil or invoice or any defense raised
by any alleged debtor in connection with any such continuity program;

(a) Make any such adjustment within 14 days of receipt of such claim;

(b) Acknowledge the receipt of t.he claim or defense within 14 days of
receipt by the respondent and suspend all collection procedures with
such alleged debtor until 25 days after complying with the procedures
sct forth in (c), below; and

(c) Makc the requestcd adjustment within 60 days, or, within said
period, inform the alleged debtor in writing of the respondent'
understanding of the facts alleged in the claim or defcnse.
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It i, .fin'ther ordered That respondent shal1 forthwith distribute a

copy of this order to each of its operating divisions.
It i.s t"rtheT ordered That respondent notify the Commission at least

:,0 days prior to any proposed change in the corporate respondent such
as dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any
other change in the corporation which may affect compliance obliga-
tions arising out of the order.

It is t"rther urdered That the respondent herein shal1 within sixty
(60) days after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a
report, in writing. setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
it has complied with this order.

IN THE MATTEH OF

THE A & R AGENCY , ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOL.,TION OF
THE ,'EDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

lJ()c/:f' ;t(j8I. Crm/plain! , .July 14, l!)7'J- Decisi(!I , July 1.1, Jf/7S

Consent order rCfluiring a New York City adv( rti ing promob,r , among other things
to Cf'ase using misrepresentations to sell advertising in ethole puhlicatiom; , amI

from placing and seeking payment for unauthorized adver!.;s.menb

Appearan,ces

For the Commission: Moira P. McDermott.
For the respondents; Richard C. Shadyac

Stanley R. Stern Brooklyn , N.
Annandale, Va. and

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal Trade
Commission having reason to believe The A & R Agency. a partnership
doing business in its own name and as Daily Chal1enge, Spanish
Newspaper Agency, Jewish Newspaper Agency, Scandanavian News-
paper Agency, Italian Newspaper Agency, Chinese Newspaper Agen-
cy, Catholic Newspaper Agency, German Newspaper Agency, Record-
er Newspaper Agency, Caribbean Echo, Bronx Home Newspaper
Agency, Polish Publication Agency, Hungarian Newspaper Agency.
Grcek Newspaper Agency, and Anthony Abraham individually and as a
partner in said partnership and Anthony Clausi individually and as 


